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ISAIAH AND HIS TIMESj_ CHARACTERIZED.
"A time like this demands
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and ready hands
Men whom the lust of office does not kill;
Men whom the spoils of office cannot buy;
Men who possess opinions and a will;
Men who have honor; men who will not lie;
Men who can stand "before a demagogue
And damn his treacherous flatteries without winking!
Tall men, sun-crov/ned, who live above the fog
In public duty, and in private thinking,”
("Cod give us men.f— J.C. Holland.
k'
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The purpose of this thesis is to show how the
Assyrian and Egyptian forces of the eighth century B.C*
influenced the development of the religious concepts of
PURPOSE AND Isaiah* In it’s scope the thesis will
SCOPE necessarily involve a comparison of
Archaeological and Biblical data which pertain to that
period. It will include an historical survey of the
interrelation between Egypt and Israel-Judah together
with an historical survey of the interrelation between
Assyria and Israel-Judah, especially in so far as these
events and crises affected and influenced the develop-
ment of the religious concepts of Isaiah. The thesis
will also endeavor to show how Isaiah, as prophet and
statesman, mastered the critical problems that he had
to face. Beside these considerations, it will likewise
include a consideration of the message of Isaiah (1-39)
as it was created by these problems, in an attempt to
understand how the development of the religious concepts
of Isaiah was influenced by the Egyptian-AsSyrian back-
ground.
These are days of scientific and critical
analysis. It is, therefore, vital and significant that
PROBLEM we should utilize every possible
legitimate method available for our research work in
""'C
'•I
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2endeavoring to understand the way in which the religious
concepts of Isaiah evolved and developed. The history of
this development can better be understood in the light
of the historical events of the day and period in which
the development took place* Thus the problem involves
archaeological and Biblical research work* Recent discov-
eries in Archaeology have shed much light upon the Bible
1 *
narratives. But the present day tendency in the world at
large has raised so many doubts in the minds of such a
multitude of people concerning the Biblical data that
it is difficult to impress these valuable discoveries
upon the minds of the populace* In this regard, the
problem involved in this thesis is similar to the problem
involved in many of the other Old Testament writings,
namely: the verification and authentication of the liter-
ature and documents which are in existence* All new
knowledge obliges us to modify or change our former
opinions* This is just as true in our study of the
religious concepts which were developed by Isaiah as it
is in the deliberation of any other similar subject*
This thesis is designed so clearly to portray the way in
which the Egyptian and Assyrian forces influenced the
development of the religious concepts of Isaiah that it
may solve this problem, and obliterate any doubts that
the subject of this thesis may evoke.
1* Sayce, LTI, p* 5
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CHAPTER I. SOURCES: ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND BIBLICAL
SECTION ONE: ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCES
Two main archaeological sources will be consulted
for the writing of this thesis. They are the Assyrian
inscriptions and the Records of Egypt* These are only
INTRODUCTORY portions of archaeology; for
archaeology is ’’that branch of knowledge which takes
cognizance of past civilizations, and investigates their
history in all fields, by means of the remains of art,
architecture, monuments, inscriptions, literature, language,
implements, customs, and all other examples which have
1
.
survived,” A number of these will be briefly mentioned in
the instances which are relevant to this thesis. Such
departure from the two main sources listed above may be
necessary for a more complete study of Assyrian and
Egyptian events. Our more important archaeological source,
as far as this particular thesis is concerned, is that of
the Assyrian inscriptions. This source shall, therefore,
be our first consideration.
The inscriptions of three Ass 3rrian kings have
a direct bearing on the events through which Isaiah lived,
ASSYRIAN These inscriptions, written between
INSCRIPTIONS 740 B.C. and 701 B.C., were inscribed,
or caused to be inscribed, by Tiglathpileser III, Sargonll,
and Sennacherib,
1. Barton, AB, p. 11. ( Century Dictionary, ed, of 1903)
jAoi.isia >mA uk^rmao:3Moy ,x
Pu^mme JADi-D0jo:?Aii0V};. :?aic hoitohb
£)?>:tljjr3nc;> a<f IXtw B0o*tvc,e, i&oi^oL^ejsri'y^ifi cit^.in o<'*T
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(i ^Xrio ©ija ©aadT »'d{n3^X 1o p^tnooeH edd bne enoXdqlTosaX
I*.'-'
f,’,f
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'l.t^>dd BedB^idsavtiX bnsi ^enoidBSi:X.tvlo dcBq ':o eonBRl/igoo
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,
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, 5evi£ rifiXosI rioXilw ilgxxovrid cdnavs arid no sfitTiBecf doavtb b
naddX*iw
^
axioldqX'iop.riX' ©a©nT At'i' HAIHjTSSA
,d©crX^xoar.X ,.0.a XOV bus ,0,3 OXV mX'fXIHDSKI
f,t03T:B&^ ,III T:©8©IXqridBX3XT Tjd ^beJX'XdcnX ©d od baairao no
:'^K
,, , cfX 'lo.rf oisnrio^i bns
^{COP.j. lo .b© .YdBrioidoXa 'yj'Xi/vdnnO ) . CX ,q ,ax taodTaa 'X
4Tiglathpileser III made several campaigns into
the West and had a profound influence upon the people
1
.
TIGLATHPILFSER’S of Israel-Judah, and consequently
ANNALS upon the young Isaiah who began his
ministry about that time. The records of these campaigns
are known as the Annals of Tiglathpileser. These records
were badly mutilated by Esarhaddon, a later Assyrian
king, but they still reveal much that is of interest to
2
.
the Biblical student. The following excerpt is from the
fragments of that portion of the Annals which relates to
3
.
the campaign of 733-732 B.C.:
"Forty-five people from his camp I brought together
before his city, and I shut him in like a bird in a
cage. His parks, his orchards, which were without number,
I cut down and did not leave one. Hadara, the home of
the father of Rezin of Damascus, (the place where) he
was born, I besieged, I captured. 800 people, together
with their possessions, ... I took as spoil. ... The
city of Gaza (I captured. His goods), his possessions,
his gods (I took as spoil) ... My royal image in the
palace of (Hanno I set up). The country of the house
of Omri ... all it’s people, (and their possessions) I
carried away unto Assyria. Pekah, their king, they
had overthrown. Hoshea (as king) over them I placed.
10 talents of gold ... talents of silver I received
as tribute from them."
This inscription is fragmentary, but it is very
significant. It helps to confirm a number of passages in
SIGNIFICANCE the book of Kings, such as: 2 Kings,
15:19, 29-30. It also shows how completely Tiglathpileser
conquered the West. But, more than this, it helps us to
understand the way in which these circumstances affected
1. Barton, AJ^, p. 4G3.
2. Ibid.
3. Sayce, ITI, p. 92; also Barton, AB, p. 464.
Davis, RAH, pp. 21-33.
^
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and influenced Isaiah* It was during this campaign that
Isaiah was, for a second time, aroused into action. This
will be noted in the following discussion which is more
directly related to the concepts of Isaiah.
In the Inscriptions of Sargon there are accounts
of the events alluded to in Isaiah 20:1. These events
SARG0N*S caused Isaiah again to assert himself*
INSCRIPTIONS Two of these Inscriptions are worthy
of note and are here inserted. The first of these tells
1 .
of the fall of Samaria as follows
:
"At the beginning of my reign, in my first year ...
Samaria I besieged, I captured. 27,290 people from it's
midst I carried captive. 50 chariots I took there as
an addition to my royal force ... I returned and made
more than formerly to dwell. People from lands which
my hands had captured I settled in the midst. My
officers over them as governors I appointed. Tribute
and taxes I imposed upon them after the Assyrian manner
The other inscription which shall be considered is the
one which refers to the same events which are alluded to
in Isaiah 20:1. The circumstances reflect the fall of
2
.
Ashdod (711 B.C • )
:
"In the 9th. (error for 11th.) jes-v of my reign I
marched to the coast of the great sea ... to (punish)
Phillstia, Judah, Edom, Moab, who inhabit the sea-
coast, payers of tribute, and taxes to Ashur, my lord,
planning rebellion and untold evil against me, they
bore their pledges to Pharaoh, king of Egypt, a
prinee who could not help them, and sought his aid.
I, Sargon, the faithful prince, who honors the oath of
Nabu and Marduk, who guards the name of Ashur, caused





Sayce, ILT, pp. 92-93.
2. Barton, AB, p. 468.
Sayce, ILT, pp. 92-93.
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6at high water. As for him, Yamani, their king,who had
trusted in his own power, and had not submitted to my
lordship, he heard of the advance of my army. The fear
of Ashur,my lord, cast him down, and to the borders of
(Egypt),., he fled away,"
These inscriptions are of the utmost interest
and importance to the student in his Biblical research.
IMPORTANCE "Before the discovery of the palace
of Sargon by Botta in 1845, the passage in Isaiah{20:l)
was the only place in extant literature where the name of
1 ,
Sargon had been preserved, "Moreover , "in the second
passage of Sargon^s Inscriptions, above quoted,* Sargon
speaks as though he had also punished Judah on this
expedition. There is no direct allusion to this in the
Bible unless it be the vivid description in Isaiah 10:
28-32, where an approach of an Assyrian army to Jeru-
salem is described. It is difficult to date those verses
2
.
unless they also refer to the expedition of 711 B,C,y
the third great international event that stirred Isaiah
to action,' Besides these important citations, which
give special significance to these inscriptions, the
first one,mentioned above, shows that Sargon followed the
method which his father, Tiglathpileser, used. The other
inscription helps us to understand, in a more adequate way,
why Isaiah should be aroused into action, and what some of
the circumstances were that influenced his religious
concepts,
1, Barton,^AB, p, 468,
2, Ibid,
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7The third group of Assyrian inscriptions , which
are to be considered along with the above mentioned
Inscriptions , are those pertaining to the campaigns of
SENNACHERIB S Sennacherib, These are of great value,
ACCOUNTS for the early years of Sennacherib’s
reign were the closing years of Isaiah’s ministry. It was
during these years that Isaiah’s most profound concepts
developed so rapidly and v/ith so little opposition, because
the turn of events had shown that his beliefs were trust-
v/orthy. The accounts of Sennacherib, in many instances,
run parallel to portions in 2 Kings and Isaiah, His account




*'Zedekiah,king of Ashkelon,who had not submitted
to my yoke, the gods of the house of his father , himself
,
his wife, his sons, his daughters ,hJ.s brothers, the seed
of the house of his father I took away and brought him
to Assyria. . .The kings of Egypt... they summoned to
their aid. In the environs of Elteke the battle array
was drawn up before me... In the might of Ashur,my lord,
I fought with them and accomplished their defeat...!
approached Ekron, The governors and princes who had
committed sin I killed and on stakes round about the
city I hung their bodies,,,! brought Padi, their king,
out of the midst of Jerusalem, (where Hez^kiah had been
keeping him as prisoner), and on the throne of dominion
I placed, and imposed the tribute of ray over-lordship
upon him.
As to Hezekiah, the Judean,who had not subm.itted
to my yoke, 46 of his strongholds, fortified cities, and
smaller cities of their environs without number,with
the onset of battering rams and the attack of engines,
mines, breaches, and axes, I besieged,! captured, 200,150
people, small and great,male and female,,,! brought out
and counted as booty. He himself ! shut up like a caged
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works against him, and turned back by command every on©
who came out of his city gate ••• As to Hezeklah himself,
the fear of the luster of my lordship overcame him and
the Urbi and his favorite soldiers, whom he had brought
in to strengthen Jerusalem, his capital city, deserted.
With thirty talents of gold, 800 talents of silver •••
all sorts of objects, a heavy treasure; also his daughters,
the women of his palace, male and female musicians he
sent after me to Nineveh, my capital city, and sent his
messenger to present the gift and to do homage.”
Some of the above material is in a general way
parallel to 2 Kings 18,19 and Isaiah 36,37. This parallel-
PARALLSLISM ism shall be viewed and explained in
IN II KINGS connection with the Biblical sources.
The inscription, however, affirms the Biblical account.
1
.
Likewise, as stated above, these circumstances in Sennach-
erib *s campaigns in Judah had a significant bearing on
the development of the religious concepts of Isaiah. This
significance will be expressed in another section of this
thesis
.
The fore -going Assyrian inscriptions have been
singled out of the scores of those which are available.
REASON FOR The reason for this selection is
SELECTION obvious: it is because they deal
with and reveal the international affairs of the years
745-701 B.C. It was at this time that Isaiah, as prophet
and statesman, was active in these affairs. These inscrip-
tions have been used by renowned Historians, and have been
proven by them to be reliable and trustworty.
1 . i^nis paper, p. 7
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9The Records of Egypt "which have by chance
been preserved to us are, as a whole, so vague and
RECORDS OP indefinite in their references to
EGYPT peoples, localities, persons, and
thw character of events, that they are often tantalizing
1
.
in what they do not tell us." Between the years 1150-
663 B.C. a large ntunber of records were produced, and
monuments erected, in the Delta. But only fragments of
these remain, due to destruction by the climatic conditions,
and by the many Invasions from abroad. During the Ethiopian
period, fortunately, the fragmentary monuments were
supplemented by the historical stelae erected by the
2 .
Ethiopians at Napata. "Among these, the narrative of his
conquest of Egypt by Piankhi is one of the most remank-
3,
able dociments of Ancient Egypt." It is with this Piankhi
Stela that this portion of the thesis is concerned. The
reason for the selection of this particular stela is very
obvious, ^t is the "most instructive surviving document
in respect of the internal political condition of Egypt
in a time when no strong central power and no aggressive
4.
monarch controlled the whole country." It depicts the
condition which prevailed in Egypt during the time that
Isaiah off Jerusalem was in the midst of his active ministry.
It shows that the whole land of Egypt was divided against
Itself, with little petty kinglets in every town and city.
1. Breasted, voi.l, p. 4. IbTd, p. l4.
3. Ibid, p. 15. 4. Breasted, ARE, vol.4,p. 406.
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The translation of the Piankhi Stela is so
long and involved that only a brief survey of it may be
PIANKHI given here. The entire document may be
STELA found in Breasted*s Ancient Records
1 .
of Egypt . According to the document, there was much fear
among the many princes of Egypt because Tefnakhte, a
local dynast of Sais, had started forth to make himself
the Pharaoh of all Egypt. Piankhi was in the Southland.
Messengers were sent to him to appeal for his assistance.
After some delay Piankhi sent his army to check Tefnakhte,
and to besiege Hermopolis. Then, after he had visited
Thebes, Piankhi himself, who had just celebrated the feast
of Opet at Thebes, went to Hermopolis and captured it.
Other cities along the way also surrendered to Piankhi.
But when he came to Memphis, that city resisted him and
made a sortie. Tefnakhte had entered the city while
Piankhi was making his plans to take it. But Tefnakhte
had to go for reinforcements; and while he was gone, the
crafty and skilled Piankhi assaulted the city. ’’The lofty
walls on the west side of the city had recently been
raised still higher, and it was evident that the east side,
2
.
protected by high waters, was being neglected.” Piankhi
sent his fleet against the harbour, captured it, and ranged
the ships along the wall so that his army might enter the
city. The entire region then submitted to him; so also
3.
did Tefnakhte after he had sought refuge in the delta.
1. Breasted, Aiit:, voi. 4,'"pp. 4i}:i-444.
2. Ibid, p. 411.
3. Ibid, pp. 411-414.
ox
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fieed bjarl oiid lo 0bi;a cJsew sd;:' iro Bllsv,
,abi8 .laao 9xict ^nobXve sbvv bjxa Xl.tla oeoXx:'!
Xd'ifixiXl '’,beJo©.C30n gruiod eb/x V:^ bedDe:to'Aq
bogxiBT: .taB ,1X .b'y^'ix.rztqBo ©def •tcu.XB^B iJooXl eld
exli 9;eift0 d'd^luii ’^ubib aXd ilBAli oa XIbw 0.:'*;! gnoX© 8qX;iE axi:/
• oeXb os ;xtilfi ol fj0ilXrn.tfj/e rimtd' xioXgea e^:Jt<Jaci ©cJT .yjlo











It is to be noted that Piankhl did not establish
himself on the throne of all Egypt. He went back to the
1
.
SIGNIFICANCE Southland; and the North was
divided as much as before, until a later kingdom partly
combined divided Egypt. There had been a long period of
Egyptian civilization in the past, but it continued to
be only a memory that caused Egypt to be a ’’Bruising reed”
to the nations near her, and especially to Israel-Judah,
as later pages shall show. The Piankhi stela helps us to
see that anyone, who was as wide awake to the international
affairs as Isaiah was, was in a position to direct the
affairs of the state. Circumstances such as these, which
are depicted in the Piankhi stela, show that the religious
convictions of Isaiah were divinely Inspired on the ground
of a knowledge of human events and human nature, as well
as on a reasonable faith. The above mentioned document is
also important because it helps us understand what some
of the circumstances were that affected the development
of some of the religious concepts of Isaiah,
It is to be noted that the larger number of
Egyptian records, which bear directly on the international
RECORDS ABOUT relations between Egypt and Israel-
ISRAEL-JUDAH Judah, are concerned with a much
earlier period than the period with which this thesis is
concerned.
1 . Breas“t"ed; W,' "voiT’^',’ ‘p]^




irsob^Iil ‘is-rtaX js Ildttsj .e^o'Xso fie xlorni na JiBblYlh
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doXriw ,©a©;:'X 8B :Ioi/a e'joaBdtujf.oDaiO ©di lo ail a *5/1©
ftaioIs-tXoT; d-ixfld v/ona ,a£o^a XxfJfnaiq ©rfct ai: idtxtoXqeb ©'xb
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-.dov.’ dBlBQl lo axroXdoJSvaoo
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bX d‘fi©ox/oo u fvf>ncXd*i'i&xrt oVoo'b ©rf®" ‘-^IdarToaBd*! b no a,R
OiTiOB ctBifY’ lifiB-Ian: £>nx/ cn sql^jrf ctl eanBOftd in.-Xioqmx or-.lB
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,flBiBaX 'to >noi> offxt 'to »?cjok lo
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8l sXeoxfd aidW doXdw rtdXw XToXn.X'q arict nx^fd aoIXano
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SECTION TWO: BIBLICAL SOURCES
The Biblical sources which shall be utilized
in this study are: 2 Kings, especially chapters 15-20;
INTRODUCTION 2 Chronicles, with special emphasis
on chapters 26-32; and Isaiah, chapters 1-39, omitting a
few portions which, after careful research, the writer
has found to be unauthentlc. The book of Isaiah is the
main Biblical source of our study; but some consideration
must also be given to the other sources named above*
The book of 2 Kings records the history of the
kingdoms of Israel and Judah from the reign of Ahaziah
II KINGS, l:2ff* in Israel, and Johoram in Jerusalem
to the fall of Jerusalem: or from approximately 850-
586 B.C. The major portion of this book was doubtless
compiled during the reign of Jehoiachin. Later additions
were probably made by the editor and by a post-exilic hand*
"The compiler continued to quote from the official *•*
annals; the ’Acts of Elijah*; the ’Acts of Elisha’; *•* a
history of Judah; a history of the temple; and a composite
1 .
biography of Isaiah," "The exilic additions are: 2 Kings
24:8-25:30. The post -exilic additions are: 2 Kings 23; 7b,
2
.
12c, 14, 16-18{?), 19, 20." In the consideration of the
book of Kings, "In spite of some minor shortcomings, the
books of Kings are of the greatest interest and value to
students of Israel’s political and religious historyl"
1. ABC, p. 413. (Simpson),
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid, p. 415.
Cp. also Oesterly and Robinson, IBOT, pp, 96-102*
Cp. Driver, ILOT, p. 199, (The Deuteronomic Principle)*
SfrojaToc jicrai-iTfT loxi TfCK'Ma
£>f*s £X-l’ tir XX'jlc ct?o'Ti,T)e t^'>oX£cXCi' 6^f^5'
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The book of Kings is one of the four books which,
1 .
as a group, bore the title: "The Earlier Prophets.” These
THE EVALUATION books were edited by writers who were
OF KINGS influenced by the book of Deuteronomy.
This influence we call the Deuteronomic redaction, as
distinguished from the Priestly Code of the Chronicles
i
a much later publication. The book of Kings has proven to
be "the most complete specimen of Hebrew historical
2 .
writings which the Old Testament contains.” We shall, there-
fore
,
consider the conception of history to which the book
owed it*s origin, and the literary method which determined
it*s form. There are three distinct types of historical
literature. There are narrative, or descriptive, histories
where the writer simply desires to convey to the reader
the actual facts that take place. Then there is the didac-
tic, or pragmatic, history which uses the historical event
to teach some particular lesson. The third type is the
scientific, or genetic, which directs attention to the great
social implications involved in the historical data. In
our study of the book of Kings, it is necessary that we
should determine the class to which the book of Kings
belongs. At first, when separate passages are singled out,
it appears to be a narrative, or descriptive, type. But
when the book is considered as a unity we find that the
aim of the book is to make history a vehicle of moral
1. Skinner, J., K, p.ii. 2, loid.
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12. (b)
and religious teaching. The narrative comments are given,
and to these comments a moral and religious application
is constructed. As to the literary aspects of the book,
sources were dealt with freely. The compiler simply se-
lected from the historical documents that were available
the material he deemed worthy of preserving. Only in rare
instances are the sources cited. It is due to this com-
posite structure of the book of Kings that there is a
noticeable entanglement of the narrative and didactic
types of historical data in the book. Moreover, since the
didactic type predominates, we can not expect to find a
smooth sequence in the events as they are written; nor
must we overlook the fact that early compositions were
at different intervals Incorporated into the narrative
without regard to the fact that they broke into the natural
sequence of the historical events and thereby caused con-
fusion in the mind of the historical critic. Nevertheless
we find in the book of Kings, as in many other portions
and books of the Old Testament, that a direct word of
Cxod is unveiled for the people; and there we find a "rec-
ord of a (an) historic revelation, given to men in the past,
1
.
of the Divine character and purpose," In the study of
this book we find that God was endeavoring to reveal
Himself to a people who, in the midst of the baffling
elements about them, should understand Him more ethically,
2
.
and bear that revelation of God to all mankind.
1. ^xlhner, l(. pp. iJ7T5rcf7“p7‘ia;
eia einosinoo evlttiWin atiV .sntdOBe.l eooisiXfi-i has
tio.t.ip,r'}.£qqji sxjC'£j.XXo*s fine X/5T:om a t;.xn'’mnioo '>E©rf;t orf fcnfi
,:Joorf 'to K^oocisr, T.-rfl'iaiiX .,-xi oX ay>. ,f)6ioinX8rToo at
-oc TlctmXa ti-XXqaipo
-orfT
.rCse-x't dii:- XXi)ob siow seoiaoe
BXdflXXfiTs o-ror SariX aSneiuifoo'^ InoiioS aXrf ext.-t raoil bsrfoeX
ciai ni ^XxiO .jsriXv-tne'^iq lo xdS’iov bamoaf, arf adi
~uCoa siilX oS oifl’’ eX XX »boXXx aaoXj'r<8 aitx aqa C'onaXaqX
a eX eapfiX XariX e3fiX?I 'io ^'oocT oxfx ‘Jo a'lixX '.‘X/iX a aXXsoq
atXoabiXi X^r^s sviieitan ettX lo XqsmaXjjxiBJna aXdaaoXXoq
odd eonie ^qevoaqoM ,3{ood rii odab XnoX"Odeir( to e 9qv:X
a /xiXj oJ Xooqxa don xtao ar
,
ea JaqX.iofisqq ocf{'t cXdoabXft
xoq (q_addj.av/ oqa tcarid aa adaavo arfd aX aooatrpae lidoome
a-if.w eqoXiXsoqmoo ^Xtaa darfX doqt arid
.'tooX'iaro »w dami
avXoaqqaji arid odqX bodcqoqqoaqX aXavqednX dneqattXft da
Xa'iudan exid odnX sjloqtf t;pifd djarfd doflt a,fd pd bosgoT duojfdiw
-«oo fieaqao ^c'a>isrld bna adnsvs XoriiodeXd arid "to oonaopee
aaaXsxfdqave!?
.oXdX'ia :«oi-iodelri arid lo taXc arid ni noXiqt
encXtqoq qorfdo Yam «X as .agriXa' lo a'oori arid nX trail aw
lo briov doaiib a djvid .dnsKxdoaT MO arid lo ajiood bne
-oa'i" « &nXl aw e^add Xrafi jaXqoaq arid -tol fiaXievnxf cX X-raS
dE,iq arid xri non od aavis .ncXdareraa oX'todaXri lo Xno
* X
lo Ytedu arid nl ".oeoq-r.u.i i)na qudoanario snivxtrarid lo
Xflovan od anliovaofina ki«, XoO dniid tail aw jlcod oXrid
anXXllsri arid 'xc defiXra oxtd r.i .oriv; aXqosq it od IXasKili
,Y.CXxioirfda anon mXH taadaiafsnr/ f.Xiioria ,o8rid dnoria adoamaXe
•> vll





A distinctive type of framework in the book of
Kings points to the supposition that it was compiled by
THE PRAIffi- a single person. Introductory formulas
7iF0RK OP KINGS and concluding formulas are character-
istic features. The formula for Judaean kings includes:
"(a) the date of accession of the king to the throne, with
the corresponding year of the contemporary king of Israel;
(b) the klng*s age at his accession; (c) the duration of
the reign; (d) the name of the queen-mother; and (e) a
1 .
judgment on the religious character of the reign.” Por Israel
(b) and (d) are omitted. ”The concluding formulas contain:
(a) a reference to the proximate source from which the
author has drawn some of his materials; (b) a notice of
the klng»s death and burial; and (c) the name of his suc-
2 .
cess or.” Por the most part this framework is given to the
historical events from the death of David to the accession
of the last king of Judah, Zedekiah*
The judgments on the religious character of the
reign of each king are particularly characteristic
RELIGIOUS of the compiler of the book of Kings.
JUDGMENTS It is evident that the compiler set
forth the standards of the whole-hearted loyalty to Yahweh,
and the sanctity of the Temple, and that he tried to show
that judgment would come upon those who fell short of
these standards. The constant complaint appears in
practically every case : ”Howbeit the high-places were not
1. 'ggimieF,"
''j;,' t; p\-~n' ; '''' ' ' 2. rurdi
lo sr«>0f/ iJi to 6q\;J #«v .L-" o« .^t ,lt /•. a.
'
•^d ;wI,£q£iiOs'> OJisw :j.t noJt'J taoq<^iJS r.'d.i o.j B;i>nJt:'r
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-oxr« sf.ci to ©dJ (n) M.s lide^h odd
K^' odd od bX ei-dd d'l.aq dSDSi ©;{d n:o‘^ ’\*io8b©o
[•; xfOiRaoooB ejrfd od hXvsu to ddnob /I'jrfd I'wO’it Rda^ve iBoi'yodtid
,d=,.biojbo^' ,ds.bj:.’X, to de«I ©rid to
odd to 'lodoB^tado eycljjllo'i odd no adn-^bx/t, odT
Sifid lo otdBXi'>doi3iQdP one: snii rioao to
’to .^ood pxld to doXXqxtTOp ^ii'd to ntJCIOIJHH •
d;-*a 'loIXixirtoo ^dd dadd dnobiv© aX dT c/i:H>mx:)ilXK
.jitfVidfiy od 3j;d.CB\:oI f>o:)*r.B«jd~rtIod-K' oHf to Bb'xBbriadR oxfd jlJnut
wodn od boiad od dxidd bna , ^.iqmsT «dd to t^tdonaK ^^xid toa
to d'loria .riet odw ©so,rid noxx - pusoo bXiJow dnexi^bjpi^^ dsrid
fiX e‘XB»q^n dnJtxxXqmon daBdarroo oiriT , eb'isbrtJSde ©aorid
d(.'n o*roT' c&o&XcbriJ^lii erid dXadwoH’' :. 98S'> YlXj3oXdoa''.iri
,X'.i;,ir . » ,J.j-
.q ./’ , .T» ,no/irt.Divr^rT
12. (d)
!•
taken away." In the northern kingdom the abomination was
2
.
"The sin of Jeroboam',’ or calf worship, against which the
compiler directs his finger of scorn because it deliber-
3.
ately defied the central sanctuary at Jerusalem. According
to these elements the compiler gathered together the
historical data and, in the compilation of the material,
he showed that he was expressly influenced by the Deuter-
onomic Law and the spirit of its teaching. This argues for
such a position and thus urges us to inquire into the stand
point from which the author wrote this book.
We have seen that the frame -work of the book of
Kings is Deuteronomic in the nature of its construction.
THE STANDARD But it is also Deuteronomic in its
IN KINGS characteristic phrases, stereotyped
4.
expressions, figures of speech, and the like. The didac-
tic history revealed in this book also shows that the
author was intensly influenced by the Deuteronomic ideal.
For example, he was not interested in the political
affairs; but he was greatly interested in the events that
portrayed the ecclesiastical side of the life of the Israel
ites and Jews, He describes at some length the building
and repair of the temple, and the finding of the book of
the Law, He is, moreover, one who stresses the doctrine
of retribution. One famous example of this is found in
the story of Solomon; David gave Solomon the charge that
Tr“’2‘”^rngsT2T3^ 2, 1 Kings lotbu,
3, 1 Kings 12:25-33. 4. See list at the close of
this discussion, p,12f.
ftBW nct-itwi todB ©ni vjx<*d^h'ivn oxi-i }' ,^^''B^}^i um
erU tirtMyr ,<Tixic^07/ iTj-t') no 'Jt^fj^^OfSonol 'ic , n.fn ©rf?”
«*i0dll®i:'> 03j:;xjo©d mooz lo £1: r.ffi 'ftvUqtnoo
4
.
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,1 f,
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he was to walk in the ways of the Lord; God also charged
2
.
Solomon in like manner; the early years of Solomon were
3.
glorious because he loved Yahweh; then foreign cults steal
4.
the heart of Solomon av/ay from Yahweh; the northern tribes
5.
secede because Solomon had apostasized: this is judgment;
calf worship, the ruination of the northern kingdom, is
6 .
a result of Solomon»s wickedness; the sin of Manasseh,
which made the Exile an inevitable future event, followed
7.
from the example of former idolatry. Intensified; while




the catastrophe. The law of retribution is very pronounced
in these instances. There were, however, other Deuter-
onomic ideas revealed by the author of the book of Kings.'
T|[ey include (a) the exclusive right of Yahweh... to the
whole-hearted allegiance and worship of His people;
{b)the necessity of maintaining that worship in its purity;
..«(c)and the restriction of sacrificial worship to the
9.
central sanctuary at Jerusalem.”
The book of Kings has been accepted as reliable
in its main historical elements. There are, of course
,
HISTORICITY places in the accounts concerning the
OP KINGS kings where the material has been
slightly adjusted to point out the moral more effect-
ively; but there are many instancew where the facts are
faithfully recorded. ”Kis proceedure seems to be that of
10
.
an honest, fairmlnded, and reliable historian.”
i: T i Tings 'yrl-y.
3 . 1 Kings 3:3. 4. 1 Kings 11.
5. 1 Kings 11:29-40. 6. 2 Kings 17:21-23.
7. 2 Kings 21:10-16;23:26. 8. 2 Kings 22:19-20.
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PHRASES CHARACTERISTIC OF THE COMPILER OF KINGS.
phrase Kings Deuteronomy
”To keep the charge of Jehovah ;"l,2:3. 11:1.
"To walk in the ways of JehovahVl,2 :3. 8:6.
"Testimonies V 1,2:3. 4:45.
"That thou mayest prosper V 1,2:3. 29:9.
"To establish his word? 1,2:4. 9:5.
’’with all the heart? 1,2:4. 6:5.
"As it is this day? 1,^:6. 2:30.
"Given me rest on every side? 1,5:4. 12:10.
"To provoke Jehovah to anger? 1,14:9. 9:18.
"The fettered and the free? 1,14:10. 32:36.
"Would not destroy? 11,8:19. 10:10.
"to blot out the name? 11,14:27. 9:14.
"The host of heaven? 11,17:16. 4:19.
"To cleave to Jehovah? 11,18:6.' 10:20.
"in thy gates? 1,8:37. 12:12.
"That thy name might be there? I ,8:16. 12:11.
"To observe and do? 11,17:3?. 5:1.
"To keep his statutes and com’.’ I,2j3. 4:20.
"Detestable things? 1,11:5. 29:17.'
"to do that which is evil? 1,11:6. 4:25.
"To do that which is right? 1,11:33. 12:25.
"under every spreading tree? 1,14:23. 12:2.
"Abominations of the nations? 1,14:24. 18:9.
"whom Jehovah dispossessed? 1,14:24. 9:4.
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In order that we may better understand the views
and differences which exist between our Biblical sources,
COMPARISON OP Kings and Chronicles, a comparison
KINGS AND CHRONICLES shall here be given relative to
the point of view from which each of these compilations
1 .
was written. The book of Kings, which gives a history of
Israel from the time of David*s death (about 1000 B.C,)
to the death of Jehoiachin (about 562 B.C.), endeavors to
show that the fall of the two kingdoms, Israel and Judah,
was due to their refusal to follow and observe the true
worship of Yahweh at the central sanctuary; the sin of
Israel, therefore, brought both nations to their ruin.
2
.
The tone through-out is Deuteronomic in all it*s aspects.
We may accept these books as historically trustworthy.
But when the books of Chronicles are considered, we
find a different object exemplified, "The writer, or com-
piler, does not write as a (an) historian, but with the
object of interpreting history in the light of later
3.
developments," In other words, he did not follow the
historical events to give another book of history; he re-
interpreted past events in the light of the teaching of
the Law, and he sought to reconstruct historical events in
harmony with it. He disregarded secular events, or only
made a hasty record of them. He carried out his purpose by
using the midrashic elements: to turn former history into
edifying religious stories. In this way he sought to
1, That Is I and il Kings.
2, Peake ^s Commentary, Poakes -Jacks on, p, 294.
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glorify the temple worship, or something connected with
it, or the Levitical priest-hood. He was fond of geneal-
ogies and statistics. Often he exaggerated nniribers, not
to deceive, but to idealize and magnify the past history
of his nation. We can not look upon these books as his-
torically trustworthy, therefore, except where the details
have been taken down from their historical sources, and
1 ,
have not been coloured by the compiler. The Chronicler
had his reasons for the supplement he gave to the historic
data. These reasons we shall consider at some length,
’'The Chronicler's great task v/as to establish
the supreme authority of the Jerusalem cultus in all its
2 ,
THE TASK OP details.” This authority had been
THE CHRONICLER sharply challenged by those who did
not live or worship in Jerusalem after the exilic period.
Before the Exile, when a man from David’s line occupied
the throne, there could be no question abotit the center
of Israelite religion; but after the nation had been over-
thrown, and while new Jewish temples were gaining in
influence, there was much dispute about the center of
Israelite worship. The Jews of the Second Temple had to
prove that they were successors and heirs of David and
Solomon, and that their local traditions of the Temple
administration and worship were really from Moses and
3.
Aaron, ^as evident that Jerusalem had been depopulated
TZ OesterTey, in Peakes * Commentary, p. ;^i6,
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by Nebuchadrezzar, and for fifty-nine years the land had
been practically deserted. During those years a new
Israelitish seat of worship had been established at
Shechem. V-.Tiole priestly families had doubtless migrated
to the northern territory when Jerusalem was destroyed.
These, then, were sons of Aaron, and with them were Levites,
Could any in Jerusalem show a clearer title? The Chron-
icler, therefore, v/rote his history, in wiiich he gave a
genealogy of the families who, in his day, were considered
by him as constituting the Jewish Church in Jerusalem,
thereby excluding all in the northern territory from that
legitimacy. The Jev/s also needed to show how great a
nation their »s had been in the world forces, ¥he Chronicler
believed that the glory of Jerusalem and of David’s line
had not been greatly appreciated. He, therefore, attempted
to show that through his great hero, David, the Jewish
1 ,
power had had a wide and noble influence.
In order that he might more clearly show that
Jerusalem was the central shrine of Israelite worship, and
that there the true Mosaic Law liras expressed and followed,
TEE CHROOTCLER’S the Chronicler proceeded to show that
I«TETHOD the people in Jerusalem were the
successors and heirs of David and Solomon. Moreover, he
declared that David had set the example when he made
Jerusalem the central shrine, Y/ith David as his national
1, Torrey, E^, p,
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and personal hero, the Chronicler made his purpose known.
In fact he so idealized David that he passed lightly over
his sin, for his purpose was to glorify the past in order
that he might establish the supreme authority of the
Jerusalem cultus. He then proceeded to describe David »s
magnificent army, the great reign of David, and his rela-
tions to Hiram, king of Tyre. He even greatly exaggerated
incidents concerning kings of Judah. For example, he men-
tions that Solomon at the dedication of the Temple
1
.
sacrificed "22,000 oxen and 120,000 sheep," a much greater
sacrifice than any other king, especially of his own day,
could possibly make. This, however, is an expression of
the Chronicler* 3 loyalty to Jerusalem, and it is the
way in which he attempted to justify the Jerusalem
2 .
tradition.
"The Chronicler believed that this ritual in
which he himself had an active part was the true Mosaic
3.
V/ORSHIP worship." He also believed that the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, and those who worshiped there,
were the true worshipers. He was likewise concerned with
the Levitical office, for he magnified this office and
the ecclesiastical order in Jerusalem. He showed in an
extended portion the great part which the Levites "must
have had in the history of the true Israel. But what he
planned, as has already been written, was not merely a
history of the Levites; it was a history which was designed
1. Torrey, HS, p. 21ti.
2. Torrey, ES, pp. 209-210.
3. Ibid, p. 211.
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to set the whole Jerusalem church on its feet, once for
1 .
all ."To carry out this purpose, he took“ all the ritual
practices, \7hich were prevalent in the worship at the
Temple in Jerusalem, and carried them hack to the early
origins of Hebrew history. He used the historical data, as
it then existed, and retained those portions which very
definitely served his purpose. In this way the Chronicler
declared that even David and Solomon ascribed to the
worship which was in vogue at Jerusalem in his own day.
It therefore followed, according to the Chronicler, that
only those who ascribed to the worship in Jerusalem, were
follov^^ing the true leadership. To make his point even more
evident, the Chronicler set forth a genealogy in v/hich he
attempted to show how the people in Jerusalem were the
legitimate successors of David and Moses. "VwTien he had
finished his work, he had shovm that none of the pure
stock of Israel, none of the true representatives of the
cultue, could be looked for outside the territory of Judah
and Benjamin. . .The pure blood and the true worship were
2
.
transmitted only by way of Babylonia.” The Samaritan
Church had become a heterogeneous mob of heathen, as the
Chronicler would say. The pure blood, and the true worship,
3.
could only be found in and around Jerusalem.
The Chronicler"was not a mere dealer in Midrashim”
says C .C .Torrey, ’’but the champion of a great cause.” *iiis
1,' T’orrey, p. 2 IT. ^ ibid, p. 2l<^.
3. Ibid, p. 212. 4. Ibid, p. 235. (Cp.Kittel, HH, p.227)
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work, according to our standards, was an unla?;ful manu-
facturing of history. But from his point of view, and
in the light of his purpose, it v/as a worthy one, and by
mo means Illegitimate. Hoxvever, he made a new edition^'
abridged the former history in some places^’''' and freely
expanded it in other portions. He intended, thereby, to
supplement the historical books already v/ritten. He was
USE OP HISTORY - > fond of mentioning how homage
vms paid to Jerusalem and the house of Da?rid by the
foreign kings and nations. Building operations also occupied
his attention. Moreover, in many of these vivid passages,
it is seen that the chief source, of which the Chronicler
availed himself, was his ov/n imagination. He was vej^ adept
!•
at using local coloring to enliven the historical narrative.'
”He used what he needed and manufactured what he pleased,
always with his eye fixed either on the actual circum-
stances and regulations of the time in which he lived, or
else on certain ideal conditions suggested bv those
2
.
existing in his own day.” One half odf the material in
Chronicles is historical; the other half is added material;
but it is in itself important because the whole work was
3.
planned for the sake of this independeht portion. The new
material v/as all composed by the Chronicler himself in
pursuit of his apologetic aim. The language and style is *
4.
that of the Chronicler, and the aim is that of the Chronicler
±. 'i'orrey, p." hl'A, y.' lbTdr, p,
3. Ibid, p. 227. 4. Ibid, pp. 230-231.'
->; Cp. II Kgs. 12:5-17 with II Chron. 24:4-14.
Sp. II" Sam. 24:1-25 " I " 21:1-30.
" II ?[gs. 23:4-20 " II " 34:4-7.
" 23:29-30 B 21 Ch«on. 35:20-24.
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"The sources from which the Chronicler compiled
his work were : The book of Kings ; the Midrash , or
2 CHRONICL'RS commentary on Kings; the Midrash
1
.
on the prophet Iddo; and the book of Isaiah*" It
presents the history of Jhdah by using excerpts from
the books of Kings and adding a supplement contributed
2 .
by the compiler himself* Some of the historical facts
3*
are here given a fanciful coloring* However this does
not destroy the historicity of the book. In many
cases, the additions that have been made to the
records found in the book of Kings show that the com-
piler had at his command some of the same sources
which the compiler of the book of Kings had, and that he
also recorded some oral traditions that had not been
4.
written before that time. From internal evidence, more-
over, we may place the date of this work at about 350 B.C.
It is to be noted in the last tv^o paragraphs that
the books of Kings and Chronicles are partly dependent on
RELATION OP sources that deal either directly with
KINGS AND CHRON- Isaiah, or material that came from the
ICLES TO ISAIAH pen of Isaiah. Especially is this the
case in the book of Chronicles* This is interesting indeed,
for it shows that the work of Isaiah was historically
important* The work of Isaiah, therefore, concerns us*
1, (5es"terley and koDlnson, ISoV, p. 116*
2* Driver, ILOT, p* 517*
3. ABC, p. 439*
4. Ibid.
5* Oesterley and Robinson, IBOT, p. 512*
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In order that we may have a clearer insight
into the study of our problem, and concerning the religious
ISAIAH concepts of Isaiah, the historical
and the literary aspects of the book of Isaiah must here
be outlined. Under the historical data we shall discuss
(1) the date of authorship; (2) the probable order of the
publication of the different portions of the book; and
(3) the growth of the book. In regard to the literary
aspects, we shall give special attention to the following
phases: (1) "The greatest classic of Israel"; (2) a
general outline of the book of Isaiah; (3) controverted
and doubtful passages; and (4) genuine portions.
The prophecies of Isaiah in chapters 1-39 are
1 .
grouped around four major crises. Between the years 740-
HISTORICAL 735 B.C., previous to the Syro-Ephraim-
DATA itish war, the one group of prophecies
was made. The second period of prophecy was during and
immediately after the Syro-Ephraimitish war in 734 B,C,
The third group may be placed in the period of Ass 3rrian
suzerainty following the fall of Damascus in 732 B.C,
The fourth and last period of Isaiah»s prophecy took
place during the rebellion under Sennacherib, especially
between the years 705-701 B.C. For the purpose of clarity
and simplicity we shall call these the A, B, C, and D
publications. The A, B, and G groups circulated as separate
1, These dates are largely in accordance with the "Prophets"
lecture notes. Dr. Elmer A, Leslie, Instructor,
B. U. S. T. 1934-1935 lectures.
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1 .
books. The D publication was added to these from the
original place in 2 Kings. The following historical
data shall, therefore, be our next consideration; the date
of authorship; the probable order of publication; and the
growth of the book.
It is generally agreed among Biblical critics
that the book of Isaiah, as we now have it, is a Post-
2 ,
DATE OF BOOK Exilic compilation. It was built around
a number of autobiographical prophetic utterances made
3.
by Isaiah between the years 740-701rB.C, These utterances,
as we have noted on the preceding page of this thesis,
4,
were grouped around four major crises: decisive events
which occurred during the forty or more years of Isaiah *s
ministry. The book of Isaiah in its present form
suffered serious corruption between 700 B.C, and 100 A.D,
Since tliat time, the second century B.C., it has been
5.
carefully preserved.
The work attributed to Isaiah, under chapters 1-
39, as it appears in that portion of the Bible, has by
different scholars been divided into four, six and seven
6 ,
sections. For example Skinner divides the 39 chapters into
four parts, the arrangement which the writer prefers.
These he calls the A,B,C,and D publications. They are;
(A) chapters 1-12; (B) chapters 13-27; (C) chapters 28-
35; and (D) chapters 36-39. He claims that the A,B, and C
1, sxinner, 1
, pp, ixvil-ixxv, 2, Cray," ICC, pp. xxxi-xxxii,
3. Driver, ILOT, p. 206; Skinner, I. p, Ixxix,
4. Thesis, p. 14; Leslie, ’’Prophets" , notes ; Driver, ILOT, p. 206,
5. Gray, ICC, p. xxvi. 6, Skinner, I, pp, Ixvii-lxxv,
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publications circulated as separate books, and that the
1 . 2 .
D portion was an extract of 2 Kings. Driver divides the
PROBABLE ODDER same chapters into six divisions, but
OP PUBLICATION he rejects three of these divisions
3.
as unauthentlc to Isaiah; Eiselen makes practically the
4.
same division as Driver; Sellin makes only five divisions;
5 .
while Gray gives seven divisions, and accepts only three
of them as Isaianic. These divisions shall be elaborated
more fully under our study of the authenticity of these
passages. In reference to the order of publication, I
am inclined to agree with Skinner, Several portions in
this arrangement are not considered as Isaianic, yet it
is to be recognized that many publications have had
editorial additions circulated as a part of the original
work. This shall be discussed in connection with the
literary aspects of the book of Isaiah,
Much that has been written in the last two
paragraphs helps us to understand something about the
growth of the book. About 26 or 27 of the 39 chapters,
GRCSlTTH OP with which we are concerned, have
THE BOOK been, more or less, directly based
6 ,
upon Isaiah* s own autobiographical sketches and prophecies.
This first group,which was first circulated, consisted
of chapters ^-12 with chapter 1 prefixed to those chapters
by the editor who lived during the Post-Exilic period,
1. Skinner, l,pJjc;vi"I-lxxv, 2," I)river, p. 2(5^,
3, Eiselen, PBOT, p. 115. 4, Sellin, lOT, pp. 135-140,
5. Gray, ICC ,p.l-lill. 6. Gray, ICC, p, 1 (Int.)
7. Ibid,
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The publications B and C were circulated later than A,
and D was added to all of these by the compiler. As to the
attachment of chapters 40-66, it is believed that this
1 .
was accidental, for at the beginning of the third century
B,C, these chapters had not yet been attributed to Isaiah,
In connection with the literary aspects of the
book of Isaiah we shall consider: the three criteria for
LITERARY determining the authentic portions of
ASPECTS the book; the classical natxxre of the




The three criteria for determining the authentic
portions of the book are: (l)The political and social acts
CRITERIA of the age; (2) the style and language
and (3) the ideas that are involved and presented. Of
these the third is the least certain, because the same
author may present ideas from any preceding period, as
well as the period in which he lives, together with some
0ther ideas which he himself cherishes.
The book of Isaiah has been called "The greatest
3.
classic in Israel" Driver says of Isaiah: "No prophet has
STYLE AND Isaiah’s pov/er, either of conception,
LANGUAGE or expression; none has the same
command of noble thoughts, or can present them in the same
4.
noble and attractive language," He, further, says of Isaiah:
TI Oesterly and Robinson, IbW, pi235,
2. Gray, ICC, p, Iviil,
3. Cornlll, PI, p. 68,
4. Driver, ILOT, p. 229,
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he has ’’grandeur and beauty of concept! on,wealth of imag-
ination, vividness of illustration, compressed energy and
splendour of diction... Isaiah’s literary style... is chaste
and dignified: the language is choice, but devoid of all
artificiality and stiffness ; every sentence is compact and
1
.
forcible.*” This is one of the reasons why firitics have
declared that,when the Pentateuch and Psalter are set aside
2
.
’’Isaiah ranks next in power over the Christian thought.”
In the book of Isaiah, the son of Amoz,(Ch. l-39(),
we have Internal evidence which reveals the nature, char-
acter, and station of the author. A number of chapters
AUTHORSHIP contain the autograph, "Isaiah, the son
3.
of Amoz”.(Thls Amoz is not to be confused with the prophet
Amos.) For the most part, also, there is the predominant
emphasis of the first person,which characterizes these
portions as autobiographical, or as dependent, to some
extent^ on autobiographical messages written by the orig-
inal author, Isaiah, the son of Amoz. This is to be taken
into account in oxir determination of the genuine portions.
There,evidently,appear to be four main divisions
which were directly uttered by Isaiah in connection with
4.
OUTLINE OP THE the four major crises mentioned above.
BOOK OF ISAIAH Chapters 1-12 contain Isaiah’s social
message; chapters 14;24-23rd chapter, (excluding 21:1-10),





3. Isaiah 1:1; 2:1. (Also Isa. -13:1 which is urmuthentic
.
)
4. This thesis pp.3-9.
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chapters 28-33 express a condemnation toward Israel and
Judah on account of their dependence on Egypt instead of
Jehovah, and they show that Isaiah opposes the Assyrian
and Egyptian parties in Judah; chapters 36-39 parallel
the account in 2 Kings 18:13-20:19 from which the passage
1 .
was taken. The rest of the book may be explained in this
way. Near the close of the Exilic period, but before
Deutero-Isaiah, an unknown author wrote chapters 13:1-
14:23, a prophecy against Babylon. The same author is sup-
posed to have written chapter 21:1-10 which describes
the approaching fall of Babylon. To this unknown author
has also been ascribed chapters 34-35 which contrast the
fate of Edom and Judah. These sections were written about
2
.
536 B.C. One whom we have learned to designate Deutero-
Isaiah is the great unknown author of the Exilic period. To
him we ascribe chapters 40-55. This has long been the
opinion of the leading critics of the Bible. There is
evidence of a third major author whom we name Trito-^Isaiah#
3.
To him the remaining chapters, 55-66, have been attributed.
These chapters were, doubtless, written between 460 and
450 B.C. They may, or may not, form a unity, for they were
4.
written at different intervals. This leaves chapters 24-
27 which are called "The Little Apocalypse.” These
reflect the thought of the period, near 330 B.C. which
5 .
was the period of Greek domination.
1. SKinner, T, pp. IxviT-lxxv. 'A/ Tealie , ” prophets
.
"
3. Ibid. 4. Ibid.
5., Ibid. (Cf. Elselen,?BOT; pp. 247-250)
Iifis X-sB'isI nol.iBn.;ief.)no^ r. an'-^nxT?.*) r./j-E'':
'Xc .bBe:en^ ^cj''E?E‘ rao i5>Dtif»brit:iq^)iD •’rXt ,Ei lo ri-niroo-')/^ ao dj.?f;xfX
£Li.t’v^<'’QA Qdi !39.Koqcio fiisXcel ir.(S
.
-v'cfe ..ilBvo'i?!,
9f;~3'<j B'larJ'qi;;.;) ‘tifabi/T, n.‘c i2«i;tTS7 fxi£i
S nl faisooos etiJ
.1
a±d.1 iiX fjeiilBlqx© ed :{oocf oiid ;.o ;?'iv n v/
;jcf ^bol'isri oJ:J.£x2 edi lo oe.ol') add 'XBe’>
,">r';^;i ^.‘rf^dqsdo edo»t'v Toddr-rw nv’onirijj hb ,d..'.tflBl-o red.tr&G
q:/e al '•io({d;;B ar.iaa i>rIT .aoX'vd'fik;!' T,oarf,qo*-iCT b ,SS: "'I
D^idX'toa^b do.edw OX-X. :XS: BodqarXo xladdlT;/ evBjrf 6d baaoq
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odd :j-a:.-'‘'idxiOi> rf 7ir[w a'ladqa':') bodXiaEB naocf oaXiJ sad
duocis nadjX'Tv. ••£av. sncldoea aaorX; ,rii3bi/r» Jiyia niob^ lo adal
-oniodBaa odBn^iXaajb o J • ban-iBaX ovbiI ew no/iv' anO . 0 ,^ dSG
o? ^boX^xoq oxXixa odd lo 'xorlduB a-ffonT'Crix; dae'is add ai jrfB.tBBX
• odd neocf 3itoX and eXdT e'l.Xdqr.do BfLt'ioa.a ew inb-d
aX ftMed"’ , oXo Id odd lo aoidiTxo 3i'(-.t;)39l e/id lo noXnlqo
•id-X '.a' “OdiqT errtBn ov/ irtoilv^ ‘icidi/s brcldd b lo aoiios X/a
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With the critical data of the preceding
paragraph firmly in mind, we shall proceed to give a
SUBJECT MATTER synopsis of the contents of the first
thirty-nine chapters. Chapters 1-12 contain: five prophetic
discourses directed to the Jews and Ephraimltee; the
account of the rebellion of Judah; and a Messianic pre-
diction. Chapters 13-24 include; prophetic discourses
declaring the fate of many nations; the account of the
Vision of Isaiah; Judgments on Judah; the prediction of
afflictions that shall come upon the Idolaters; and the
predictions concerning the fall Of Assyria, Israelis
triumph over Babylon, the judgment of Moab, and the over-
throw of Tyre; Chapters 25-39 contain: Discourses denounc-
ing the disobedient Jews, and consoling the true follov/ers
of God; a message about God»s care of His vineyard; Messianic
hopes and blessings; and the historical account concerning
the deliverance from, the invasion of Sennacherib, and the
record of Hezekiah's prayer and song of thanksgiving,"
The certainly non-genuine passages, which we
cannot attribute to Isaiah "the son of Amoz", are: chapters
NON-GENUINE 13:1-14:23; 21:1-10; 24-27; 34-35;
PASSAGES and 36-39, (besides 40-66). Such
1. 2. 3.
outstanding authorities as Sellin, Leslie, Davidson,
4. 5.
Driver, and Gray are unanimous in regard to this criticism.
also agree,'
1 . sei±in, loT, pp. 135-140. 2. Les lie,^'Prophets."
3. Davidson, OTP, p. 245. 4. Driver, ILOT, pp. 206-226.
5. Gray, ICC ,pJ.-llii. 6. Skinner, I,p. Ixxix.
7. Eiselen, PBOT, p. 115,’
off^t '"'0 Ifioijl'X-o ^hi^ MI.--
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There are a member of reasons for doubting the
authenticity'- of the above passages. Certain prophecies,
REASONS FOR DOUBT* evideriily^ were ascribed to Isaiah,
ING AUTHENTICITY iunong these prophecies there have
been found certain portions that ape not in accord with
1 .
•
the criteria mentioned on page 23 of this thesis. It is
also to be noted that the internal evidence of these
portions ,which we claim are unauthentic, shows that in
them the aim was to "soften the threatenings of Isaiah
by adding promises, or to enrich his pictures of the
approaching ideal fut^ure with traits more closely
expressive of the hones and aspirations of the post-
2 ,
exilic age," One striking example of adjustment and
explanation is easily recognized in the historical
addition: chapters 36-39, The original place for these
3,
chapters was the book of Kings, They"were excerpted from
their original source by the compiler of the book of
Isaiah on account of the particulars contained in them
respecting Isaiah’s prophetical work, and the fulflll-
‘4,
ment of some of his most remarkable prophecies," The other
reasons are better understood as we take each of these
doubtful passages and study them carefully,' T.K, Cheyne
seems to be the authority for many of the later Bible
critics on this subject,' V/e shall, therefore, give his
estimate of these non-genuine passages,'







3, II Kings, 18:13-20:19, 4, Driver, 33LOT, p;' 226,
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Cheyne and. Driver have been considered as
authorities in the Old Testament field of higher crit-
CHEYWE AWl) driver icism. Their estimates concerning
ON ISAIAH WORK the non-authenticated passages are
worthy of note. The first main passage which we can not
ascribe to Isaiah is Chapters 13:1-14:23. "In this prophecy
the Jews are represented as in exile, held in thralldom
by the Babylonians, but shortly to be released in con-
1
.
sequence of the capture of Babylon by the Medes." This
is not the situation of Isaiah*s age. Moreover, it is
highly improbable that Isaiah could have so thoroughly
predicted all these events so minutely 150 years before
they took place. This prophecy, we understand, speaks of
the return from Babylon, whereas Isaiah had looked upon
Assyria as the "rod of Yahweh*s anger." The statement that
mentions the king of Babylon in 14:4 can not be the
3.
equivalent of "king of Ass^rria." It is, therefore, very
evident that late ideas, beliefs, and anticipations appear
in these chapters, for we note references to: the day of
Yahweh, foreign proselitlsm, the idea of Sheol, the
description of the morning star as the son of dawn, the
divine mountain in the north, the name Shaddai, and the
belief in demons of the desert. These ideas were prevalent
at a much later time than that of Isaiah. They prevailed
during the time of the exile. The prophecy and ode, which
are the sum and substance of the above mentioned passage,
1. l^rlver^’ Tr(7r,""pV VIT. 2. Isaiah ’10:5.
3. Cheyne, IBI, p. 69. 4. Ibid, p. 69.
ai3 tt'^'iafxtunoo rtoecf ovBii 'laviTiCI bne
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anln'iaonoo iXorlT ,fft3ioi: CTPfv-. rrWY.'TRO
don aeo ow. doliiw e$f3'BQ/iq xidstii ©rfT .odon lo Y^diow
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can not, therefore, be from a time earlier than the close
1 .
of the exile. This supposition is further attested by the
fact that, in this passage, the Jews are not warned
against making an alliance with Babylon as Isaiah was
accustomed to do relative to other nations; nor are they
threatened with impending exile; they are represented as
in exile, or about to be delivered from it# A prophet
was wont to address his message to the need of his own age,
"to announce to his contemporaries the judgments, or
consolations, which arose out of the circumstances of
their own time, and to interpret for them their own history.
To base a promise upon a condition of things not yet
2
.
existent ••• is contrary to the genius of prophecy." This
passage must, therefore, be attributed to an author who
lived toward the close of the exile, and not to Isaiah.
In chapter 21:1-10, it is evident that there is reference
to the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus. "The writer represents
the rousing of the Medes as future, but his quiet tone
proves that they have already been heard of as on the
3.
march." The message is a very indirect one, with a two-
fold consciousness, in a style that can not be found in the
accepted Isaianic writings. The message, and the manner
of it*s presentation, together with the setting and circum-
stances portrayed, definitely show that this passage, like
chapter 13:1-14:23, comes from the hand of an author who
1. Cheyne, iBI, p. 7b.
2. Driver, IL0T,p. 212.
3. Cheyne, IBI, p. 128.
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lived toward the close of the exile. It did not come from
the pen of Isaiah, The ’’Little Apocal3rpse''
,
chapters 24-
27, is the third passage which we can not attribute to
Isaiah, "That it should be Isaiah’s, is philologicalD-j
1
.
and psychologically impossible',’ says Cheyne, The language
and ideas are foreign to Isaiah, We have here an eschatol-
ogical picture, or representation, A great world judgment
is depicted; but from this judgment the faithful people
of God, especially faithful Israel, happily escape. The
overthrow of some great city(not mentioned by name) is
also declared; and because of the overthrow of this city
2 ,
Israel is to enjoy great spiritual blessings. The ideas
portrayed, also, point conclusively to a late date. There
are references to: mankind at large breaking the divine
law; the’’Host of heaven"; the promise of the abolition of
death, and the hope in the resurrection of individual
Israelites; and the admission of all peoples to the • Jew-
3.
ish religious privileges. All of these point to a
much later age than that in which Isaiah lived. The
social state described sets aside the priest as a more
important class, while the ideal of national life was
made a prolonged act odT worship. It is evident that this
was instigated during a non-political age, such as the
Persian age. The writer, and author, therefore, was not
Isaiah, The fourth passage v/hich v;e can not ascribe to
1, Cheyne, Tfel," p. l4^,
3. Cheyne, IBI, pp, 150-151
F."T)rTver,'’TT:(31Vp,“
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Isaiah is chapters 34-35 • Driver assigns them to the
1 .
closing years of the exile, Cheyne, on the other hand
2
.
refers these chapters to the post-exilic period. The
argument of Cheyne seems quite convincing. In it he
claims that: the writer of these chapters borrowed his
ideas from the post-exilic period and from the very late
exilic writings; he lived in Palestine where he saw the
incompleteness of the restoration; and the enemy whom he
fears is not the Persian, but the Idumaean who invaded
3,
the south of Palestine after the exiles had returned.
The last non-authenticated portion of Isaiah, as listed
in this thesis, is the historical section: chapters 36-
4.
39. As has been stated above, this historical section,
differing( except by addition of the song of Hezekiah, 38;
9-20) only verbalist from 2 Kings 18:13, 18:17-20:19, and
narrating certain important events in which Isaiah was
concerned, originally belonged, not in the book of Isaiah,
but in the book of Kings from which it was excerpted by
the compiler of the book of Isaiah, It is, however,
evident that these chapters were appended to the book
of Isaiah because they referred to Isaiah’s prophetical
work, and apparently showed that some of the most remark-
able prophecies of Isaiah had been fulfilled. The above
reasons for the non-authenticity of the above mentioned
passages are accepted fnr the writing of this thesis.'
-‘J.’ VlTefne,’ 'TEI, p, li’Oir;
4, This Thesis, p, 25.
1, Driver, iLOl?, p. 226.
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The other chapters In Isaiah 1-39 are to he
considered as authentic, or genuine. The genuine
GENUINE PASSAGES passages, therefore, are those which
show poetical genius, conform to the criteria mentioned
1
.
above, and are accepted by the outstanding Biblical
critics with little or no objection. They are largely in
conformity with chapter 6, a chapter which certainly is
Isaianic and forms the basis of much of our judgment
concerning the genuineness of Isaiah *s writings. In the
main, therefore, we may recognize the following chapters
of the book of Isaiah as genuine; chapters 1-12, chapters
14:24 through 23 (minus 21:1-10), and chapters 28 through
33,
There evidently appear to be four main sections
which are directly connected with the prophetic activity
SUiai/iRY OP THE of Isaiah. Chapters 1-12 con^rain
GENUINE PASSAGES Isaiah »s social message; chapters 14;
24-the 23rd. chapter ,( excluding 21:1-10), contain the
prophet’s message concerning Foreign Nations; and chapters
28-33 express a condemnation toward Israel and Judah on
account of their dependence upon Egypt, instead of relying
upon Jehovah, showing the folly of such a policy, and
opposing the Egyptian and Assyrian parties in Israel-
Judah,' The process of the compilation of these prophecies
doubtless began shortly before 700 B.C, and continued to
2 .
about 200 B.C,
1. 3ee""this 'thesis, p, 23. 2. See this T'hesls, p. 21.
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"Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. Near them on the sand.
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies,v/hose frown.
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command.
Tell that it’s sculptor well those passions read
I’Tiich yet survive, ( stamped on those lifeless things,)
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal these words appear:
’My name is Ozymandias, king of kings;
Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair J
’
Nothing beside reaains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away,”
” Ozymandias ’j Shelley.
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CHAPTER II. EGYPT AM) ISRAEL-JUDAH (945-663 B.C.)
THE PHARAOHS AW PALESTINE.
Egypt did not exist as a great nation at the
time of Isaiah* s ministry, yet the Israelites looked upon
INTRODUCTORY Egypt as a deliverer. The reason for
this lack of insight on the part of Israel-Judah was due
to the memory of the former glory of Egypt, and, as Isaiah
believed, to the Israelites* lack of faith in Yahweh. It
is a significant and important matter to note the inter-
national affairs that took place between Egypt and Israel-
Judah, for, as we shall see in the following pages, this
influence of Egypt greatly affected the Israelite history*
Not all of the Pharaohs of Egypt between the years
945-663 B.C., but only a comparatively few of them, were
PHARAOHS V/HO interested in Palestine and it»s
WERE INTERESTED inhabitants. In fact we find that, out
IN PALESTINE of the fifteen or more chief Pharaohs
of Egypt during this period, only seven, in any way,
directly or indirectly, had an Interest in or affected
Israel-Judah to any large extent. The particular Pharaohs
who showed any Interest in the northern peoples, especially
the Israelites, were: Sheshonk I, Osorkon II, Osorkon III,
Piankhi, Bocchoris, Shabaka, and Taharkah. Of these,
only four had any direct bearing on the religious concepts
of Tsaiah as they developed . They were: Osorkon III,
rv- wm
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Piankhi, Bocchoris, and Shabaka, In reference to Piankhl,
we can not say that he had any special interest in the
people of Israel-Judah, as we shall presently reveal. It
was in a different way that he is of special significance
for the study of our problem. We shall, therefore, consider
the relations between Egypt and Israel-Judah in the light
of the interest that the Pharaohs of Egypt had for the
neighbouring states.
There are several references to the Pharaoh of
Egypt and Solomon, They refer to the intimacy of Pharaoh
SHESHONK AND and Solomon to each other; they also
SOLOMON show that this Pharaoh protected certain
adversaries of Solomon. The passages are: 1 Kings 3:1;
9:15; 11:14-22; 11:40; and 2 Chr. 8:11. It is evident that
1 .
the recognized Pharaoh in Egypt at this time was Sheshonk,
spoken of as Shishak in 1 Kings 11:40. This Pharaoh was
the first of the dynasts of the twenty-second dynasty, and
he is more properly called Sheshonk I, It may be argued
that he had nothing to do with influencing the religious
concepts of Isaiah, and that it is irrelevant to write of
him in this connection. However it is the writer's
contention that the policy of Sheshonk I had left a lasting
impression on the memory of the Israelitish peoples: a
memory which helped to direct the attention of the Israelites
toward Egypt in Isaiah's day. This memory of the past
glories of Eg^t was disastrous to the people of Israel#
1, Breasted, p, [Sheshonk I harboured Jeroboam,
)
Cp. 1 Kings 11:40 where it is Shishak, Pharaoh of
Lgypt who protects Jeroboam,
od" son e*T 9*3: 0*1 nl . eafscf/irlS hne ^oJtTorfoooS
0ffd ni d’Ba'ied^ni X^ioeqe bB£i ed &jsdi ^se don ftBo ov^
dl ,£&five*i \^£:tne^.B'xq Ilade e\f ejb ^rfjilbjJT.-Ioe'iel lo elqooq
I oonnoilinsXe IcXooqe lo eJ: ed dBrfd y.&vi dnonellxf) b nl zbvi
nLQbitrsoo ..enoleioxid eW .nrelcfo'xq'^jjo 'lo ©r:d xncl
dxlglr orid nl disonL-IeiJ'iBl tinfi neewdecf enoldala*! 6/£d
orld nol Jb/irl dq^s'-' nrfoB'iiidq erid v'^Bdd deenedal oxld lo
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bsnstB ©cf Y®''® 'dl .1 "jCnorieBriS boIlBO ©nom el ©n
anoly,!!©*! oiid snlononX'inl xfdlw ob od snlrfdon barf ©rf dsrid
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*
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dsaq orfd lo \"ioaiam elrfT a’rfBXoal nl dq^s^ bnewod
,I©£.73l to eXaoexr ©rid od auci'xdejae.tb saw dq^s3 ao ' BolnoXfi’'
( , rnSoBo^or‘I^wrdnnFTlTHcr
lo rlosnxjfll ,JljSfIalrf3 el dl ©n©rfv. 01:11 a^nl}! I .qO
,£nBocfon©X. edoodonq oriw
35 .'
Sheshonk I v/as an aggressive Pharaoh. He pressed his
claims on Palestine so that the glorious Solomon had to
hecome his vassal. In 1 Kings, moreover, we read that
"Solomon made affinity with Pharaoh king of Egypt, and
took Pharaohds daughter, and brought her into the city of
David." (3:1) . The Pharaoh here mentioned, in all probability,
1 .
was Sheshonk. It is also to be noted that this same
Pharaoh "king of Egypt had gone up, and taken Gezer, and
burned it with fire, and slain the Canaanites that dwelt
in the city, and given it for a present unto his daughter,
2
.
Solomon’s wife." Solomon then built this city for his wife.
Solomon also built a house for Pharaoii’s’ daughter. It is
in reference to this incident that the Chronicler shews
his own interpretation of it. He says: "And Solomon brought
up the daughter of Pharaoh out of the city of David unto
the house that he had built her: for he said. My wife
shall not dwell in the house of David king of Israel,
because the places are holy, whereunto the ark of the
3.
Lord hath come." Sheshonk did not give Solomon very much
recognition, according to the historical evidence. He
I
harboured the adversaries of Solomon. Two of Solomon’s
adversaries in particular were permitted to dv/ell in
Egypt during Solomon’s reign, and Pharaoh treated them
4.
well.’ The one adversary v/as Hadad the Edomite, the king
David’s seed in Edom. This Hadad was taken to Egypt
1. Breasted, p. bkiy.
3. 2 Chronicles 8:11.
5. 1 Kings 11:14.
2. 1 Kings y: lb-16
4. 1 Kings 11.
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when he was a small boy. He ’’found great favour in the
sight of Pharaoh, so that he gave him to wife the sister
1
.
of his own wife, the sister of Tahpenes the queen.” He
also gave Hadad”an house, and appointed him victuals, and
2
.
gave him land'.’ IVhen Hadad heard that his father, David,
had died, he became one of Solomon* s adversaries, as an
3.
heir apparent to the throne. The other adversary of
Solomon,whom Pharaoh protected,was Jeroboam who later
became the King of the Northern Kingdom, Ahijah, the Shi-
Ionite, had prophesied to Jeroboam that he should be made
king over ten Tribes, ’’Solomon sought therefore to kill
Jeroboam, And Jeroboam arose, and fled into Bgypt, unto
Shishak king of Egypt, and was in Egypt until the death
•5.
of Solomon," The Shishak’ here mentioned was, as we have
, 6
,
supposed, the man and Pharaoh otherwise known as Sheshonk I,
In addition to these events that took place between
Solomon and Sheshonk, we learn that in the year 926 B.C,
Sheshonk invaded Palestine, This was shortly after the
death of Solomon. The reference to this invasion is in
1 Kings 14: 25-28, "And it came to pass in the fifth year
of king Rehoboam, that Shishak ' king of Egypt came up
against Jerusalem: and he took away the treasures, of the
house of the Lord, and the treasures of the king’s house;
he even took away all: and he took away all the shields
7.
of gold which Solomon had made,"
TT'riangs TliTi;, STT 'Trngs" "11:18,
3, 1 Kings 11:14-22, 4, 1 Kings 11:26-40,
5, 1 Kings 11:40, 6. See this Thesis, p, 34,
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Osorkon II was apparently an ally of Ahab. There
evidently is no reference in the book of Kings concerning
OSORKON II any alliance of Ahab with the Pharaoh
r
AND AHAB of Egypt, but a vase bearing Osorkon»s
1
.
name was found at Samaria in Ahab*s palace. We may also
infer from the policy of former kings that Ahab had
relations with the Pharaoh of Egypt. At the time of Ahab*s
reign, moreover, the recognized ruler of Egypt was this
Osorkon II. This is evident when we compare the years dur-
ing which these kings reigned. The inference that Ahab was
allied to Osorkon II helps to shed light on the one reason
for the destruction of Israel: Israel put too much trust
in Egypt, and as a result the Northern Kingdom was hastily
brought to ruin and complete annihilation. Under Osorkon
the capital was moved to Bubastis in the Egyptian Delta,
reference to which is made in the Bible by the name
Pibeseth, where the vengeance of Jehovah is called upon
2
.
that city. Doubtless the writer of this passage had seen
that this Egyptian city had had an evil and destructive
influence on Israel.
The inventor of the destruction of Israel,
however, seems to have been Osorkon III who was unable to
3.
OSORKON III AND maintain his hold over his own people,
ISRAELIS FATE yet at the same time made a number of
rash promises to Israel and other Palestinian states.
Because of these promises which were never fulfilled,
1, Barton, a6, p. Sb. Fzekiel 3(J;17.
3. Breasted, HE, p. 536.
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.:tqYsH 'ic* dois*xjar{<I ©riJ adtw eriojt;:tijIo»T
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riOSGaT: ©no add no ddj’.iX boda od aqisd II nor-xOaO od belli/;
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neee b.ad ogBeeBq eXdd lo ^©dX-xw add aeAlddx/oa .vdXo dBri'd
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' f
.X©jB*ieI nxi oonauXlnX
^XcB^xal lo fioXdourrdaab axld lo ‘xodnevnX adT
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* S
talqcaq nv/o eXrf' t^>vo bXod ehJ nX/^ddX/inr OllA m KOTOPn.
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the name of Egypt became a synonym for destruction. This
is plainly recognized in the message of Rabshakeh to the
people of Jerusalem: " Nov/, behold, thou trustest upon the
staff of this bruised reed, even upon Egypt, on which, if
a man lean, it will go into his hand, and pierce it: so
1 .
is Pharoah king of Egypt unto all that trust in him.” Al-
though this passage did not refer to Osorkon, since the
events related in connection v/ith this passage happehed
over a hundred years after the time of Osorkon III, yet
2
.
this passage illustrates what Osorkon III v;as to Israel;
He was a reed that bruised Israel in such a way that it
meant the annihilation of Israel^ because Israel believed
that Egypt would rise up against the pov/er of Assyria
as she had promised. At the appointed time, Israel rebelled
3.
against Assyria, Egypt did not respond until a much later
time, and Israel went into captivity. This was one of the
most potent factors in the development of one of the
greatest religious concepts of Isaiah. This we shall
reveal more fully in a later chapter.
During the time that Osorkon was attempting
to hold Egypt together, a large number of"independent
PIANEHI’3 CAMPAIGN lords or petty kinglets arose in
IN EGYPT: EFFECTS every city of the Delta and up the
4.
river as far as Hermopolis.” The names of eighteen of these
dynasts are knov/n. This divided Egypt until the whole state
1. ‘S Kangs l8:'!Ji"| fsa. k! " ^^reasted, tl'iil, p. bbtj.
3^ Blunt, IV/ff, p. 58. (Dissolutiomment of Egypt).
4. Breasted, HE, p. 536.
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was totally disintegrated. Its po\7er was so completely
lost that any Hebrew statesman should have easily recog-
nized the futility of relying on Egypt, even though he
were not a prophet. This shows how utterly futile was
the policy of the Egyptian party in Judah. It was during
this period that Piankhi, the son of king Kashta of the
Upper Nile, was called by some of the northern dynasts
to come to their aid and assist^mce . There was a fear
among the many princes of Egypt that a certain dynast,
Tefnakhte by name, the local dynast of Sais, was attempt-
ing to make himself the Pharaoh of all Egypt. Piankhi was
then in the Southland. Messengers came to him there and
appealed to him that he should master Tefnakhte. After
some delay, and another message, Piankhi sent his army
to check Tefnakhte and besiege Hermopolis. In the mean-
time Piankhi himself visited Thebes where he celebrated
the feast of Opet. His army had been under a disadvantage
due to the absenee of Piankhi, the one whose presence
was an inspiration to them. Therefore some of his men
went to Piankhi and requested that he should come and be
present with them. Piankhi then went to Hermopolis and
captured it. He attacked other c&ties along the way
and made their dynasts surrender to him. But when he
arrived at Memphis he found that the city was not willing
to surrender to him without putting up a bold attempt to
1. The PianJrdii Stela,
~
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withstand Piankhi. The city, therefore, resisted him by ' .
making a sortie. This v/as the city into which Tefnakhte
had entered during the night. But Tefnakhte had to go
for reinforcements. It was while Tefnakhte v/as gone that
the crafty and skillful Piankiii assaulted the city. ’’The
lofty walls on the west side of the city had been recently
raised still higher, and it was evident that the east ’
1 .
side, protected by high waters, was being neglected.” Piankhi
therefore sent his fleet against the harbor and captured
it. Then he ranged the ships along the wall so that his
army could enter the city. The city was taken, and the
entire region round about the city also submitted to
Piankhi. Among the dynasts that came to submit to PianMii
2 .
was Osorkon III mentioned above. In the meantime, the
Sais dynast, Tefnakhte, found refuge in the far northern
Delta. But, after he had learned of the success of Piankhi,
he, too, sent a messenger to Piankhi asking for terms of
surrender. Tefnakhte was ordered to go to a temple where
he shouid take the vov/ of submission to the Conqueror.
This Tefnakhte did, and all Egypt, apparently, recognized
Piankhi as the jftuler of Egypt. Piankhi, however, did not
establish himself on the throne of Southern Egypt. Instead,
he went back to the Southlaaid. The north became as
divided as before, until a later kingdom, whose rulers
were relatives and the offspring of Piankhi, partly
3.
combined divided Egypt. Pianldil’s conquest was in 721 B.C.
1. Breasted, ARE, voT.4, p. 4Ii.
2. This Thesis, pp. 37-38.
3. This is the approximate date.
?V0 .
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This story,which is given at length in the translation
of the Piankhi Stela, reveals the internal strife of Egypt
during the years when Israel was besieged and taken into
captivity, never again to emerge as a united and integrated
people. There had been a long period of a^ncient glory
in the past of the Egyptian history, but it continued
to be but a memory that caused Egypt to be a bruising
reed to the nations near her, and especially to Israel*
Judah, We can see by the data given to us in this record
that anyone, who was as wide awake to the condition in
the international affairs, as Isaiah was, naturally was
in a position to direct the affairs of the State, and
would be strongly opposed to an^r alliance v/ith such an
unstable and unreliable nation as Egypt, Conditions
such as these, depicted in the Piankhi Stela, show that
the religious convictions of Isaiah were divinely inspired
on the ground of a knowledge of human events and human
natuBB, as well as in a reasonable faith. The events,
disclosed in writings such as this stela, reveal to us that
there were forces at work in the time of Isaiah that
made Egypt one of the factors in the development of the
religious concepts of Isaiah,’
Palestine v/as often used as a ’’buffer state” by
both Egypt and Assyria, A "buffer state” is considered
as a v/all of defence, or as a place where two nations

42
may fight ttieir battles without damaging their ovm homes.
A "Buffer State" v/as also considered as a substitute. In
times of danger, the little State of IsraelwJudah was
incited to revolt in order that the Assyrian might become
preoccupied with conditions there and stay away from
Egypt. This was the way that Egypt looked upon Israel-
BOCCHORIS AJID Judah. Bocchoris, the son of Tef-
ISRAEL-JUDAH nakhte, was one who used Israel-
Judah as much as he possibly could. He incited the Samar-
itans to revolt, and endeavored to the best of his
ability to get Judah to revolt against Assyria.' He, in
this way, caused a great confusion, both in Egypt and
among the nations near-by.' He used the country of Palestine
to deaden the shock that Assyria was giving. The small
States of Palestine, lying between Egypt and Assyria,
two rival nations, thus served to keep Assyria and Egypt
from invading each others’ territory; but this cost the
States their own existence as separate nations. It
would seem that,with Palestine as a buffer territory,
the land of Egypt should have regained some of her lost
radiance. However Egypt became a confusion. The prophet
Isaiah portrays this in the 19th. chapter.' This chapter
reveals the condition of Egypt during this period and
it is evident that Bocchoris is the Pharoah with whom
the prophet is here concerned. The condition of Egypt
, ; ::y/o ml ^r.-dj dd~ Vi V,mt
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is explained in the 2nd. verse:”And I will set the
Eg3rptlans against the Egyptians: and they shall fight
every one against his brother, and every one against his
neighbour; city against city, and kingdom against king-
1 .
dom. ” This is the exact picture of confused Egypt as it
tenede to exist in the days of Isaiah. Both the Biblical
and archaeological data agree at this point. There is,
however, another verse which paints in a different
direction. In verse 4 we read: "And 1 will give over the
Egyptians into the hand of a cruel lord; and a fierce
king shall rule over them, saith the Lord, the Lord of
2 .
hosts.” Can this be Bocchoris? If it is not, then many
years passed by before the Pharaoh referred to in the
Biblical passage ruled thus over Egypt. The writer is
inclined that it was the cruel tactics of Bocchoris over
the nations in Palestine which caused the prophet to
utter these words. Elsewhere we have mentioned that it
was the province of the prophet to utter his message
to his day and age in the light of the circumstances
prevailing during his time. The contention, therefore,
is that Egypt was in great confusion, as mentioned in the
passage of Isaiah just cited, and that the king,
Bocchoris, was endeavoring to rule with a strong hand.
That Pharaoh had become brutish toward peoples of other
3.
^
nations; so evidently he ruled Egypt in like manner.
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Meanwhile, during the reign of Bocchoris, the
son of Tefnakhte, Shabaka, the brother of Piankhi, had
SHA.<BAKA AND succeeded Piankhi as the southern
PALESTINE Pharaoh. This Shabaka had married the
daughter of Piankhi and therefore based his claim to the
throne, as in Egypt, not only by birth, but also through
1 .
his alliance. A reference is made to this king in the
2
.
book of Kings. In this reference we read that: "The king
of Assyria found conspiracy in Hoshea: for he had sent
messengers to So king of Egypt, and brought no present
3.
to the king of Assyria, as he had done year by year."
This Pharaoh, "So, is called Shab*i in the Assyrian
inscriptions, and is usually identified with the Pharaoh
4.
Sabako or Shabako." However Breasted writes of this
Pharaoh in the following manner: "In the short reign of
Shalmaneser IV, who followed Tiglathpileser III, Israel
with others was encouraged to revolt by Sewa or So, who was
either an otherwise unknown Delta dynast or ruler of Musri,
a kingdom of North Arabia, the name of which is so much
like that of Egypt as to cause confusion in our under-
5.
standing of the documents of the time." The writer is
inclined to differ with Breasted on this point. It is a
well known fact that Egypt was the main nation of the
8th. century B.C. which caused the Israelites to rebell
time and time again against Assyria. We may agree with
1. Breasted, itfl, p."~5^(i. 2. it Kings T7: 4.
3. II Kings 17:4. 4. Simpson, ABC, p. 436.
*. Elsewhere in this thesis called Shalmaneser V.
5. Breasted, HE, p. 549.
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Breasted when he states that So v/as unknov/n as a dynast
of Egypt: that is, he had to conquer the land of Egypt
with its many dynasts before he could be recognized.
Nevertheless he gradually brought many of these dynasts
under his power for "lower Egypt was completely subdued,
Ethiopian supremacy acknov/ledged and Shabaka entrenched
himself so firmly that he became the founder of the
25th, or Ethiopian Dynasty, as reported by Manetho,
Appreciating the serious presence of so formidable a
state as Assyria on his very borders, Shabaka immediately
sent his agents among the Syro-Palestinl an states to
excite them to revolt. In Philistla, Judah, Moab, and
Edom he promised the vassals of Assyria support in rebellion
against their Ninevite suzerain. Remembering the ancient
supremacy of Egypt, failing to understand the decadent
impotence into which she had fallen, and anxious to shake
off. the oppressive Assyrian yoke, they lent a ready ear
to the emissaries of Shabaka, Only in Judah did the
prophet -statesman, Isaiah
,
see the futility of depending
upon Egypt, and the final catastrophe which should over-
take her at the hands of Assyria, The vigilant Assyrian
( Sargon) ,hov/ever, acted so quickly that the conspirators
1 ,
were glad to drop their designs and protest fidelity."
Isaiah was well av/are of the Ethiopian power, and as a
symbolical protest against any alliance of Judah with
1, Breasted, iffl, IppT 650
1, v'». 1-fci^ -r^A'A
•f'.'i
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.
Egypt he walked ill-clad before the people of Judah for
a period of three years. This was also ’’for a sign and
1 .
wonder upon Egypt and upon Ethiopia." It was Isaiah’s
way of making plain a prophetic utterance ; "So shall the
king of Assyria lead away the Ethiopians prisoners, and
the Ethiopians captives ... And they shall be afraid and
ashamed of Ethiopia their expectation, and of Egypt their
glory. And the inhabitants of this isle shall say in that
day. Behold, such is our expectation, whither we flee
2
.
for help to be delivered from the king of Assyria." It
is believed that this prophecy was directed against the
3.
reign of Shabaka. Later Sennacherib came upon the tardy
Shabaka and threatened to invade Egypt. Shabaka
entrusted his army to his nephew, Taharkah, who some
4.
thirteen or fourteen years later became Pharaoh of Egypt.
Thi^ Taharkah is doubtless the Tirhakah of II Kings 19:9,
which may also designate Shabaka who at an earlier time
had charge of the Egyptian army. This passage states that
v¥hen Rabshakeh tried to persuade Hezekiah king of Judah
to surrender, "he heard say of Tirhakah king of Ethiopia,
5.
Behold he is come out to fight against thee." In the
case of the battle between Sennacherib and Taharkah however
the issue was decidedly in favor of the Assyrian.
6 .
"Sennacherib disposed of Taharkah *s army without difficulty"
But before he could find time to enter Egypt, Sennacherib
2: IsaTaTT^ar^rg:
4. Breasted, HE, p. 552.
6. Breasted, HE, p. 552.
1 . Isaiah 20:5.
3. Leslie, "Prophets
5. II Kings 19:9.
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suddenly: retreated. "This deliverance v/as fottunate for
Egypt, For the third time the invincible army of Assyria
had stood on the very threshold of Egypt, while favoring
circumstances had each time caused its withdrawal and
saved the decrepit nation on the Nile for a little time
1
.
from the inevitable humiliation which was^ now so near',*
The Palestinian states were convinced by this that there
could be no dependence placed on Egypt, and from that
2
.
time Egypt could not incite them to rebell. They had
unhappily learned that there was a tnithful element
contained in the mocking statement of the officers of
Sennacherib to the unhappy ambassadops of Jerusalem:
"Now, behold thou trustest on the staff of this bruised
reed, even upon Egypt; whereon if a man lean it will go
into his hand and pierce it; so is Pharoah king of Egypt
3.
unto all that trust on him." It is apparent, however, that
Shabaka ruled his vassal Egyptian states for the remainder
4.
of his life in peace.
Prom this brief historical sketch we find that
Egypt was looked upon as a nation and ally by the Pal-
SULffllARY estinlan states until after it had
humiliated those states through its own inactivity in
the time of need. There had been, however, an affinity
between the great Solomon of Judah and Sheshonk I of
Egypt. This had been an influential factor in causing
1. 3reas"t’ed',"'HE, p. p.' 55'3.
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the people of Judah and Israel to look with a great expect-
ation upon Egypt. Israel, in particular, had so trusted
in Egypt and her leaders, 0sorkop4l, and Osorkon III, that
it brought about the annihilation of that Northern Kingdom,
In the description of the condition of Egypt at the time
of Piankhi’s campaigns in Egypt, we are brought face to
face with the internal decadence of Egypt at the close of
the 8th, century B.C, There we can clearly recognize'
that Isaiah was right, not only from the theoretical and
religious point of view, but also from the practical
aspect of the situation. The Palestinian states, also,
became "Buffer States" to both Egypt and Assyria, It was
Bocchoris, especially, who used Palestine as a shield,
for he was well aware of the strength of Assyria as he
looked around himself at the decadent condition of Egypt.
Shabaka was even more aggressive and attempted to force
his unlawful claims upon the Palestinian states. The
people feared before him, but Isaiah protested against
him. Isaiah was given a new impetus for his message
when the Pharaoh was defeated by Sennacherib, His prediction
1 .
against Egypt was especially intended against this ruler,
Taharkah, who became Pharaoh a number of years later, had^
been the commander of Shabaka *s army, and he continued
the rule of the Ethiopian domination until Esarhaddon
of Assyria conquered him,
1. Isaiah idO. See this Thesis p, 46,
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In the age oiff Isaiah Judah had become a battle-
ground for two great nations of antiquity: Assyria and
EGYPT AND JUDAH Egypt. Like an iron between the
IN ISAIAH’S DAY hammer and the anvil, Judah lay
between these two forces. Assyria burned with the youth-
ful fires of enterprize and conquest, while Egypt con-
tinued to exist on the reputation of its past glories.
It must be remembered that Egypt had been mistress, not
only of Palestine, but of Northern Syria as far as the
1 .
Euphrates. Nevertheless, while Egypt maintained some
control in Palestine, due to her past prestige, this was
fast becoming a fiction of sovereigruty*. Then for nearly
two-hundred years (1100-945 B.C.) Egypt was not a recog-
2
.
nized nation in the political affairs of that period.
Shortly after 945 B.C, Egypt again asserted her former
rights of power over Palestine when Sheshonk I, or Shisha|(
3 .
becam.e the despoiler of Jerusalem, and brought Solomon
4.
under his suzerainty. Ylhen Shabaka became Pharoah at a
later period, Hoshea, the king of the Northern Singdom
of Israel, bribed him to secure his assistance against
the Assyrian Monarch. The Assyrian, hov/ever, came dov/n
upon Hoshea and imprisoned him; the Egyptian had only
5.
proved to be a brtilised reed for Israel. It was this king,
Shabaka, whom Isaiah had said the king of Assyria would
0
lead away captive. ’EgypU^^glory lay in the pastj her
influence prevailed long after her power had waned,
I, sayce, LT^I, p. 21, 2. blunt, IWH, pp.i:ib-’<^5.
3, I Kings 14:25. 4, Sayce, LTI, p. 22,
5, Sayce, LSI, p. 22. 6. Isaiah 20,
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’’The boast of heraldry, the pomp of pov;^er.
And all that beauty, all that wealth e^er gave.
Awaits alike the inevitable hour:
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CHAPTER III. ASSYRIA AM) ISRAEL-JTJDAH (950-671 B.C.)
SECTION ONE: THE FIRST ASSYRIAN EMPIRE.
Assyria, in its earliest years, before the
advent of Tiglathpileser III, created the impression of
MILITANT possessing supenabounding strength
ASSYRIA and energy which was shiftlessly
used without any progressive purpose to guide it. There
was a long roll of military expeditions which extended
the Assyrian territory, but the new regions that were
opened up were not made an integral part of a powerful
empire, sudi: as we find in the case of the above men-
tioned monarch. The territory was extended; but not
mastered. For this reason, together with the obstacles
that the expeditions confronted, there soon appeared the




In spite of this m.ilitant character of Assyria,
however, the Assyrians of this period had kep^ an his-
THS LIM torically scier^ific document, the
LIST Llmu List, which had dated back as
far as the fourteenth century B.C. In fact several such
lists were kept. The lists which have been discovered
are much later than the fourteenth century B.C.; the
longest one, wlriich is the list that is significant for
the period of o\ir study in connection with this thesis,
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extends from 893-650 B.C. This is of indispensable
worth to historical science today. The limu system went
far toward compensating for the lack of an era according
1
.
to which the dates of events might be definitely fixed,
"From the royal officers one was appointed each year to
give his name to the year. He or his official status
during that period was called limu, and events or docu-
ments were dated by his name. The king usually acted as
limu for the first full year of his reign. He was fol-
lowed in succession by the Tartan, or commander-in-chief,
the Grand Vizier, the Chief LMsician, the Chief Funuch,
and the governors of the several provinces or cities.
Lists of these limi were preserved in the royal archives,
forming a fixed standard of the greatest practical value
2
.
for the checking off of events^ or the dating of documents'.’
The policy which the early kings of Assyria
had followed, and executed, had given rise to obstacles
OBSTACLES CAUSED of a character which had not been
3.
BY MILITARY PLAN encountered tip to that time. On
account of the policy of Assyria, nations nearby began to
unite for self-defence. Great power and skill were
necessary to overcome this concentration of opposition.
Nations were being formed, moulded by the national
impmlses and aspirations that the Assyrians had incited
4oin the peoples and lands that bordered Assyrian territory^
T. Goddspeed, HBA,'" ''pr^4U^ 2T^(Toods"pee3’," "Hba / "p. ’4'0‘.
’
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ASSYRIA
The Destruction of Sennacherib.
"The Assyrian came down like a wolf on the fold.
And his cohorts vyere gleaming in purple and gold;
And the sheen of his spears was like stars on the sea.
When the blue v/ave rolls nightly on deep Galilee.
"Like the leaves of the forest when Stimmer is green.
That host with their banners at sunset were seen:
Like the leaves of the forest when Autumn hath blown.
That host on the morrow lay wither'd and strown.
"For the angel of death spread his wings on the blast.
And breathed in the face of the foe as he pass'd;
And the eyes of the sleepers wax'* deadly and chill.
And their hearts but once heaved, and for ever grew stillj
"And the might of the Gentile unsmote by the sword.
Hath melted like snow in the glance of the Lord!"
-
— Byron.
,'i'i;*XPdoxvijnoa “io jrfoX.to^n;-:^3oa srlT
osS';' no llov/ B o^LtL nvob ©man nn.^'r^aaA ^»riT''
\blot, bfiB oS,ci*tur.i nl ‘^ahuBoLp aiW'Oo sifi hnA
,iJoa Ob cl- no s'Xii.i’a .83/r.I anw s’Xisrqa a.£ri lo a&odz osU baA
qoob no elloi eyjsw .ox/I'C’' &d-i, nedk'.'
,noonr^. ai nmmm nMivf J'se-iot \o aa'/xjoX aif-t
ij:’ :£io.0e 8.'iov7.,;t*?a«if3 e'lSijriiid :taoxf liJilT
|P: ' ../j'wolc'’ n!!ur:^irA nodv d'^so'xo'i aifj, 1o aijvsoi odt eiT.tr
Itjk'f,, , cw^d'a txxa b>T8rId-iw wo'X'iox.t ©xli no dada XarfT
.Xtaalcf sad no sX:! dae'iqe rrcJj&eb 'io Xe^ia ©rfX
jb’aasq erf aa- eoX &di lo ooii't- ©.rfi nt bod-^nond bn A
^LLMo tos vCjbjaoB ^‘xaw ^-xd'qedXa oxid lo erfX bnA j
Xulv-fa ?/©‘t;g Ttova ‘lol fxiB 30£;o d;jd eXTS-gri "‘liexfd briA j
^inowa SflX ^cf e,tomantr oXXdneO erfd Xo dif’c.Xm erfX bfiv'-.”
"idioj arid 'io




SECTION TIVO: THE SECOND ASSYRIAN EMPIRE.
The situation which the preceding" Years had
developed: a gloomy outlook for the hope of the Assyrian
nation, all this was changed when the throne of Assyria
was seized hy a military adventurer called Pulu.or Pul,
1
.
TIGLATHPILESER III who took the name of Tiglathpileser III.
It has been mentioned that ’’great power and skill were
2
.
necessary to overcome the concentration of opposition”
of other nations. That great power and skill were not
lacking in this new king. He was”a man of great ability
3.
and force of character'.’”We do not know the origin of this
strange man, for in the pride of later years he never
mentioned either his father or mother, for they were
probably humble folk who did not live in the king^s
house. He was perhaps an army captain or commander; an
officer who had led some part of the greatest standing
army that the world had then known. He may also have held
4 .
a civil post as governor of some province or district.”
In 745 B.C, he was crowned king, and at once he left his
capital city to display his military and civil ability
to the nations that had existed long before his day. The
fact that he left his capital and country so soon after
his coronation ’’shows how sure he was of his own ability,
and how confident that his personal popularity or his
reputation for severe discipline would maintain the peace."
1 . sayce, Ll'l, p. 4G, 'J, I’nis tnesis, p. bi,
3. Sayce, LTI, p. 40. 4. Blunt, ITO, p. 53.
5, Blunt, rv¥H, p. 53. Rogers, HBA, vol, 2, p. 263,'
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This was the kind of a man who was soon to show how weak
Israel *3 pretentious strength was, and how formidable
the real menace of Assyria could be. Of this danger the
prophets had warned Israel, but Israel did not hear.
A new experiment in political history began
when Tiglathpileser III founded the second Assyrian
THE FIRST empire. In the former national pollcie»^
V/ORLD EMPIRE the conception of imperial central-
ization had not been realized. This was one of the reasons
why the work of his predecessors had to be done over
again by Tiglathpileser. Formerly jwhenever the ruler dled^
the subject nations found their opportunity to regain
their independence. The plan of empire which this new
monarch designed was to make it almost Impossible for
the conquered nations to regain their former independence.
He, therefore, based his empire upon militayy aggression,
and carried it on by consolidating it and continuing its
existence by means of civil law, "There was to be one
law and government throughout the world, one supreme
monarch to obey, one supreme deity; Assur, the national
1
.
god of Assyria; to revere," The way in which such a
policy affected Isaiah can readily be seen; but this
will be dealt with in a later chapter which is to show
how Assyria affected the development of some of the reli-
gious concepts of Isalali, In his conquests, the Assyrian
1. 3ayce, LTT, pp.
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monarch made a sweeping conquest of his neighbours, over-
powered Media, Urartu, and Babylonia during his first
three years, and then turned his attention toward the
west. Isaiah pictures the terror of the Assyrian march
very graphically in the following passage : ’’behold, they
shall come with speed swiftly. None shall be weary or
stumble among them; none shall slumber nor sleep; neither
shall the girdle of their loins be loosed, nor the
I
latchet of their shoes be broken; whose arrows are sharp,
and all their bows bent; their horses »hoofs shall be
counted like flint, and their wheels like a whirlwind;
their roaring shall be like a lion, they shall roar like
young lions; yea, they shall roar and lay hold of the
prey, and carry it away safe, and there shall be none to
deliver. And they shall roar against them in that day
like the roaring of the sea; and if one look unto the
land, behold darkness and distress, and the light is
darkened in the clouds thereof.” This was spoken a few
years later than the westward march of Tiglathpileser,
nevertheless it is a general description of the Assyrian
2 .
movement. No power could stand before this Assyrian king:
though he was sometimes detained in a siege that might
last two years, he overpowered the besieged nation or
city eventually. By 738 B.C. Damascus, Tyre, Israel, and
3.
the whole of Syria had submitted. We read that Menahera of
1.' Isaiah 5:S^-30.
3. Blunt, IWH, p. 54.
S. Blunt, ~ITO, p. 5^, note ;
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Israel ’’gave Pul (Tiglathpileser) a thousand talents of
silver, that his hand might be with him to confiim the
1
.
kingdom in his hand.” Into Judah, however, the Assyrian
had not yet entered. The other Syrian states that
2
.
Tiglathpileser had conquered, he organized into provinces.'
He appointed lords over these provinces, as well as over
3 .
the villages and chariots. The previous monarchs had made
use of deportation, but Tiglathpileser was the first to
4.
employ it on a large scale i” The daughters of the east did
Tiglathpileser bring to the west, and the daughters of the
5.
west to the east.” In all the newly organized provinces
he set up the cult of Ashur as well as his own suze-
rainty, and he ordered his vassal leaders to follow his
example in worship and government. It was during this
period that Ahaz, king of Judah, had the new altar made,
6 .
according to the Ashur pattern in Damascus. This altar
was placed in the temple at Jerusalem. By this act Yahweh
was looked upon by Ahaz as a ”minor deity, deprived of all
regular sacrifices, his only function was to deliver
oracles at the bronze altar brought from the temple fore-
7.
front and placed north of the new altar.” This is but
one example of the waj in which the policies of Tiglath-
pileser affected the nations which submitted to his
authority^ and in particular how it affected the worship
of Yahweh. But a political disturbance in the west next
attracted the attention of the Assyrian monarch.
1. Kings T5:19. Sj; "^ImsTQadrTIFS', p.'
‘ ‘
3. Olmstead, HPS, p. 435. 4. Ibid, p. 436.-
5. Ibid, p. 436. 6. Ibid, p. 453.
7. Ibid, p. 452.
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In the year 742 B.C. the first contact took
place between Judah and Assyria. This contact was by no
means a friendly one. l/Thile Tiglathpileser did not attack
FIRST CONTACT OP Judah directly, he did attack a
JUDAH AND ASSYRIA close ally of Azariah of Jerusalem.'
It was the town of Hamath that the Ass 3rrian king threat-
ened. Ever since the time of David there had been friendly
relations between Hamath and Judah. Both of these had
had a common enemy in the power of Syria, Ydaen Hadadezer,
the Syrian prince,had been overthrown, an alliance had
been brought about between Tol of Hamath and the Jewish
conqueror. Again, "when the kingdom o^ Damascus was estab-
lished on the ruins of David’s empire, in the days of
Jeroboam II, a peculiar bond of union still continued to
exist between Hamath and Judah. The same fact also appears
on the Assyrian monuments. According to these monuments
the people of Hamath were supported in their resistance
to Assyria by Azariah, the Jewish king, and accordingly
nineteen districts of Hamath, . .were omerrun by Assyrian
1
.
troops and placed under an Ass 3rrian governor." However,
Azariah in 739 B.C, had formed a coalition of Syrian
states against Tiglathpileser, It comprised nineteen
states, including Hamath, Damascus and Israel. But as
it had happened to Syria before, the alliance fell to
pieces as soon as it was tested. Therefore, in 738 B.C,
2 .'
all the Syrian states had submitted; Judah alone remained.'
1 , Sayce/ p. ir; ’Blunt
'
; rm; p. 'b’4:

After Tiglathpileser »s first campaign in the
westjthere had been a respite of three years of peace.
TIGLATHPILESER It was now eight years since the
AND THE SYRCMfc Assyrian had first set foot on the
EPHRAIMITISH WAR Israelitish soil; for the first
contact which Tiglathpileser made with Palestine was
three years after his coronation. His earliest contact,
then, with bne Israelites was in 742 B.C. In 738 B.C.
he had exacted tribute from Tyre, Samaria, and Damascus.
Judah alone remained of the Palestinian states as an
independent nation. But in 734 B.C. the wild feverishness
of national politics ran high in Palestine. It was this
that brought the Assyrian back to the west. The Assyrians
had often taken advantage of just such political events
to conquer territories in which there was strife among
the inhabitants. In Palestine some new developments were
taking place.' Menahem, the king of Israel who had made
obeisance to the king of Assyria, had died, "and Pekahiah
his son reigned in his stead, .".'two years ...But Pekah
the son of Remaliah, a captain of his, conspired against
1 .
him, and smote him in Samaria.” Pekah then became king
of Israel. ”In the seventeenth year of Pekah the son of
Remaliah Ahaz the son of Jotham king of Judah began to
reign. ..Then Rezin king of Syria and Pekah son of Remaliah
king of Israel came up to Jerusalem to war: and they
2 .'
besieged Ahaz, but could not overcome him.” These two
i. 2 iangs'"r5’:'22-2S. TT.
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kings endeavored to form a confederacy of the Syrian and
Palestinian states against their common Assyrian foe. In
order that they might more easily carry out their purpose;
Pekah and Rezin thought it was necessary to replace the
Jtidean king, Ahaz, with a Syrian puppet of their ovm. The
proposed Syrian that they wished to place on the throne
1 .
of Judah was the so called "son of Tabeel".' In this way
they could organize a league to resist Assyrian aggression."
Some scholars claim, however, that this was not the purpose
of the northern states. They claim that the real purpose
was to take advantage of the weakness of Judah to plunder
2 .
and divide the country among the other nations. This,
hoi?ever, does not seem a satisfactory explanation to
the writer when the circumstances are taken into account.
The court at Samaria had Invoked the assistance of Egypt.
Relations with Egypt had been formed. The only state that
stood in the way of a complete confederacy of the west
was Judah; and Judah was not willing to enter into the
confederacy. Therefore Pekah and Rezin sought to force
Judah to enter it. If they could place on the throne of
Judah one of their own tools the rest would be quickly
accomplished. A war then ensued, called the Syro^Ephraim-
itish war, 734-732 B.C. It is so called from the fact
3.
that in it ” Syria was confederate with Ephraim, "v/hen it
was known that evil was purposed against the house of
TTTsalalTTTST
3. Isaiah 7:2.
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David, the people of Jhdah rallied around their king,
in spite of the weak and unworthy character of that
man, and the allies found that they could not easily
place their nominee on the throne; it was necessary
for them to resort to arms if they wished to carry out
their plans* Nevertheless, there was a party in Judah
that favored the Syrians and Ephraimites. In this moment
of crisis, Isaiah received a summons to meet Ahaz and
comfort him* The confederacy had come up to the gates of
Jerusalem, "And it was told the house of David, saying,
Syria is confederate with Ephraim* And his heart was moved,
and the heart of his people, as the trees of the wood are
moved with the wind* Then said the Lord unto Isaiah, G-o
forth now to meet Ahaz, thou and Shear-jashub thy son, at
the end of the conduit of the upper pool in the highway
of the fullers field; And say unto him. Take heed and be
quiet; fear not, neither let thine heart be faint, because
of these two smoking firebrands, for the fierce anger of
Rezin and Syria, and of the son of Remaliah* Because Syria-
hath counselled evil against thee, Ephraim also, and the
son of Reneliah, saying. Let us go up against Judah, and
vex it, and let us make a breach therein for us, and set
up a king in the midst of it, even the son of Tabeal:
Thus saith the Lord God, It shall not stand, neither shall
it come to pass* For the head of Syria is Damascus, and
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five years shall Ephraim be broken in pieces, that it be
not a people. And the head of Ephraim is Samaria, and the
head of Samaria is Remaliah»s son. If ye will not believe,
1
.
surely ye shall not be established,” This message Isaiah
conveyed to Ahaz who had gone forth to inspect the water
supply. But Ahaz had determined on the policy he was
going to take: a policy that was contrary to the advice
of Isaiah, He did not believe the prophet or his message.
He was in quest of safety; and this safety he would seek
at the court of the Assyrian king. He therefore invoked
the assistance of the Assyrian Kingjby bribing him with
an offer of homage and tribute^ to march against the
Syro-Ephraimltish confederacy which threatened Jerusalem,"
"So Ahaz sent messengers to Tlglathpileser king of
Assyria, saying, I am thy servant and thy son: come up
and save me out of the hand of the king of Syria, and out
of the hand of the king of Israel, which rise up against
me. And Ahaz took the silver and gold that was found in
the h6use of the Lord, and in the treasures of the king’s
house, and sent it for a present to the king of Assyria,
And the king of Assyria hearkened unto him: and the king
of Assyria went up against Damascus, and took it, and
2 ,
carried the people of it captive to Kir, and slew RezlnS
V/hlle the king of Assyria was at Damascus, Ahaz went to
him in person and pledged fealty to Assyria, It was at
1, IsalaH'7?^-9 a liings i^:';^-9.
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this juncture that Ahaz made the worship of Yahweh a
secondary matter* "And king Ahaz went to Damascus to
meet Tiglathpileser king of Assyria, and saw an altar
that was at Damascus; and the king sent to Urijah the
priest the fashion of the altar, and the pattern of it,
1 .
according to all the workmanship thereof*” Before the
king had retiirned Urijah had completed the building of
the new altar; so the king "burnt his burnt offering, and
his meal offering, and poured his drink offering, and
2
sprinkled the blood of his peace offering, upon the altar*
\
,
"And the brazen altar which was before the Lord, he
brought from the forefront of the house, from between his
altar and the house of the Lord, and put it on the
3*
north side of his altar*" This placed the worship of
Yahweh second to the Assyrian and Canaanitish cults* It
is of special interest to note that the Assyrian records
show that the Judean that did this was called Jehoahaz;
but the Jewish record does not make mention in this
connection of this name: It has denied Ahaz the right
to be recognized by the holy prefix, Jeho* It had been a
vain attempt on the part of Isaiah to turn Ahaz away from
pursuing
^
his suicidal and unpatriotic policy* He had
explained to Ahaz that when Damascus and Samaria had been
crushed, the Assyrian king would next assail Judah, and
there would be no barrier states between Assyria and Judah*
1* 2 Kings TUtTCy;
3* 2 Kings 16; 14*
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But, as we have seen in the account given above, Ahaz
would not listen. He sent to the Assyrian, became one of
his vassal leaders, and submitted to hia policy in
religion as well as in politics. Therefore, when Ahaz
i
asked the Assyrian to fight against the Syro-Ephraimitish'
confederacy, Tiglathpileser was ready to respond. He
had been waiting this kind of an opportunity to
interfere in the west; this was made possible by the
message of the Jev/ish king: it meant that the all impor-
tant fortress of Jerusalem, which both Assyria and Egypt
had desired, was on his side: a fortress and alliance
which might prevent the Egyptians from moving to help
the Syrian prince. Ahaz therefore helped Tiglathpileser
to ’’effect with comparatively little difficulty what
might otherwise have been a slow and arduous task. At the
same time, by voluntarily acknowledging himself the
vassal of Assyria, he laid a lasting yoke upon his
country and successors, and made all future attempts at
1 .
independence rebellions against their liege lord.” Ahaz
paid his tribute first in 734 B.C. Within the next two
years, 734-732 B.C., the Assyrian king conquered the
U‘
powers of Damascus and Samaria. He Invaded the north of
Israel, and went even as far as Gaza, wJiich he captured.
Then he marched upon Samaria. Pekah had shut himself up
2
.
in the city of Samaria. This the king would have taken
1 . sayce, lTI, p. 4'b. 2, Good spe ed. / Hi5A, p. 233.
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had not a conspiracy broken out in Israel in which Hoshea,
an army captain, caused the death of Pekah. Eoshea at
once acknowledged the Assyrian as over-lord, and he was
1
.
recognized as vassal king of Samaria. However, Tiglath-
pileser"took Ijon and Abel-beth-maacah, and Janoah, and
Kedesh, and Hazor, and Gilead, and Galilee, all the land
2
.
of Naphthali; and he carried them away captive to Assyria”
This northern half of Hoshea*s kingdom remained in the
Assyrian possession even after he had been recognized as
3. '
,
vassal king in Samaria. In 732 B.C. the Assyrian king
turned his whole attention toward Damascus, Two years
previous to this time, Rezin, the king of Damascus, had
been defeated in battle with Assyria, and he had fled to
Damasc'^H for refuge. The city was now capttired and the
4 .
land devastated. Rezin was slain, and his people were
5 .
carried a¥/ay captive to Kir. The neighbouring princes were
summoned to the palace to do homage to their Assyrian
king, ’’Among those who came was Ahaz of Judah, in com-
pany with Sanib of Ammon, Solomon^ or Shallum^of Moab,
Kavus-melech of Edom, and Hanno of Gaza, who had suc-
ceeded in bringing about a reconciliation between himself
6
.
and the great king." The S3rr4>-Ephraimltish coalition no
longer existed.
Tiglathpileser III, in his eighteen yesrs of
ruling, (745-727 B.C,|, had raised Assyria from it»s
4. Blunt, IWH, p. 57.
6, Sayce, LTI, p. 47.
1. BlunT," OT,~p.”5’6".
3, Goodspeed, HBA, p. 233.
5, 2 Kings 16:9.
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impotent worthless condition”to be the first world power
of the ancient world, with an extent of territory and an
1
.
efficiency of administration never before attained.” He
TIGLATHPILESER » S established fortified military posts
AUTHORITY through-ont the country he had con-
quered, and placed Assyrian leaders there to represent
the Assyrian authority. The provincial officers, called
bel pikhatl, "lords of the districts", were responsible
for preserving order and collecting the regular tribute
2
.
in the paiftticular district over which they were assigned.
They also served as protectors against attacks that
might be made upon the people in their restricted areas.’
The states which existed before their submission to the
Assyrian king were permitted to continue on the same
terms as before their submission with the exception of
the tribute assessment and some deportation^ as well as
importation^ of the peoples in the districts. Where there
was little contention ,there was little exchange of its
inhabitants; but in obstinate cases there was a consider-
able and drastic deportation and dispersion. "The result
of this policy was to remove the dangers of insurrection
arising out of local or national spirit, and to strengthen
3.
Assyrian administration in the provinces. "This method was
put into operation in Babylon which the Assyrian con-
4.





5. Ibid, p. 239. 4. Blunt, BVH, p. 57.
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was thereby inade free to center its attention against
1
.
Elam on the east, and Egypt on the south-west. Pul,
or Tiglathpileser, had organized an empire that v^ras not
absolutely dependent on one man, but consolidated on the
basis of national prestige. This is readily discernilile
in the events that followed the reign of this king.
In the first chapter of this thesis, mention
2
.
was made concerning the Annals of Tiglathpileser, One
THE ANNALS OP excerpt is there given relative to
TIGLATHPILESER a campaign against the land of
Palestine in 733-752 B.C. In this excerpt and other
similar excerpts we are brought face to face with the
circumstances that Isaiah confronted during two of the
periods of his prophetic utterances. The seventh fragment
of the Annals tells of a war that Tiglathpileser waged
against Azariah(Uzziah) of Judah, This occured about
740, or 739 B.C.: the year of Isaiah’s call. The text
that refers to this expedition is very greatly mutilated,
but parts of it seem to suggest the follov/ing interpre-
3 .
tation as herein paraphrased;
*’lfln the) course of ray expedition the tribute of
the kings (I exacted. ) (Among them was) Azariah of Judah
like a (bird in a cage).., of the great Assyrian army
they BeArd'^t, and their heart feared. , .their cities I
pulled dov/n, destroyed,”
This fear of the nations is likewise expressed in the
4 ,
passage quoted, from the book of Isaiah as seen above.
tiee this Thesis, p. "4”,
4, See Thesis, p, 54,
Isaiah 5:26-30.
1. Blunt, IIVH, |), OY.
3. Smith, AD, p. 275.
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The general submission of Palestine is mentioned in the
1 .
historical tablet. In it mention is made concerning the
tribute which Tlglathpileser received from;
’’Metinti of Askelon, Yaaihazi( Jehoahaz ) of Judah...
Hanun of Gaza, gold, silver, lead, iron, antimony,
clothing the clothing of their country, lapis -lazuli.
.
produce of the sea and land, taken from their country.
These records, therefore, are of the highest interest in
the light they shed on the book of Kings, for here we
recognize the names of Azarlah and Jehoahaz, kings of
Judah, and also other kings of the region of Palestine
mentioned in the Bible. The later records help to affirm
the Biblical account of Tlglathpileser 's campaign into
Syria, to assist Ahaz king of Judah. The tenth fragment
2 .
describes the defeat of Rezin;
”...his warriers I captured,with the sword I destroyed
(them)... He to save his life fled away alone... into
the great gate of his city he entered. His generals
alive in hand I captured, and on crosses I raised
them. His country I subdued. . .Damascus his city I
besieged, and like a caged bird I enclosed him. His
forests ,. .the trees of which were without number, I cut
down and I did not leave one."
This is a much more detailed account than the account
given in 2 Kings 16. Nevertheless, both Kings and the
Annals of Tlglathpileser record the defeat of Rezin.
In the twelfth fragment we have a record of the subjug-
a
ation of Israel and Pekah;
"...governors over them I appointed. .. the cities...
to the borders of Assyria I joined. . .their furniture
to Assyria I sent. Pekak their king... and Hoshea to
the kingdom over them I appointed. . .their tribute of
them I received, and to Assyria I sent."
In this last reference the Biblical account is much more
i. 3mlth, At), p. ki65 .
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concise. The full particulars concerning the entire sit-
!•
nation are there given in a much more satisfactory way.
However, this fragment from the Annals is not to he
cast aside unnoticed; it is to he regarded as a means of
verification, and as a supplement to the hook of Kings,
whenever we face the events that each of these accounts
portray. One other portion of the Annals relates to the
campaign against Palestine in 733-732 B.C. As it is
2. 3. 4.
given hy Sayce, Barton, and Davis, the writer recognizes
that it is a summary, or rather a paraphrase, of the
important portions of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
5.
fragments of the Annals:
"Forty-five people from his camp I brought together
before his city, and I shut him in like a bird in a
cage. His parks, his orchards, which were without num-
ber, I cut down and did not leave one. Hadara, the home
of the father of Rezin of Damascus, ( the place where)
he was born, I besieged, I captured. 800 people, to-
gether with their possessions, his gods, I took as
spoil... "^e city of Gaza (I captiired. His goods), his
possessions, his gods (I took as spoil)... My royal
image in the palace of (Hanno I set up). The country
of the house of Omri...all its people, (and their
possessions) I carried away unto Assyria. Pekah, their
king, they had overthrown. Hoshea (as king) over them
I placed. 10 talents of gold. . .talents of silver I
received as tribute from them."
With reference to the last statement made in the above
quotation, Menahem, a former king of Israel, is said to
0
have given Pul a thousand talents of silver! This is
doubtless included in the amount of tribute which Pul,
or Tiglathpileser, exacted from the Palestinian states.
2. i^ayce, iLl?, p. y2.
4. Davis, RAH, pp. 21-33.
6. 2 Kings 15:19.’
1. 2 Kings ,““cTr.' 'I5-1B.
3. Barton, AB, p. 464.
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These Inscriptions are fragmentary, but they
are very significant. They help to confirm, explain, and
SIGNIFICANCE verify a number of passages in the book
of Kings, such as: 2 Kings 15:19, 29-30, They also show
how completely Tiglathpileser conquered the llPest, In some
places the book of Kings gives a more detailed account of
the events, while in other incidents the Annals record
the more detailed account. But more than this, they help
us to understand that there were particular circumstances
in his environment that affected and influenced Isaiah,
Twice during the reign of Tiglathpileser was Isaiah aroused
into prophetic action on a profound plain; (i) in 740 B.C.,
and (2) during the campaign of Palestine in 734-732 B,C,
There were great developments that took place in the reli-
gious concepts of Isaiah during those years, as we shall
1
.
find in a later chapter in this thesis.
Shalmaneser V came to the throne of Assyria in
2
.
727 B,C., and he reigned for five years. This change in
SHALMNESER V Assyrian rulers suggested to Hoshea,
king of Israel, that a favorable time had come for him to
renounce his allegiance to the Assyrians, In earlier
times an empire existed during the life-time of the con-
queror, The conqueror, Tiglathpileser, was dead, Therefore,
thought Hoshea, the time had come to proclaim his inde-
3,'
pendence. Moreover, a certain Pharoah of Egypt, called So,
1, I'his thesis, chapter Vl. i:!, dooclspeed, MBA, p,246,
3, 2 Kings 17:4,
i:' '! '
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or Sewe, whom we have recognized as Shabaka, stirred up
an intrigue among the tributary kings of Palestine,
promising to aid them in gaining their freedom from the
As Syrians. Therefore "the king of Assyria found conspiracy
in Hoshea: for he had sent messengers to So king of Egypt,
and brought no present to the king of Assyria, as he had
2
.
done year by year." V/hen Hoshea refused to pay tribute,
it is probable that other kings, especially the king of
Tyre, his friend and ally, followed his example. The
Assyrian king, Shalmaneser, came on the scene .into the
land of Palestine in 725 B.C., overran the entire countryi
and made terms of peace. Israel, however, was not easily
mastered. Hoshea and his notable men shut themselves in
the city of Samaria, hoping that Egypt and the other
allies would come to them with reinforcements > The rein-
forcements did not appear. Egypt continued to be as
3. 4.
"Rahab that sitteth still", and as"a bruising reed."
In 734 B.C. Shalmaneser began the siege of Samaria and
continued it through the next year. No help came to the
SIEGE OP Israelites, ard still they defied
SAMARIA the Assyrians, fhe country around
Samaria was laM waste far and wide. Then| before the
city of Samaria could be made to surrender, Shalmaneser
died. It is believed that he was murdered to make it
possible for a more agggessive leader
-^to succeed him.
1. This thesis p. 44.
3. Isaiah 30:7.
5. Blunt, r^H, p. 58.
V7 '2 Kings' T7:'4.
4. 2 Kings 18:21.
See this thesis p. 47.
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A new military leader at once selxed the throne
of Assyria. He took for himself tins name Sargon, after
the famous Sargon of Babylon in ancient times. He had
SARGON hardly established himself on the
throne of Assyria before the fatal blow was given to the
1
.
Israelitish nation. Samaria fell in 722 B.C,, and with it
PALL OP SAMARIA the entire northern kingdom. The state
was completely annihilated so that there could never
again appear an integral Israelitish nation^ a5 far as
the northern kingdom was concerned. Sargon carried the
2 ,
people away into Assyria, and he brought a large number
THE END OP THE of the people of the east to dwell
NORTHERN KINGDOM in Palestine. People from the lands
which he had conquered were those whom he claimed he
had transported to the west. Some Israelites, to be sure,
were left in the land, but they were quickly assimilated
3.
by the new Invaders. Prom Sargorfs Inscriptions we learn
4.
RISE OP THE that 27,290 people were carried away
SAMARITANS from the land of Israel. Doubtless
this number only included the leaders and the more
important families, for this could not have been the tatal
5.
population of Israel, In time these two groups of people,
the Israelites and the people of the east, formed a mixed
group and race, "called the Samaritans, in which the Israel-
ite element so preponderated that Yahweh continued to be
1. sayce, Ltfl, p, 49,
3. Blunt, r//H, p, 58.
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.
worshipped ( though with the admixture of heathen ele-
1 .
ments), and the lav/ of Moses became their Bible." These
people had been too weak to resist foreign rule, yet
they survived, so that even today small colonies of the
Samaritan people dv/ell near Shschem and keep the religion
of their ancestors.
Sargon was able to carry out the designs of
his predecessor, Tiglathpileser, whereby he consolidated
PLOT OP MERO- the empire. He had shown that the
DACH-BALADAN Assyrian nation was a world power
that did not base all its authority and force on the
king of Assyria, although the kings were very aggressive.
Each succeeding king followed the example and design of
Tiglathpileser III. This was more of a guarantee for
keeping the nation intact . than ' could have been
possible if each new king had tried to enforce some new
method. After Sargon had so thoroughly subjected the
Palestinian states in 722 B.C. and !K20 B.C.j there was
a brief period of peace. Then in 711 B.C. another insur-
rection occurred. This time there was a combined policy
put into action by the east and the west to conquer
Assyria. In the south and east of Assyria there was a
certain Merodach-baladan who ruled aver, an independent
portion of Babylonia. This ruler saw that the power of
Assyria v/as steadily rising in strength. He knew that the
1. Biurif; T7!i; p. by. 2 : Sayce, r?IT, "p. '53.
r-i fied;) “^o nfiB o-:lS rf:H'v fteq^Jiny^row
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king of Assyria would soon invade Babylonia in an attempt
to master all that land. He saw the possibility of form-
ing'^ an alliance with Elam in the east, and an alliance
^
or coalition, among the western nations ^.including Egypt.
If these two groups could be formed at the same time;
he could cause the division of the Assyrian army. Then,
at a given time, both groups could make an attack upon
the divided army and destroy the power of Assyria. He,
therefore, looked about him for an opportunity to carry on
his secret service work. He hadi heard that Hezekiah|king
of JUdah,had been ill and was recovering from his sick-
ness. Surely this was a rape opportunity to make a visit
to Jerusalem.' Accordingly ambassadors came to Jerusalem
from the court of Babylon under the pretext of congrat-
ulating the Jewish king on his recovery from sickness.
Their real object, however, vf&s altogether different.
They wanted to plan with Hezekiah concerning a general
uprising against Assyria. Hezekiah was flattered because
these men gave him such an important place in their plan,
lie
,
therefore, opened up the treasuries and showed these
Babylonians all his wealth. \¥hen Isaiah came to him with
the stern rebuke and the prophecy that the day was com-
ing when all the wealth of Jerusalem would be taken by
Babylon, Hezekiah hung his head in shame, but he did nftt
make any effort to change the plans he had made with the
» •( '^ ' T ,/r/Vf"'
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Babylonian ambassadors. The thirty-ninth chapter of the




"At that time Merodach-baladan, the son of Baladan,
king of Babylon, sent letters and a present to Hezekiah;
for he heard that he had been sick and was recovered.
And Hezekiah was glad of them, and shewed them the house
of his precious things, the silver, and the gold, and
the spices, and the precious oil, and all the house of
his armour, and all that was found in his treasures;
there was nothing in his house, nor in all his dominion,
that Hezekiah shewed them not. Then came Isaiah the
prophet unto king Hezekiah, and said unto him, ^That
said these men? and from whence came they unt6 thee?
And Hezekiah said. They are come from a far country
unto me, even from Babylon, Then said he, What have they
seen in thy house? And Hezekiah answered. All that ia
in mine house have they seen; there is nothing among
my treasures that I have not shewed them. Then said
Isaiah to Hezekiah, Hear the word of the Lord of hosts;
Behold, the days come, when all that is in thine house,
and that which thy fathers have laid up in store until
this day, shall be carried to Babylon; nothing shall
be left, saith the Lord, And of thy sons that shall
issue from thee, which thou shalt beget, shall they
take away; and they shall be eunuchs in the palace of
the king of Babylon, Then said Hezekiah unto Isaiah,
Good is the word of the Lord which thou hast spoken.
He said moreover. For there shall be peace and truth
in mjt days,”
in spite of the words of Isaiah, Hezekiah became an ally
with the heathen powers. But while all these things were
taking place, Sargon himself was on duty. Therefore he
struck before the enemy could unite their forces. The
land of Palestine was invaded, and Ashdod, a center of
opposition to Assyria, was made a center of attack by
Assyria, Edom and Moab were brought into subjection while
the Ethiopian Pharoah, Shabaka, lurked in the shadows!
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The city of Ashdod was captured and burned to the ground
•
Sargon himself entered Judah and compelled the city of
Jerusalem to surrender to his authority. The plan of
Merodach-baladan had failed, and the entire Assyrian
force was turned upon him and Babylon. He was decidedly
defeated and sought refuge in the marshes, leaving his
city, Babylon, in the hands of the Assyrians.
A few years after he had taken Babylon, Sargon
was murdered. This was in the year 705 B.C. His son^
Sennacherib, then became the king. It is to be noted,
&TURDER OP SARGON however, that the reign of Sargon was
the peak of Assyrian supremacy. "Assyria was never so
great in extent, never so rich in silver and gold and
all precious things, never so brilliant in the achieve-
ments of art and architecture, never more devoted to the
1
.
gods and their temples" than during the reign of Sargon.
But at the end of such achievements "a violent death is
recorded. . .His son, Sennacherib, was then summoned to the
2
.
throne which he ascended in the year 705 B.C,”
The inscriptions of Sargon tell of the events
that are only alluded to in Isaiah 20:1, where Isaiah
SARGON'S says:”Tartan came unto Ashdod (when
INSCRIPTIONS Sargon the king of Assyria sent him)
and fought against Ashdod and took it." One of his inscrip-
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”At the beginning of my reign, in my first year...
Samaria I besieged, I captured. 27,290 people from it*s
midst I carried captive. 50 chariots I took there as
an addition to my royal force... I returned and made
more than formerly to dwell. People from lands which
my hands had captured I settled in the midst. My officers
over them as governors I appointed. Tribute and taxes
I imposed upon them after the Assyrian manner."
2
.
The other inscription refers to the fall of Ashdod.(711 B.C.)
"In the ninth year (error for 11th) og my reign I
marched to the coast of the great sea... to (punish)
Phllistia, Judah, Edom, Moab, who inhabit the sea-
coast, payers of tribute, and taxes to Ashur, my lord.
Planning rebellion and untold evil against me, they
bore their pledges to Pharoah, king of Egypt, a prince
who could not help them, and sought his aid. I, Sargon,
the faithful prince, who honors the oath of Nabu and
Marduk, who guards the name of Ashur, caused ray trusty
troops to cross the Tigris and Euphrates at high
water. As for him, Yamani, their king, who had trusted
in his own power, and had not submitted to my lordship,
he heard of the advance of my array. The fear of Ashur,
my ‘lord, cast him down, and to the borders of (Egypt)
. .
.he fled away."
In these inscriptions we find material that supplements
and verifies the writings concerning these events in the
Bible. 'Moreover, before these inscriptions were found,
the only place where the name of Sargon was recorded was
in the Bible. In the first Inscription given above we
have a record about the fall of Samaria which is a
helpful and significant factor in understanding the cir-
cumstances and events which surrounded the teachings of
Isaiah at these two important periods. \¥hen Samaria fell
1. barton, a6, p. 4(57.
Sayce, ILT, pp. 92-93.
2. ^artoh, AB, p. 46



























































Isaiah was much more concerned about the safety of
Jerusalem, and it gave rise to the deve2jopment of one of
his concepts in religion* The second inscription, as has
been noted, tells about the campaign of 711 B.C, when
Ashdod was taken, and when Jerusalem was more directly
brought under Assyrian control. This has a significant
bearing on the development of Isaiah^s religious concept
that includes his view of the purpose of Assyria’s ex-
istence as a world power. We shall, therefore, return to
these inscriptions in connection with our study of the
development of these concepts.-
The last king of Assyria with whom this study
has to do is Sennacherib between the years 705 B.C. and
SENNACHERIB 701 B.C. Sargon had been murdered in
1
.
705 B.C. and succeeded by his son Sennacherib. Sennacherib
had been brought up in the king’s house, and he was there-
fore very different from his father: he was weak and vain-
2
.
glorious, cowardly, cruel^and boastful in success.' When
the news of the decease of Sargon reached Babylon, ]\flB»o-
dach-baladan again appeared in Babylon ‘and prepared to
set up the independent rule of Babylon. Therefore the
new king had to restore his authority over Babylon. Two
years after he ascended the throne, or in 703 B.C.,
Sennacherib sent his entire force against the Babylonians
and their alfles. He completely conquered them and drove
i; Driver, ILI, p. 55^ 2. Sayce, ILT, p. 61.
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the crafty Merodach-baladan Into the marshes. In his own
inscriptions, Seanacherih has preserved for us the account
1 .
of that campaign:
” Merodach-baladan, king of Kardunias, together with
the troops of Elam, in front of the city of Kish, I
defeated. In the midst of the battle he abandoned his
baggage; he fled alone; into the land o:p6tlzuraman he
escaped; he entered in among the marshes and reeds;
his life alone he saved. The chariots .horses, mules,
asses, dromedaries, and camels, which he left on the
field of battle, my hands captured. His palace in
Babylon I entered with rejoicing; I opened his treas-
uries; gold and silver, vessels of gold and silver,
precious stones of every kind, his goods and poss-
essions, abundant treasure, his wife, the women of
his palace, his nobles, all the people there were in
his palace, I brought forth, I counted then as spoil,
I took possession of them. My soldiers I dispatched
after him. ..into the midst of the marshes and reeds.
Five days passed; but not a trace of him was seen.
In the might of Asshur my lord, 89 strong cities and
fortresses of Chaldea, as well as 820 smaller towns
round about them, I besieged, I took, I carried away
their spoil."
Prom this account we can understand something of the char-
acter of the campaigns of Sennacherib. The ruthless king
left no stones unturned; he plundered everything in his
pathway; he caused the nations to fear because of him, so
that he procured the submission of many peoples without
waging battle against them.
But to the Palestinian states, the accession of
the new king to the throne was a signal for revolt. There
HEZEKIAH*S a number of states formed themselves
CIDNPEDERACY into a confederacy with Hezeklah, king
ft.
of Judah j at the head of it. For more than ten years there
1. Driver, IL'I', pp. bb-bt); also" i^mlth, Ai!), pp. 297-299*
2. Sayce, LTI, p. 62.
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%
was little Assyrian aggression in the west. The Pales-
tinian states, therefore, were reasserting their freedom.
The canter of revolt in the north was Sidon; in the south,
the philistine cities of Ashkelon and Ekron; Egypt, of
course, was intriguing,’ the whole background of the revolt;
and novf at length the Egyptian party ±n Judah had over-
ly
•
come the remonstrances of Isaiah, and dominated the king.'
With implicit reliance on the promises of Egypt, and an
understanding with the Philistine cities as well as with
2 .
Tyre and Sidon, Hezekiah formed his confederacy including:
Phoenicia, Ammon, Moab, Edom, Egypt. In the case of Egypt,
as we have noted, Taharka was to.-lead the army of Shabaka,
Phaiaoh of Egypt, against the Assyrians at the same time
that the other members of Hezekiah* s coalition rose up in
3.-
rebellion^ Hezekiah first made sure that there was no
formidable group of people opposing the confederacy in
thw west. He made secure his position against the Phil-
istine cities; he took the king of Ekron, Padi by name,
and threw him into chains at Jerusalem, for he was a
leader of the Assyrian party; and he placed Ashkelon
4.
under a Jewish leader, Zedekiah.
^/i/hile these things were taking place in Pales-
5.
tine, Sennacherib was busy in the east. The murder of
SENNACHERIB *S CAM- Sargon had been a signal for revolt
PAIN IN THE 'iYEST for Babylon and Palestine. The new
king had first thrown his forces against his nearer
17 'CrTver, 'TCT, p. 56. l?7"TbTd.
3. Ibid. (See this thesis, pp. 46-47.'
4. Sayce, LTI, p. 62. 5. Driver, ILT, p. 56.
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enemies. Then, after he had subdued Babylon, he turned
his attention toward the west*' He had consMered Babylon
as the most dangerous of his foes; and while he handed
over Babylon to his younger brother^ he himself kept
1 .
the actual control in hie own hands, it is interesting
to note, in passing, that when his soldiers were fight-
ing Merodach-baladan in the battle at Kish, Sennacherib
2
.
watched from the safe side of the river. Then,when Mero-
dach-baladan escaped into the swamps, Sennacherib searched
five days there for him, and, finding no trace of him, he
3.
abandoned the pursuit. When he had turned his attention
to the west, he found that a league of Syrian states had
been formed” to prevent further encroachments” on the part
of Assyria. Chief of the Phoenician cities in the coal-
ition were Tyre and Sldon. Judah, itself, had developed
a close affinity to the nations that had comprised the
kingdom of David; Ekron recognized Judah*s leadership
by delivering Padi, her vassal Assyrian king, into the
4.
habds of Hezekiah who put him in chains in Jerusalem.
AshdodjWhich had become a new province in 713 B.C.|aver-
red its ind.ependence. Likewise, Ashkelon had added the
/
villages around Joppa to her territory. In this preliminary
procedure we find that the west was preparing for the
5.
next move that Assyria might take. Hezekiah had even
6
.










3. Ibid, p. 287. 4. Ibid, p. 297.
5. Ibid, pp. 284-297. (In pt.)6. Ibid, p. 297.
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kings had gone out to battle, but the battle was more
than a match for them. It had beenADVANCE OF
something like an annual occurrenceASSYRIA
for the kings to go forth to battle. Now they were
prepared in Palestine, as they themselves thought, to
meet their common foe, Assyria. Palestine, therefore, was
looking to see what the next move of Assyria might be.
Merodach-baladan had been quelled in his attempts; It was
not to be long before Sennacherib would go to the west*
The Assyrian army advanced westward and swept everything
5.
in its wake, Phoenicia was an easy victim; the Philistines
were next to surrender; them came the submission of
Ashkelon and Ekron. With monotonous regularity i city after
6
.
city was taken, until the Assyrian army was nigh unto
the gates of Jerusalem. At this juncture, Sennacherib was
taken from his main course by the disturbing news that
7.
Pharaoh was advancing from Egypt to meet him. IJp to and
until that time, as we have stated, he had been making




"He is come to Aiath, ft© has passed through Migron;
at Michmash he layeth up his baggage: they are gone
over the pass: they have taken up their lodging at
Geba; Ramah trembleth; Gibeah of Saul is fled. Cry aloud
with thy voice, 0 daughter of Gallim; hearken, 0
LalshahJ 0 thou poor Anathoth. Madmenah is a fugitive;
the inhabitants of Gebim gather themselves to flee.T
1. shortv'inFr; P^:










4. Short, IDPI, p. 73.
6. Ibid, p. 74.
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Just before Sennacherib had reached Jerusalem,
the advance of the Assyrian army was halted by rumors
that the Egyptian army was advancing to meet the Assyrian,
SENNACHERIB'S Without waiting for further developments,
PROGRESS DELAYED Sennacherib left part of his army
near Jerusalem in the charge of Rabshakeh and,with the
rest of the army, went to meet the Egyptians. The people
of Jerusalem were over-joyed at the time because Egypt
1 .
had sent forth its army to help them; but Isaiah rebuked




"Rejoice not, 0 Philistia, all of thee, because the
rod that smote thee is broken; for out of the serpents
root shall come forth a basilisk, and his fr'&ijp shall
be a fiery flying serpent."
It did not take long for this prediction to come true;
and the people who had looked upon Egypt as the hero of
the hour found that they were sadly disappointed. The
3.
king, Sennacherib, had a decisive success over Taharka
at the border of Egypt, and, as victor, soon returned to
continue his campaign against Jerusalem. The Egyptians
had been scattered, forty-six towns of Judah had been
taken, and the enemy,with merciless, cruel, and barbarous
4.
warfare, concentrated attention on the most important
center of all Palestine, Jerusalem.
V/hile Sennacherib was preparing to lay siege to
Jerusalem, the Jews were busy inspecting the walls and
srnrsaTainrTTw:
4. Short, IDPI, p. 75.'
1. Smlth,"^,'^.'"^.'
5. Short, IDPI, p. 93
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closing up the breaches. They also strengthened the
2 .
citadel:
"And when Hezekiah saw that Sennacherib was come,
and that he had purposed to fight against Jerusalem,
ha took coomsel with his princes and his mighty men
to stop the waters of the fountains which were without
the city: and they helped him. So there was gathered
much people together, and they stopped all the foun-
tains, and the brook that flowed through the midst of
the land, saying, YiHiy should the kings of Assyria
come, and find much water? And he took courage, and
built up the wall that was broken down, and raised it
up to the towers, and the other wall without, and
strengthened Millo in the city of David, and made
v/eapons in abundance."
Along with this defense, other measures were taken. ¥he
3.
army was reorganized, and speeches were made to give
4 .
morale and courage to the people:
" And he set captains of war over the people, and
gathered them together to him in the broad place at
the gate of the city, and spake comfortably to them,
saying. Be strong and of good courage, be not afraid
nor dismayed for the king of Assyria, nor for all the
multitude that is with him: for there is a greater
with us than with him: with him is an arm of flesh;
but with us is Jehovah our God to help us, and to
fight our battles. And the people rested themselves
upon the words of Hezekiah, king of Judah."
In the preparation, however, there was a neglect on the
part of the people to return to Yahweh in humiliation
5.
and repentence. Isaiah hl^d been vindicated in his prophecy
6
.
PREPARATION against the alliance with Egypt, and
IN JERUSALEM the peoi)le had started to turn theibr
attention to him; but the moral defects in the lives of
the Jews made them disposed to look to human aid as a






3. Short, IDPI, p. 77.
5. Short, IDPI, p. 77.
2. 'd chron. 32:1-S.
4. 2 Chron. 32:6-8.
6. Smith, PT, p. 92.’
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Sennacherib did not approach Jerusalem by the
route that Isaiah had imagined he would come. Instead of
SENN/lCHERIS»S SEIGE coming upon Judah and Jerusalem
OP JERTJSAIiEM from the north ^he took the safer
route past the south-east of Carmel, and into the Phil-
1 .
istine country. Prom Lachish on the south-west the Rab-
2:
shakeh appeared before Jerusalem with a great force.’
Hezekiah was forced to surrender Padl to the Assyrian
3.
king. At the same time the entire region of Judah was
in great danger, Porty-six cities had been taken, and
more than 200,000 of the inhabitants of Judah were
4.
carried oCfftf as spoil, Judah had suffered a considerable
catastrophe. Then, in the meantime, Jerusalem was being
blockaded. Thereupon Hezekiah made an offer of submission
5,-
to Sennacherib, He sent ambassadors to the Assyrian camp,
confessing that he had offended, and promised to give
the Assyrian the ailegiance due him, ft gift of 30 talents
of gold and 800 talents of silver, together with servants
and maidens from the palace, " Hezekiah sent to him,’
6 *
But Sennacherib was not satisfied,ihe account in Kings
V.
shows the sequence of events as follov/s:
"Now in the fourteenth year of king Hezekiah did
Sennahherib king of Assyria come up against all the
fenced cities of Judah, and took them. And Hezekiah
king of Judah sent to the king of Assyria to Lachish,
saying, I have offended; return from me: that which
thou put test on me will I bear. And the king of Assyria
appointed unto Hezekiah king of Judah three hundred
talents of silver and thirty talents of gold. And
1, Driver, ILV, p, 7;^,
3, Sayce, LTI, p, 62.
5, Short, IDPI, p, 80.
7. 2 Kings 18:13-16.
ir.““TbTj;
4. Driver, ILT, p, 73.’
6, Ibid, p, 81,
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Hezekiah gave him all the silver that was found in the
house of the Lord, and in the treas-ures of the kin^s
house. At that time did Hezekiah cut off the gold from
the doors of the temple of the Lord, and from the
pillars which Hezekiah king of Judah had overlaid, and
gave it to the king of Assyria"
Sennacherib was not at all satisfied. He had planned to
besiege Jerusalem, and this he would do. Therefore he '
1
.
terrified Hezekiah and all of Jerusalem with his threats:
"And the king of Assyria sent Tarfciin and Rabsaris
and Rabshakeh from Lachish to king Hezekiah with a
great army unto Jerusalem. And they went up and came to
Jerusalem. And when they were come up, they came and
stood by the conduit of the upper pool, which is in the
highway of the fuller »s field. And when they had called
to the king, there came out to them Eliakim the son of
Hilkiah, which was over the household, and Shebna the
scribe, and Joah the son of Asaph the recorder."
The Rabshakeh, :St appears, was the first to speak. §e
wanted to know why the Jews were so unwilling to make
a peaceable surrender of themselves and Jerusalem.
Moreover he spoke with a loud voice and in the Hebrew
language so that all the people of Jerusalem might hear
him. He said that if they were putting their trust* in
2
.
Pharoah of Egypt their trust was in"a bruising reed"
which would bring utter destruction upon them. If, on
the other hand, they trusted in the Lord their God,
he claimed that they had offended their God by taking
away the high places, and that for this reason their
3.
trust was in vain. In fact he even went so far as to
4.
claim that the Lord had sent him to destroy the land.
The Jewish ambassadors tried to persuade the Rabshakeh
1. '2 'KTngs
3. 2 Kings 18:22.
2. 2 i^ngs i8:21.
4. 2 Kings 18:25.'
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to speak to them in the Syrian language instead of the
Hebrew, for the people were greatly troubled by the words
of the Assyrian. Rabshakeh, however, spoke even more
vehemently against Jerusalem, and he made even greater
1
.
threats so that the people could hear and understand.
He told the people that Hezekiah had deceived them
when he told them that the Lord would deliver them.
Rabshakeh said : ’’Hearken not unto Hezekiah when he
persuadeth you, saying. The Lord will deliver ud. Hath
any of the gods of the nations ever delivered hid land
2
.
out of the hand of the king of Assyria?” But the people
did not answer him, for the king had said that they
should hold their peace. The ambassadors rejturned to
Hezekiah and told him the words of the Assyrian. This
troubled Hezekiah very much; but Isaiah came onto the
scene and saved the day. In his trouble Hezekiah had
sent for Isaiah. Isaiah sent back to the king words of
3.
comfort:
’’And Isaiah said unto them. Thus shall ye say to
your master (Hezekiah), Thus saith the Lord, Be not
afraid of the words that thou hast heard, wherewith
the servants of the king of Assyria have blasphemed
me. Behold, I will put a spirit in him, and he shall
hear a rumor, and shall return to his own land; and
I will cause him to fall by -the sword in his own land.”
vVhen Rabshakeh saw that his message had not caused the
king of Judah to surrender himself and the city of
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in which he wrote many of the things he had spoken before
the people. Then "Hezekiah receined the letter from the
hand of the messengers, and read it: and Hezekiah went up
1
.
unto the house of the Lord, and spread it before the Lord
There he prayed that the Lord would save him out of the
hand of the Assyrian. The answer to his prayer came in
two ways. Isaiah sent a message to him and said that the
2
.
king of Assyria was to be visited tha^; night and:
’’Therefore thus saith the Lord concerning the king
of Assyria, He shall not come unto this city, nor shoot
an arrow there, neither shall he come before it with
shield, nor cast a mount against it. By the way that he
came, by the same shall he return, and he shall not
come unto this city, saith the Lord.^Por I will defend
this city, to save it, for mine own sake, and for ray
servant David *s sake.”
This prediction was fulfilled in a very remarkable way.
3.
The promise was not long in fulfillment
j
’’And it came to pass that night, that the angel
of the Lord went forth, and smote in the camp of the
Assyrians an hundred four score and five thousand: and
when the men arose early in the morning, behold they
were all dead corpses. So Sennacherib king of Assyria'
departed, and went and returned, and dwelt at Nineveh.
And it came to pass, as he v/as worshipping in the house
of Nisroch, his god, that Adramraelech and Sharezer
smote him with the sv^ord: and they escaped into the
land of Ararat. And Esarhaddon his son reigned in his
stead.”
Thid is the Biblical Interpretation of the reason for
1.- "•j Yi’ngr'ivrir:—
3. 2 Kings 19:35-37.’
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Sennacherib * s sudden retreat and the miraculous deliverance
of Jerusalem. There are other interpretations given, also,
SENNfi.CHERIB’S by historians and other interpreters.'
SUDDEN RETREAT The records of EsSyria are blank here
as they are in other defeats. It was not the will of the
Assyrian that the negative aspects of the events in the
Assyrian kingdom should be registered. It is thought to
have been one of the greatest disasters in history. There
has been found an Egyptian story which states that mice
gnawed at the bow-strings of the Assyrians. This is another'
way of saying that a bubonic plague broke out in the
1 .
Assyrian camp. Breasted states ; "Before Sennacherib could
take Jerusalem, the plague infested winds from the mal-
arial shores of the eastern delta had scattered death
among his troops. This over\7helmlng catastrophe, together
with disquieting news from Babylon, forced him hastily to
retire to Nineveh, thus bringing to Jerusalem the deliv-
erance promised by Isaiah, an event in which pious tfad-
2
.
ition afterv/ard saw the destroying angel of the Lord."
Still others Interpret the destruction as due to a pneu-
monia plague, cholera, or simoom. At any rate there was
a high mortality, and 185,000 died. This was a deliverance
for Egypt as well as for Jerusalem. The Egyptians, there-
fore
^
erected a statue of Sethon at Memphis to commemorate
the occasion. In the one hand of the statue was placed a
3 .
mouse; and on the statue this inscription appeared:
Tr’SEortTTOTTTpr^
3. Short, IDPI, p. 92
Sreasted, HE, p. 552.
/Qritia'r.-ivlf.fib axfoIxfo&’tLft eHf jx'q Jso*tvt(*rf nobbsx '. s’
,
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’’Vi/hosoever looks at me, let him fear the gods," Isaiah,
however, had looked upon Assyria as an instrument in
the hands of God; then when this instrument, "The rod of
the Assyrian v/ould he destroyed, therefore Isaiah said:
"The Lord of hosts hath sworn, saying. Surely as
I have thought, so shall it come to pass: and as I
have purposed, so shall it stand: that I will break
the Assyrian in my hand, and upon my mountains tread
him under foot: then shall his yoke depart from off
them, and his burden depart from off their shoulder.""
Assyria had been used for a purpose. That purpose was
to serve Yahweh, even though it did not know Him.'
The west was automatically given it’s inde-
pendence, A great victory had been won. Yahweh was
IKDEPENDENCE OP vindicated, and the Jews were
willing to bow in humble submissionJERUSALEM
to Him, Moreover, the predictions of Isaiah had actually
found a place for him in the hearts of the people, and
they were willing to obey his words, and place their
faith in God. This v/as indeed an indication that the
people of Jerusalem were to have an opportunity to
prepare themselves for the years of emergency that lay
before them. For nearly a hundred years they were to
be granted the privilege of consolidating their little
nation, so that whatever the next move might bp on the
part of the foreign nations, they could retain their
unity. Even though exile came, they would remain a people
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The accounte of Sennacherib have their parallels
in 2 Kings and Isaiah, The follov/img inscription has it*s
!•
parallels in 1. Kings 18, 19, and Isaiah 36 and 37*
"Zedekiah, king of Ashkelon, who had not submitted
to my yoke, the gods of the house of his fathers, him-
self, his wife, his sons, his daughters, his brothers,
the seed of the house of his father I took away and
brought him to Assyria. , .The kings of Egypt... they
summoned to their aid. In the environs of Eltekeh the
battle array was drawn up before me... In the might of
Ashur,my lord, I fought with them and accomplished
their defeat...! approached Ekron. The governors and
princes who had committed sin I killed and on stakes
round about the city I hung their bodies...! brought
Padi, their king, out of the midst of Jerusalem,
(where Hezekiah had been keeping him as prisoner),
and on the throne of dominion I placed, and imposed
the tribute of my overlordship upom him.
As to Hezekiah, the Judean, who had not submitted
to my yoke, 46 Of his strongholds, fortified cities,
and smaller cities of their environs without number,
with the onset of battering rams and the attack of
engines, mines, breaches, and axes, I besieged, I
captured. 200,150 people, small and great, male and
female...! brought out and counted as booty. He himself
I shut up like a caged bird in Jerusalem, his ’capital
city; I erected beleaguring works against him, and
tiirned back by command every one who came out of his
city gate,.,As to Hezekiah himself, the fear of the
luster of my lordship overcame him,and the Urbi and
his favorite soldiers, whom he had brought in to
strengthen Jerusalem, his capital city, deserted.
With thirty talents of gold, 800 talents of silver.,
,
all sorts of objects, a heavy treasure; also his
daughters, the women of his palace, male and female
musicians he sent after me to Nineveh, my capital




According to Kings Hezekiah sent his present to Lachish,
SENNACHERIB *S and not to Nineveh, although it was to
ACCOUNTS Nineveh that his present was later taken
Moreover the account in Kings claims that it was three
3;
hundred talents of silver and thirty talents of gold.
1. Bartoh,"'AB, p™4'^r. 'J,*Twangs THTTT;
Sayce, LTI, pp, 93-94^ 3, 2 Kings 18:14,
Davis, RAH, pp, 23-24,
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This difference, however, in the two accounts concerning
the number of talents of silver is due to two different
1 .
standards of reckoning. In this account the haughty
pride of the Assyrian can readily be seen, both in the
inscription itself, and in the omissions that are so
noticeable because of the conspicuous gap that is so
very evident in the inscription. It was the manner of
Sennacherib to exalt his triumphs and to omit any of
his defeats. Why, for example, does he not tell what
happened to Hezekiah after he had "shut him up kike a
bird in a cage" in Jerusalem? The omission of such an
important item can mean nothing more than that the king
of Assyria was frustrated in his attempt to capture
Jerusalem. The remembrance of such a defeat, after all
his triumphs, was enough to cause the proud monarch to
lose all his pride.
V
In most respects, and^ especially when we con-
sider that there are apparent omissions in the inscript-
VERIFICATION OP lOns of Sennacherib, the inscriptions
KINGS THROUGH THE of Sennacherib agree with the account
INSCRIPTIONS OP in 2 Kings and Isaiah. ( Isaiah* s acc-
SENNACHERIB ount, as we have stated, is taken
2 .-
from the account in 2 Kings v^here it originally baiongs.’)
These 'inscriptions, therefore, throw light on the Biblical
passages, and serve as a means of verifying them in the
historical trustworthiness of the book of Kings.
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SECTION THREE: SUMMARY STATEI/IENT.
In the age of Isaiah the first world power
arose and began to decline* It was the Assjrrian nation.
ASSYRIA IN THE Pour great kings, whose influ-
DAYS OP ISAIAH ence was felt throughout the
world of antiquity, came into contact with Palestine, and
left an imprint upon Judah. Ihese kings were: Tiglath-
pileser III, Shalmaneser V, Sargon II, and Sennacherib.
Tiglathpileser made Assyria into the first world empire
of *hich we have any record. By this I mean that he
formed a nation which was not easily shaken after his
t
death. The nation continued because it was not founded
around Tiglathpileser, but as an independent entity which
the ruler stabilized. Each succeeding king did not have
to reconquer the whole empire over again after Tiglathpileser
had set it up. By means of his severe discipline he had
given a precedent which was a formidable factor in the
continuation of the empire. After the military aggression
had ceased to hold first place in the scheme of the nation
and it*s conquered peoples, the lands were consolidated,*
a civil law was subscribed and adhered to, and there was
"one law and government throughout the world, one supreme
monarch to obey, one supreme deity: Ashur, the national
1 .
god of Assyria, to revere." No power could stand on earth-'
before this aggressive king. In tv70 campaigns did Tiglath-
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pileser come into contact with Israel and Judah: the
first, at the beginning of his reign, or rather in
738 B.C., and the second, in the campaign against the
9
Syro* Ephraimitish coalition in 734 B.C. In his eighteen
n
years of ruling, ( 745-727 B.C,<), he had raised Ass 3n:*ia
from it*s iraj.*otent and worthless condition to be the
1 .
first world empire of the ancient world. He had organized
an empire which was not absolutely dependent on one man,
but consolidated on the basis of national prestige.
Under Shalmaneser the strength of this empire was tested
^7 the Palestinians. Shalmaneser, the.^efore, came into the
land of Palestine in 725 B.C. when it *'s inhabitants failed
V *
to pay him the tribute, ue overran the entire country and
made terms of peace. Hoshea of Israel, however, shut him-
self up in Samaria, hoping that aid would come^ to him
from Egypt, No help came. But Shalmaneser laid siege to
the city of Samaria, and devastated t^e country-side far
and wide, fhen, before the city had surrendered, Shal»
maneser died, and a more aggressive leader seized the
throne. This new leader took for himself the name,
Sargon. ^e struck the fatal blow against Samaria which
fell in 722 B.C. The entire northern kingdom was brought
to an end, and the race of Samaritans arose. During
this king*s reign, in 711 B.C., another Insurrection
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baladan of Balbylonia plotted against Assyria, and allied
himself in a coalition with Palestine and Egypt in a
combined effort to overthrow Assyria, Even Hezekiah was
drawn into this concerted action. But Sargon himself
wqs on duty. He struck before the enemy had time to
unite forces. He invaded the land of Palestine, and
Ashdod, a center of Ass 3rrian opposition, was made the
center of attack, Edom and Moab were brought into sub-
jection, while the Ethiopian Pharaoh lurked in the shad-
ows, The city of Ashdod was taken and burned to the
ground, Judah subjected itself to Sargon, $he plan of
Merodach-baladan had failed; and the Babylonian fled,
leaving the city of Babylonia in the hands of the
Assyrians, A fev^ years later he was murdered, and Sennach-
erib, his son, became king, (705 B.C.(), This nev/ king
had to restore the Assyrian authorijry over Babylon. This
he did in 703 B.C. The Palestinian states also revolted,
I
For three years Sennacherib did not' move against them.
But after he had subdued his nearest foe, Babylon, he
turned his attention toward the west. There he found
that a league of Syrian states had been formed to prevent
further Assyrian encroachments upon* the land. Then the
Assyrian army westward in 701 B.C. and swept every-
thing before it, Phoenicia was taken first; the Philistines
were next to surrender; Ashkelon and Ekron were forced
to submit to Sennacherib; and with monotonous regularity
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city after city in Judah were taken, until the Assyrian
army was nigh unto Jerusalem. Just before Sennacherib
had reached Jerusalem he heard that the army from Egypt
was approaching to meet him. Without waiting for further
developments, Sennacherib went to meet the Egyptians.
He won a decisive success over Taliarkah and the Egyptian
army v/hich SHabaka, Pharoah of Egypt, had sent to help
the Inhabitants of Palestine, Meanv/hile the people of
Jerusalem made preparations for the siege that inevitably
was at hand, Sennacherib continued to plunder the cities
and towns of Judah. Then from Lachish he appeared before
Jerusalem with a great force. Jerusalem was blockaded.
Eezekiah sent tribute and a present to him, but Sennach-
erib was not satisfied. He would not be satisfied with
less thati the surrender and sacking of Jerusalem. The
Ass3rrian sent messengers to disturb the people, and he
sent a letter to Hezekiah the king, ¥/lth many threats
did Sennacherib threaten Hezekiah and Jerusalem, In the
meantime Isaiah came upon the scene and strengthened
Hezekiah, Isaiah said that Jerusalem would be delivered
out of the hand of the king of Ass3rria, The prediction
was not long in it»s fulfillment. That night Sennacherib
was defeated. There was a great deliverance, and Jeru-
salem was saved. For more than a hundred years afterward
Jerusalem continued to enjoy it»s independence. This
prepared the Jews to strengthen themselves iriKnational unity.
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CHAPTER IV; THE DEVELOPMEITT OP THE RELIGIOUS
CONCEPTS OP ISAIAH ON THEIR EGYPTIAN-ASSYRIAN
BACKGROUIH).
All developments are more or less connected
with the environmental influences v/hich affect or modify
INTRODUCTION their growth. This is especially
true in the development of the religious concepts of
Isaiah. The historical developments, out of which the
religious concepts of this prophet evolved, have been
given in the former chapters in detailed form. It is
the purpose of the writer, in this chapter, to trace
the development of five of Isaiah»s concepts; all of
which were influenced by these political events in
Egypt and Assyria, especially where they involved the
land of Israel and Judah.
The concepts which shall here be discussed are;
The Doctrine of the Remnant; The concept of Paith and
CONCEPTS Loyalty; The Messianic Hope; The
Omnipotence of Yahweh; and the Doctrine, or Concept of
the Inviolability of Jerusalem, We shall develop each
of these concepts topically and separately. In so far as
it is possible, the chronological sequence of their
development will be followed. Under the topic. The
Omnipotence of Yahweh, it is to be understood that this
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SECTION ONE: THE DOCTRINE OP THE REMNANT.
The doctrine of the remnant was not a new con-
cept, conceived for the first time by Isaiah, but the way
ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION in which this doctrine was
OP ISAIAH TO CONCEPT developed by Isaiah shows that
he contributed much to the ideas abd)ut the remnant that
already existed* It became "the most original contri-
1 .
bution he made to the religious thought of the world."
This idea of a remnant was mentioned by Amos, but for
Amos the remnant consisted of a fev/ scraps: two legs and
a piece of an ear. These almost Insignificant portions
were as though they had been taken out of the mouth of
the lion, ihe remnant was therefore considered negligible
and of little account in the thought of Amos. He says;
"As the shepherd res cue th out of the mouth of the lion
two legs, or a piece of an ear; so shall the children of
2 .
Israel be rescued.” But Isaiah rises above this pessim-
istic attitude, and declares that all shall not be lost.
t
"To Isaiah the remnant is of surpassing value... for in it
lies the hope of the future: the means by which God is
3.
going to establish His Kingdom on earth.”
It is evident that from the very beginning of
his ministry Isaiah believed that there would be a
ORIGIN WITH ISAIAH remnant which should inhabit the
land after the destruction, which he preached- had taken
1. Jeffers~dn, P* 2. Amos,
’
3. Jefferson, CII, p. 122.
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place. This is first portrayed in the message which he
received when he was called by Jehovah to bear a
message to the people. The message was one of judgment,
l> 1 .
but there would still be a remnant of the nation:
’’Then said I, Lord, how long? And He answered.
Until cities be waste without inhabitant, and houses
without man, and the land become utterly waste. And
the Lord have removed men far away, and the forsaken
places be many in the midst of the land. And if there
be yet a tenth in it, it shall again be eat-='n up: as
a terebinth, and as an oak, whose stock remaineth,
when they are felled; so the holy seed is the stock
thereof.”
Even if we accept the interpretation that this passage
was written during the later years of his life, yet it
gives the view of the remnant as he held it before his
interview with Ahaz at the conduit of the upper pool.'
Here he still holds to the ideal of the supremacy of
Israel over all nations: "The holy seed is the stock
thereof*" The holy seed bore fruit of itself, and the
2
.
fruit would continue to remain. This was the first
way in which Isaiah thought of the remnant, as far as
can be discerned* The other passages show a change in
ISAIAH *3 FIRST his conception due to the circum-
IDEA OF THE REMNANT stances that prevailed. This first
statws of Isaiah^s conception of the remnant, as we see
it, recognized the holy seed as the stock. This suggests
^ that, although Israel is represented by the prophet as
having the supremacy over all nations, still "Israel is
1. Isaiah'T:TI-i;5. jI. c adman, FI/'~p* 64'.'
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to be purged until nothing but the pure gold from the
crucible, or the stump of the terebinth that has been
1 .
felled to the earth, is left.” It was the faith of Isaiah
that led him to declare that some of the people, thovigh
2
.
not all of them, would be saved; and it was the holiness
of God, as the prophet beheld Him, that impressed upon
the mind of Isaiah that uncleanliness and impurity could
not remain in the presence of the Lord, but needed to
be purged. To bring about this change Isaiah believed
that ^e "only fire that could cleanse the unholy nation
was the fire of judgment, which was to consume the base
and worthless elements of the state till only the
3.
indestructible remnant, the holy seed, remained.” The
salvation of this remnant is to be brought about on the
soil of Judah, and the ’’continuity of the national
4.
history”is not to be absolutely broken. There is no
suggestion here that an exile shall take place. The
bare survival of a remnant of* his people remain after
5 ,
the judgment has passed over them. This remnant is,
6 .
however^ a potent minority, purged and disciplined to
work as a creative neucleus in a great work that must
be accomplished. It is here to be noted that jalthough
Isaiah is here portrayed as a prophet of judgment,
”he is not a prophet of despair. Present corruption
makes destruction inevitable, but from the judgment a
1. Gordbri, ”PdT, p. W. 2 , 'i(nudson,
3. Skinner, I, pp. lili llii. Knudson, RTOT, p. 361.’
4. Skinner, I, pp. Ivli-lvlil, 5. Smith, BI, pp. 31-32.
6. Leslie, ”Prophet3."( Notes. ) Buttenweiser, PI, p. 259.
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redeemed and purified remnant will emerge, ready to enter
1 .
into it*s glorious mission in the world*'* Although the
punishment must come there is a "hope of restoration after
2 # 3*
the punishment." "A remnant shall return." These are the
"survivors of the judgment: a remnant that shall have been
4.
converted." In spite of, or more likely, on account of
the catastrophe "a minority will turn to God. The dest-
ruction will not be total. There will always be a few
5.
who will repent and be healed." Most of them will be
destroyed, for they will not repent; but a remnant will
survive
•
Isaiah showed his belief in his doctrine by
. 'naming his first son "Shear- j’ashub" : "A remnant shall
6 .
IDEA OP REMNANT return." This was the way the
AS APEECTED BY prophet endeavored to impress on
AHAZ AND ASSYRIA the minds of the people his concept-
ion about the remnant. It was the way his son preached;
As a matter of fact, the whole family preached: the name
Isaiah signified," Jehovah is our salvation"; Shear- jashub,
"a remnant shall return'^ or "shall be converted"; the
wife was called "the prophetess"; and the other son,
Maher-shalal-hash-baz signified, "Swift sp611, speedy
prey." All of them were signs and portents of the
I
'''
“ salvation Jehovah was soon to work for Judah. The boy
Shear-jashub was also a daily reminder to his father.
1. Eiselen, p. "i’eritzV ”(5M, p. iiOO.
3. Isaiah 10:21. 4. Buttenweiser, PI, pi 259;
5. Jefferson, CII, p. 122. 6. Addis, HREJ, p. 177.
7. Gordon, PI, p. 72. Isaiah 7:3.
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After the long day when the prophet sat meditatively
pondering oner the things that happened diiring the day,
he may have often become discouraged. Then he heard the
footsteps of his son. Shear- jashub^ He was reminded of
his idea concerning the remnant, and he was filled with
1
.
a new confidence. Then came the days of the Syro-Ephraim-
itish confederacy when Ahaz, the king of Judah, contem-
plated an alliance with Assyria against this confederacy
which threatened to destroy the Davidic lineage in
Jerusalem. At this time "the Lord said unto Isaiah, Oo
forth now to meet Ahaz, thou and Shear-jashub thy son,
at the end of the conduit of the, upper pool in the high-
way of the fuller *s field; and say unto him. Take heed,
and be quiet; fear not, neither be fainthearted for the
two tails of smoking firebrands, for the fierce anger of
2
.
Rezin and Syria, and of the son of Remaliah." But Ahaz
was not willing to listen to the prophet. He actually
turned his back on Isaiah and"sent messengers to Tiglath-
•
- pileser king of Assyria, saying, I am thy servant and thy
*
son: come up and save me out of the hand of the king of
Syria, and out of the hand of the king of Israel, which
3.'
^rise up against me." The king of Assyria did as Ahaz had
requested, but this placed Judah in’ the hands of Assyria.
I 4.Ahaz had mortgaged the hope of Israel for generations to
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of believers seemed to be jeopardized in the midst of a
1
.
godless and abandoned people. Ahaz had virtually betrayed
his country into the hands of the king of Assyria. The
effect that this disastrous anomaly had on Isaiah is
momentous. He departed from his active work as a states-
man in Judah and devoted himself to his disciples. The
proceedure which Isaiah took is clearly shown in his ovm




Prom this time on, Isaiah’s doctrine concern-
ing the remnant took on itself a new meaning. "Isaiah’s
THE DISCIPLE IDEA hope for the future centered, not in
the nation as a whole, but in a small faithful neucleus.
This was not a new thought, but Isaiah went beyond his
predecessors in organizing the faithful into a company
of disciples and devoting himself to their instruction,
3.
after he had failed with king and people." This group
of disciples gave embodiment to Isaiah’s concept of the
remnant, and it is quite likely that he li)6ked upon this
4.
group as the remnant. At any rate it served the purpose
and added an element of hope; or as it has been stated,
"It was a link between the prophetic message of doom
5.
and that of hope." It was, therefore, a very significant
group, both to the prophet and to the people who entered
into their inheritance. It became a "spiritual community
l.^^mith, BT, p. ‘J. isaiah ^:16 ; teslie, 'Tffophe ts .
"
3. Eiselen, PBOT, p. 207. 4. Leslie, "Prophets,"
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which Isaiah had seen forming itself within the physical
Israel, constituted by faith in his prophetic message,
and when he says of himself that he wlll»wait for Jehovah^
he expresses at the same time the attitude of those wh6
1 .
were his disciples.” Therefore, during this period that
Isaiah had withdrawn from active proohecy, "Isaiah’s real
2
.
influence did n6t wane,” His influence continued to be
expressed in that small group until it grew into a separate
entity in itself for the proimilgation of the highest
ideals of the day. This led to a separation of church and
state, so to speak, growing out of the remnant as revealed
in the disciple fraternity of Isaiah.
The form that this conception took,when it was
dissociated from all political forms and intrigues, marks
THE COMUNITY OP another decided advance in the develop-
TRTJE RELIGION ment of this religious concept of
Isaiah, Then and there the concept of the remnant gave
birth to the concept of the church, and the protestant
ideal of church government. This makes the doctrine of
the remnant, as developed by Isaiah in the period when
the king of Judah had entered into an illegal alliance
with Assyria instead of a true alliance with God, a doctrine
of profound significance for all times. The small "mustard
seed" that Isaiah sowed in his day was a seed smaller than
all the herbs of the field of activity, but it grew, and
1, sxinner, 1, p. Ivl 27 "3ord6n7“Pr7"ppr
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is continuing to grow, so that all who so desire may find
shelter in it»3 branches. In the words of vV. Robertson
1 .
Smith vie find an excellent expression of the importance
of the remnant as it continued to grow through the infl«-
»ence of Isaiah and his disciples:
"The formation of this little community was a new
thing in the history of religion. Till then no one had
dreamed of a fellowship of faith dissociated from all
national forms, maintained without the exercise of
ritual services, bound together by faith in the divine
word alone. It was the birth of a new era in the Old
Testiment religion, for it was the birth of the con-
ception of the Church, the first step in the eman-
cipation of spiritual religion from the forms of polit-
ical life: a step not less significant that all it»s
consequences were seen till centuries had passed away.
The community of true religion and the political
community of Israel had never before been separated
even in thought; now they stood side by side, conscious
of their mutual antagonism, and never again fully to
fall back into their old identity,"
The remnant had returned. It was now preparing Itself to
save posterity.
This leads naturally to the spiritual character
of the remnant as it appears in the later days of Isaiah's
THE SPIRITUAL sojourn on the earth. This spiritual
REMNANT remnant has just been mentioned in the
above passage quoted^, from W.R. Smith, This, however, is
suggestive of the great transformation that was taking
place: the development of this concept of Isaiah. The
one thing that needed to take place, even after Isaiah
had broken away from the state to give his attention to
his particular community of souls who were willing to
1, smith, PT, pp. ki 74-1^74^,
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receive his mesBage, was the purging and purification of
the rulers and princes of the people. Then|in time, the
whole nation could be brought into the right relation with
God. It was not enough that there should be a reaiainder,
or remnant of the people. This remnant was to teach other
people the way to God. Israel was to be restored, but it’s
1 .
sin must be ptirged and it’s rulers must be ideal. The
state was, thereby, to be made ideal: ’’a democracy of
2
.
opportunity governed by an aristocracy of character*^ The
remnant was to return; but it had to return in the power
of the spirit. It was to form the "neucleus of the new
kingdom of Yahweh that was to be established upon the
3.
earth." The remnant had a mission to fulfill. This
view of the mission of the remnant grev/ out of the con-
dition in which Assyria had placed Judah, But the day was
to come when Assyria, after performing her mission, would
be destroyed. Then there would be a great need for the
knowledge of Jehovah, The remnant, the gropp who had
continued steadfastly in the religion of Jehovah, would
therefore have a profound work to perform in teaching
to their fellowmen the fear of the Lord, This "knowledge
that a spiritual kernel of the nation would survive the
successive waves of judgment was constantly present to
the prophets mind, and led his thoughts forward to an
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the perfect kingdom of #he Lord*"
The growth of the concept of the remnant Is
well recognized in passages that occur in the book of
DEVELOPMENT OF THE Isaiah* The first two of these
CONCEPT AS PORTRAYED passages of scripture are con-
IN ISAIANIC PASSAGES earned with the purging of
2 .
Jerusalem* The remnant is to be holy:
"Therefore saith the Lord, the Lord of hosts, the
mighty One of Israel, Ah, I will ease me of mine
adversaries, and avenge me of mine enemies: And I
will turn my hand upon thee, and thoroughly purge
away thy dross, and will take away all thy tin: And
I will restore thy judges as at the first, and thy
counsellors as at the beginning: afterward thou shalt
be called. The city of righteousness, the faithful
city* Zion shall be redeemed with judgment, and her
converts with righteousness*"
Then shall the city of habitation be made beautiful and
3*
glorious for the remnant:
"In that day shall the branch of the Lord be
beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the land
shall be excellent and comely for them that are
escaped of Israel* And it shall come to pass, that he
that is left in Zion, and he that remaineth in
Jerusalem, shall be called holy, even everyone that
is written among the living in Jerusalem: V/hen the
Lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughters
of Zion, and shall have purged the blood of Jerusalem
from the midst thereof by the spirit of judgment,
and by the spirit of burning*"
In the next two passages, Assyria and Egypt are mentioned*
The remnant are to come from Ass 3rria and Egypt* In the
passages quoted - above there is no reference to this.’ In
them the people are residing in Jerusalem all the time.'
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This is in accord with the first thought that Isaiah had
concerning the remnant. The purging was to take place in
the land of Judah, and in Jerusalem, The following
scriptiire references, however, point to an inference that
the prophet is led to believe that exile is inevitable,
because Judah has been entering into interna.tional alliances
and intrigues with Ass 3rria and Egypt, fee prophet, never-
the-less, believes that there shall be a remnant who shall
!•
return;
"And it shall come to pass in that day, thatrithe
Lord shall set his hand again the second time to
recover the remnant of his people, which shall remain,
from Assyria, and from Egypt, and from Patiiros, and
from Cush, and from Elam, and from Shinar, and from
Hamath, and from the islands of the sea. And he shall
set up an ensign for the nations, and shall assemble
the outcasts of Israel, and gather together the
dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the earth,"
This remnant, also, shall return with strength and power,
2 ,
and by the assistance of the nation from which it comes,'
"And there shall be an highv/ay for the remnant of
the people v/hich shall remain, from Assyria; like as
there was to Israel in the day that he came up out of
the land of Egypt."
Judah was laid waste, the country burned with fire, and
Zion was pictured hy a besieged city; this was the picture
that Isaiah saw for the future of Jerusalem and Judah,
But he saw more than this, A small remnant had been left,
3.
and the prophet writes;
"Except the Lord of hosts had left unto us a very
small remnant, we should have been as Sodom, we should
have been as Gomorrah,"
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This remnant would not put iTfi trust in any nation,
but in God, and righteousness was to reign supreme in
1 .
it*s midst;
•‘And it shall come to pass in that day, that the
remnant of Israel, and they that are escaped of the house
of Jacob, shall no more again stay upon him that smote
them; but shall stay upon the Lord, the Holy One of
Israel, in truth* A Remnant shall return, even the rem-
nant of Jacob, unto the mighty God^ For though thy peo-
ple Israel be as the sand of the sea, only a remnant




Then shall the glory of the Lord abide upon this remnant:
"In that day shall the Lord of hosts be for a
crown of glory, and for a diadem of beauty, unto the
residue of his people."
In these passages may be seen the growth of Isaiah *s
concept, or doctrine, of the remnant.
In the first years of his ministry, Isaiah had
believed that Israel as a nation would be the remnant
SIB'IMARY of the peoples of the whole earth.
This remnant was to be the means of perpetuating the
teaching of the knowledge of the Lord. Then came a
crucial moment in the nation^s history when the king,
Ahaz of Judah, betrayed his nation into the hands of
the king of Assyria. From that time on, Isaiah gave his
teachings to the trust of his group of disciples who
embodied his concept of the remnant. It remained for later
years to cause the concept of the remnant to develop into
it»s most ethical and glorious manifestation; a spiritual
community and kingdom, "crowned" with the glory and beauty
of God.
TI’TsaTamro rOT-TcTIT. IT.'Tsaiah 2^;^.
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SECTION TV70: THE CONCEPT OP FAITH AND LOYALTY.
The concept of faith is the outstanding concept
which characterizes the prophet Isaiah. It was Isaiah who
FAITH: THE CHARAC- was "the first to formulate the
1 .
TERISTIC CONCEPT doctrine of Faith." In this doctrine
Isaiah called upon king and people alike to believe in
2 .
God, and trust His righteousness and power. This quiet faith
3.
in god as a religious requirement, Isaiah declared, was
fundamentally necessary for the stability of the nation/
4 •
and a "means of tranquility in crucial times." Faith in
God, according to this prophet, was a prerequisite con-
dition needed to insure material strength and to safe-
guard the political, as well as the religious, status of
5.
Israel and Judah. For Isaiah, moreover, "trust in God
meant for a nation righteous government, conforming with
6 .
the divine standard of holiness."
The study of Isaiah *s concept of faith clearly
portrays the fact that it was rooted and had it*s inception
ORIGIN AND NATURE at the time of his calling, when he
OP ISAIAH »S PAITH"saw God high and lifted up", and heard
the seraphim cry to one another and say: "Holy, holy, holy,
is the Lord of hosts: the whole earth is full of his
7.
glory." This religious experience of Isaiah* s vision of
God coloured all his thought, teaching and work. Also,
by means of this vision, Isaiah "discovered that beliefs
1 . YnudTorT,- ’151:7,"pVl^” TVS'-Tr;.
Knudson, PMI, p. 51. 3. Bade, OTLT^ p. 183.
4. Peritz, OTH, p. 188. 5. Buttenweiser ; PI, p. 269.
6. Buttenweiser, PI, p. 269. 7. Isaiah 6:1-3.
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hinging upon earthly witnesses worked under doubtful or
1 .
defective conditions," In the mind of the prophet it
created absolute confidence in the absolute power of
God; therefore mundane policies and temporal alliances
could only cause disloyalty and destruction. His faith
was in the Lord, and he called Israel, also, to trust
in Hiin;"0 Israel, trust in the Lord: for with the Lord
there is mercy, and with him is plenteous redemption,
2
.
And he shall redeem Israel from all his sin," Although
these words are not found in Isaiah, they express his
conviction and sentiment. He believed that Israel was
Jehovah»s people: therefore in Jehovah should they trust.
Moreover "his faith was sustained by the fear of the
3. 4,
Lord,” He was the "Prophet of Faith,"
In "his conception of faith, Isaiah believed
that Yahweh was the God of Israel. As such He might be
FAITH IN YAH\''/EH: depended upon to look after the
ISRAEL *S SURETY interests of His people; and^ in turn.
He had a right to demand absolute loyalty from those
5.
who had entered into a covenant with Him.” It was not
to be supposed that vfiien they formed alliances with
other nations, therefore, that the people of Judah
were loyal to Yahweh, It meant that they were making
Yahweh into a subservient deity to the god# of the
nations with whom they allied themselves, instead of
1 .' Caoman, PI, p, oi, 2, Psaim 130:'/.
3, Gordon, FI, p, 72, * 4, Cadman, PI, p, 46.
5, Eiselen, PBOT, p, 204,
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nrshipplng Him as the Deity. In the thought of Isaiah
"God is the King Eternal and Almighty; therefore the
people that holds hy Him becomes partner in His might,
and is more than a match for every hostile power, while
those who place reliance on their own selfish and way-
1
.
ward policies must come to naught.” The vision which
Isaiah had seen in the Temple, with it*s powerful and
majestic revelation of the greatness of God, had led the
prophet to believe ttmt "She one hope of the people...
2
.
lay in their trust in God." This v/as basic in his teaching,
3.
and the one persistent doctrine which he preached. Faith
in God is the surety of Israel.
It was only a short time after Isaiah had begun
to preach his doctrine of "Faith in God" that it v;as put to
AHAZ Al^ID ASSYRIA a stringent test. Pekah, king of
VS. ISAIAH *S”PAITH” Israel, and Rezin, king of Damascus,
threatened to dethrone Ahaz and set up their own king
4.
at Jerusalem. Ahaz, therefore, sought the aid of Assyria;
for"it was the political policy of Judah, when the
country was in danger or oppressed, to seek aid from
5.
outside.” It is small v/onder that Ahaz was in despair; but
Isaiah saw no need for the policy that Ahaz was comtem-
6
.
plating. "Ahaz ^ desperation was Isaiah*s opportunity"; at
least the prophet seemed to think it was. So Isaiah
went to Ahaz,who was inspecting the water supply, and
1. Gordon, ^1, p. ^’6, id. Knudson, 'Pill, p. Sb.
^
3^ Knudson, PMI, p. 50o‘ 4 . See this Thesis, pp. 57-63.
5. Knudson, BLP, p. 150. 6. Hawley, fP, p. 88
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summoned him to have faith in God, $he fickle king
trifled with the vfords of assurance that Isaiah spoke
to him; for he was fearful of offending the Lord, God
of Israel. Yet he had turned his back on God. Moreover
he was anxious that nothing should interfere with his
1 .
plans, Isaiah told him that he was not to fear the
Syro-Ephraimitish coalition, and said to him; "Take heed,
and be quiet; fear not neither be fainthearted for the
two tails of smoking firebrands .,, (for) Thus saith the
Lord God, It shall not stand, neither shall it come to
pass,,, (but) If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not
2
.
be established," (Other renderings of this last verse




(2)McFayden, "No faith, no fixity; "( 3) G.A.Smith,
5.
"If ye will not have faith, ye shall not have staith;" and
6
.
(4)Bade,"No confiding, no abiding; "as well as many others),’
It is here firmly stated that "faith is the condition of
salvation, Judah could only be saved by faith in Jehovah,
His presence in Jerusalem, typified by the ’waters of
7, 8,
Shiloah that go softly*, was their only security." If
9.
the people should refuse these waters, then Assyria, their
help, would prove the cause of their rAin," Isaiah pleaded
for faith in Jehovah, "Consequently Isaiah opposed any
international policy which hinted at disloyalty to
Yahweh, Foreign alliances appeared to the prophet as a
1, (jordon, p. 67, 2, isaian 7;4-b.
3i Hawley, TP, p, 88. 4, Enudson, BLP, p. 151,
5, Knuds on, BLP, p. 151. 6. Bade, OTLP, p. 186,
7. Isaiah 8:6, 8, Knuds on, BLP, p. 151,
9, Knuds on, BLP, p, 151,
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sign of disloyalty which must bring disaster. Only a
calm reliance upon Yahweh could guide Judah safely
through the perplexing political crises of his day. At
all times a choice must be made between a policy of faith
!•
and one of unbelief." Ahaz chose the policy of unbelief.
The nation of Judah was betrayed by him into the hands
of Tlglathpileser, king of Assyria; and Isaiah, who had
been the prophet-statesman and counsellor for king and
people, withdrew from that position to give himself to
the remnant group: his disciples. The fate of the people
as a whole had been sealed by the unbelief of their ruler,
but faith remained as the principle of individual religion
for those who separated themselves ' from the sin of that
2
.
generation in which they had lived, ^hen Isaiah said of
himself, and his disciples as well, these words: "I will
wait for the Lord, that hideth his face from the house
of Jacob, and I will look for him. Behold I and the
children whom the Lord hath given me’,' ( including the
disciples ), "are for signs and for wonders in Israel from
3.
the Lord of hosts, which dwelleth in mount Zion." Thus
the faith of Isaiah did not decrease; it increased.
If? was in the year 734 B.C. that Judah paid
her first tribute to Assyria. It was abOLit that time that
ISAIAH AND THE Isaiah withdrew from the political, sphere
PALL OP SAMARIA and did not again appear to denounce
the king or people publicly as a statesman for many years.
Hlseieh, p. 205.’ Skinner, l",~pp. Iv-lvlT.
3. Isaiah 8:17-18.
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Even when Samaria was destroyed in 721 B.C., there appears
to be no evidence that the prophet had anything to say
about it. The reason for this is very obvious. She event
spoke for the prophet. He had prophesied the destruction
of Damascus and Samaria when he spoke to Ahaz at the
conduit of the upper pool. But, even though there may be
no written evidence about the period when Samaria was
destroyed, this does not mean that it had no effect on
the faith of Isaiah, This destruction of the northern state
verified the prophetic utterance of Isaiah concerning it.
It also gave him confidence in his message; a confidence
which he would need if, and when, the Assyrian should
invade Judah, or lay siege ti> Jerusalem,
In the year Ril B,C,, however, Isaiah again
came forth to speak to king Hezekiah and the people,
ISAIAH'S ’’faith” This was the period when Hezekiah,
VS. HEZEKIAH king of Judah, appealed to Egypt to
help him throw off the yake of Assyria, A grand alliance
was formed, both in the east and in the west; for Merodach-
baladan of Babylon was one of the instigators of this
alliance, Isaiah again pleaded for a policy of peace and
trust. In the midst of great confusion, or intriguing,
he pointed to the quiet presence of Jehovah in Jerusalem
as his ground of confidence and said; ’’Thus saith the Lord
God, Behold I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a
These historical events are recorded in (Chapters Tf and "III,
of this thesis.
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tried stone, a precious corner stone, of sure foundation:
1
.
he that believeth shall not make haste.” Isaiah declares
that there is stability in God, But it looked as if his
faith was groundless. ^^That was the need of faith when so
formidable an alliance had been formed? There were the
Palestinian states, and the Egyptian forces in the west;
^here waa also Merodach-baladan and Elam in the east.’
Shabaka had sent flattering promises from his Egyptian
and Ethiopian dominion. This plan would surely divide the
Assyrian army, and Assyria would be overthrown. This is
what Hezekiah and his allies apparently thought.' But
the Assyrian was not asleep. Neither was Isaiah. Moreover
Isaiah stood oiit in bold opposition to the plan of Hezekiah.
The faith of Isaiah was soon vindicated. Before the allies
could combine their forces, Sargon, ?/ho had defeated
Merodach-baladan in one short campaign, moved westward."
Town after tov/n, city after city, state after state suc-
cumbed and surrendered to him. The Egyptian army, also^was
shattered. Ashdod was burned to the ground as a symbol
of the destruction that awaited other cities; and the
hope of the independence of the west faded from view.^
Both king and people were now willing to give ear to the
words of the prophet. The fiaith of Isaiah had again
vindicated itself.
For a period of time Isaiah »s word was obeyed-
There was no fear for them that placed their faith in Gq^.-
1. Isaiah S0;i6.
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It might even be inferred, according to the course of
ISAIAH *3 FAITH events during the interval bet^veen
VS. EGYPT 711 B.C, and 705 B.C,, that Isaiah
actually had the situation in hand at Jerusalem.' It was
during this time that an elnbassage came to Jerusalem to
induce Judah to join a league against Assyria. The times
were perilous. The Assyrian armies were threatening the
west with terror and confusion.”Yet Isaiah was not dis-
turbed. He sent the Ethiopian (Egyptian) aato^ssage away
with the assurance that he saw no occasion for alarm,
*Por thusj he says,»hath Jehovah said unto me, I will
be still, and I will look on in my dwelling place, like
clear heat in sunshine, like a cloud of dew in the heat
1
.
of harvest, ^ This is the divine calm, the eternal calm
2 ,
in the midst of the earth's turmoil,” Then Isaiah turned
to the Judeans and said:”Woe to them that go down to
Egypt for help...but they look not to the Holy One of
Israel, neither seek the Lordl..,The Egyptians are men,and
not God; and their horses flesh, and not spirits and when
the Lord shall stretch out his hand, both he that helpeth
shall stumble, and he that is holpen shall fall, and they
3 .
all shall fail together.” Hence the one thing for Judah
to do was "to obey the will of God and put herself on His
side. His religious conviction of faith was Isaiah's
source of political insJight. The burden of his message
TniaiSS5J5T3T
3, Isaiah 3l53,'(l-3).
I^nudson, BLP, pp. l"3il-153
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was the doctrine of faithl’ ”And he said:*! will wait for
2;
Jehovah. .. and I will look for him.”
In the year 705 B.C. Sargon died and his son
Sennacherib came to the throne. This was the signal to
ISAIAH*S FAITH the western states to revolt. Hezekiah
AND SENNACHERIB therefore made himself the head of
a confederacy of Palestinian states. Isaiah saw the hope-
lessness of the situation. He believed that the really
controlling forces in the universe were spiritual, not
material; divine, not human." He warned Hezekiah of the
danger which lay before him in choosing the material
and human method of gaining his freedom: a method which
was both hopeless and fatal. He declared that "hope for
Hezekiah and the kingdom could only be found in the
3
.
living God,” But the advice and warning of Isaiah was
spurned.' He had lost his hold on the king and people,'
Those who had so willingly listened to him after the
disastrous defeat in 711 B.C .could no longer be controlled
by the prophet after the new situation arose, and the
new king had ascended the throne of Assyria,"^ Then said
Isaiah, ’’Thus said the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel;
In returning and rest shall ye be 'saved; in quietness and
4.
confidence shall be your stpength.” But the people and
the king were not willing to obey, even though the Lord
was ready to bless and save them."
1, KnuSson, Bi'P, p. 153, 2. Isaiah 8:17T
3i Cadman, PI, p, 52, 4. Isaiah 30:15.
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The faith of Isaiah, however, was signally
justified when Sennacherib besieged the city of Jeru-
1 •
THE SIEGE OP salem. This occured in 701 B.C. It
JERUSALEM AND had been occasioned by the formation
ISAIAH *S FAITH of the Palestinian alliance under
Hezekiah. It was at this time that the faith of Isaiah,
or rather his concept of faith, developed into it*s most
glorious expression.' It was at this time that Hezekiah
was troubled and all Jerusalem with him. Sennacherib
had invaded Judah, he had taken away much of it's wealth
and many of it»s inhabitants as spoil. Hezekiah, likewise,
had sent him tribute in a vain effort to pacify the
mighty Sennacherib. But this simply opened the way for
the bold Assyrian. He wanted Jerusalem. It was the
one city which both Egypt and Assyria had sought to
conguer for many years. He wanted to spoil Jerusalem and
carry away it*s inhabitants. ViTlth words, threats, and
plundering of cities of Judah, the Assyrian endeavored f©
intimidate Hezekiah to caijse him to surrender.' This
Hezekiah would not do; but it did cause him to surrender
2
.
to God. It caused Hezekiah” to pray before the Lord.” This
was an opportune time for Isaiah to impress upon the king
his concept of faith and loyalty. By means of a prediction
of a marvelous deliverance that the Lord should bring to
Jerusalem, Isaiah impressed this concept on the mind of
1 . barton, p.
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king and people |’
"Then Isaiah sent to Hezekiah, saying. Thus saith
the Lord the God of Israel, 'iVhereas thou hast prayed
to me against Sennacherib king of Assyria I have heard
thee* This is the word that the Lord hath spoken con-
cerning him; The virgin daughter of Zion hath despised
thee, and laughed thee to scorn; the daughter of Jeru-
salem hath shaken her head at thee. Whom hast thou
reproached and blasphemed? and against whom hast thou
exalted thy voice, and lifted up t^J.ine eyes on high?
even against the Holy One of Israel... But I know thy
sitting dovm, and thy going out, and thy coming in,
and thy raging against me. . .Therefore thus saith the
Lord concerning the king of Assyria, He shall not
come unto this city, nor shoot an arrow there, neither
shall he come before it with shield, nor cast a mount
against it. By the way that he came, by the same shall
he return, and he shall not come unto this city, saith
the Lord. For I will defend this city, to save it,
‘
for mine ov/n sake, and for my servant David »s sake."
This is the message which Isaiah, the son of Amoz, sent
to Hezekiah. The prediction here given was followed by
a marvelous deliverance which the Biblical writer inter-
preted as a miraculous act and intervention of Godi* Other
virriters have given . naturalis'tie ' interpretations to it,
such as those we have already mentioned in connection with
the historical treatment of this subject.' Whatever the
interpretation may be, the fact that Jerusalem was deliv-
a.
ered can not be justifiably doubted:
"And it came to pass that night, that the angel of
the Lord went forth, and smote in the camp of the
Assyrians an hundred fourscore and five thousand: and
when the men arose in the morning, behold, they were all
dead corpses. So Sennacherib king of Assyria, departed,
and went and returnedy and never came back again to Jeru-
salem.
Therefore was Jerusalem made an Independent city, and Judah
1. 2 'Kings
2. 2 Kings 19:35-36b.
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an independent state. But more than this, the faith of
Isaiah was vindicated through the fulfillment of his
prophecy, and by means of the strength of his character^
"In returning and rest shall ye be saved; in quietness
1 .
and in confidence shall be your strength."
Prom the vision in the Temple to the victory
over Assyria, the faith of Isaiah transcended the diff-
iculties of life: never for a moment losing it*s potency
and spiritual aggrandizement. This faith manifested itself
STMAkRY in different ways. It declared the
power and Holiness of God; it arose into ecstacy and
proclaimed the inviolability of Zion, or Jerusalem; it
was optimistic in the very presence of defeat and shouted;
2 .
"A remnant shall return;" it looked out into the distant
future and saw a new heaven and new earth which should
exist in the place of the present order of things, and
on the very site of Mount Zion, where the Ideal Ruler
would reign in righteousness and his princes with justice;
and it remained steady and loyal in the performance of
the great task that had to be accomplished day by day in
the face of the momentous crises that had to be opposed
and mastered. It was Isaiah* s faith in God that enabled
him to stand fast and remain loyal to God, even when all
the state opposed him. But through his steadfastness, the
king and people believed. They saw in Isaiah the embodiment
/*
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SECTION THREE: THE MESSIANIC CONCEPT,
Jtoiong the doctrines and concepts of Isaiah,
the one,v/hich has had the widest influence and greatest
popular significance in ancient,medieval, and modern tjimes,
1
.
INTRODUCTORY: THE is the Messianic concept. For ages
SIGNIFICANCE OP the Hebrew people had believed in
THE CONCEPT the advent of an ideal age in the
future when an ideal King, called the Messiah, would
reign upon the throne of David, In the days of Isaiah,
three centuries had passed since the monarchy had been
established in Israel; yet there had been no king who
had meas^rdd up to an ideal king: not even David or
Solomon, Prom the time of Isaiah on, the Messianic belief
continued to prevail among the people for many centuries,''
It is, therefore, a concept of profound significance. This
concept, however, was greatly developed by Isaiah in the
midst of the crucial events which have been fully presented
2;
in the historical sections of this thesis. In this portion
of our study, we shall trace the development of this
concept of Isaiah as it is revealed in the writings of
Isaiah which were provoked by the political situation of
his day,' We will, accordingly, begin with the concept
as it was understood by Isaiah and his contemporaries^
passing from that to his Immanuel prophecy; continuing
with his picture of the ideal King; and advancing to
i. Rogers 111 ASd, p. 63^^, 2, ^ee this thesis, (jhap,
II & III.
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representation of the Ideal Messianic Era which is the
era in which the glorious transformation takes place in
man and all nature because of the righteous influence
of the Messiah. Just how much this development was
influenced by the political situation,with reference to
Assyria and Egypt, awaits to be seen.
The early years of Isaiah’s ministry, as well
as the closing years of his life’s work, were surrounded
l.'ZION: THE WORLD’S with the clouds of warfare. At that
CAPITAL IN A time Tiglathpileser III, king of
WARLESS WORLD Assyria, was building the first
world empire. It was during these early years that a
young idealist, Isaiah, the son of Amoz,’'saw the Lord
1
.
high and lifted up.'* He believed that there would come
a time, not far in the distance, when Zion, or Jerusalem,
2 .
would become"the world’s religious capital’,’ and the •center
3.
of Yahweh’s dominion” over the whole world. Consequently,
he believed that, the true religion would be spread abroad
over the whole earth by means of the moral influence
4.
which would go out from Zion. Then”Yahweh would rule the
world; war would come to an end; international disputes
would be settled by arbitration, and Yahweh Himself would
5 .
be the Arbiter.” Thus Zion should be exalted; and ’’all
peoples of the world were to be united together under the
spiritual leadership of Israel’.’ We find this same passage
Isaiah 6 : 1 .
3^' Eiselen, PBOT, p. 205
5. Ibid.
'd, Rogers in A^C, p. 641.
4. Ibid.
6. lOiudson, RTOT, p. 368.’
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1 .
in Micah: a revealing fact which shows that both of these
citations were doubtless found originally In some common
source, and therefore known by Isalah*s contemporaries
2
.
as well as by the prophet himself. It Is as follows:
’’And it shall come to pass in the latter days,
that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be
exalted in the top of the mountains, and shall be
exalted above the hills; and all nations shall flow
unto It. And many peoples shall go and say. Come ye,
and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to
the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us
of his ways, and we will walk in his paths: for out
of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the
Lord from Jerusalem. And he shall judge between the
nations, and shall arbitrate for many peoples; and
they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and
their spears into pruninghooks : nation shall not
lift up sword against nation, neither shall they
learn war any more,”
In this prophecy it is declared that: the Lord's house
shall be exalted; nations shall make their pilgrimages
to it; a spiritual gravitation results as ”all nations
flow (up) unto it”; the Messiah, or rather Yahweh as
the Messiah, will arbitrate among the nations to settle
their disputes peaceably; and the whole earth will be
transformed. How different that Messianic Era should be,
as contrasted with the war-like era of Isaiah's dayl
Approximately six years passed between the
’’Call” of Isaiah, when he held to the concept as set forth
2, IMMANUEL In the passage quoted above, and his
Immanuel prophecy which marks the next step in the devel-
opment of Isaiah's Messianic concept. The year 734 B,C,
Micah 4
:
1-3. (Vs , 4 not in Isaiah, ) hote 1
2. Isaiah 2 :2-4,
, I
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,0''^ ©fliOO <^3 XXAdB eolqosq .dX oJrw
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BIT riosed XXXw ©ri Ms jefoosT, lo boO ©rid lo ©aijori erid
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^
avriw eirf lo
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.
aaoXdsa .
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as rie’WlsY ‘lerida'x *10 ^dtflsam erid ^”dX odno (qxj-) woXl
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©c^ eXXw ridrcB-e oloriv' erid bns jY-t^riseoseq sedtrqEXb 'lierid
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gave rise to this development. It was at this time that
the northern kingdom of Israel and Damascus formed the
Sp?o-Ephraimitish coalition against Ahaz ; whereupon Ahaz,
in turn, planned to secure the aid of Assyria against the
Syro-Ephraimitish. Then Isaiah went to Ahaz in a vain
attempt to keep him from carrying out his diabolical
purpose. He assured Ahaz, the king of Judah, that the
northern nations would not be able to take Jerusalem;
he should believe in Yahwe^ and continue to be establisheft
'Nhen the king hesitated, Isaiah told him to ask a sign
from God, no matter how difficult it might be, and God
would prove Himself. This Ahaz would not do, for he had
planned to procure the aid of Assyria and he did not*
l;
wani anything to interfere v/ith his plans. Isaiah said:
”Ask thee a sign of the Lord thy God; ask it
either in the depth, or in the height above. But Ahaz
said, I will not ask, neither will I tempt the Lord.
And he said. Hear ye nov/, 0 house of David; Is it a
small thing for you to weary men, that ye ?/ill weary
my God also? Therefore the Lord himself shall give you
a sign; Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a
son, and shall call his name Immanuel. Butter and
honey shall he eat, that he may knov/ to refuse the
evil, and choose the good. For before the child shall
know to refuse the evil, and choose the good, the
land whose tv/o kings thou abhorreit shall be forsaken."
The Immanuel is an expression of Jehovah’s purpose for
2. 3.
His people. Ahaz was a worthless king; but Immanuel was
4 .
the true king who would reign upon the throne,which Ahaz
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Isaiah here applied a well known prophecy
that was current in his time. Now that such a weak-
ISAIAH»S APPLICA- ling sat upon the throne of David,
TION OF PROPHECY it seemed to Isaiah that the time
had come when the current prophecy concerning Immanuel
1 .
would be fulfilled. This was the prophecy:
" There was current in the time of Isaiah a well
known prophecy of the birth of a wonderful child who
was destined to bear the name Immanuel, and in his
childhood to eat milk and honey(the food of Paradise),
and before he shall have learned to distinguish
between good and evil, i.e., before he is five years
old, to become deliverer of his people, or the bringer
of good fortuney”The wonder which Isaiah proposes to
Ahazy continues Gressman, "consists in this, that he
announces the fulfillment of this prophecy as a‘
present reality. »The woman whom thou knowest of, 0
king, is already with child, and after an interval
the deliverer Immanuel shall be born, as the old
oracle promises!* On such a view the tremendous faith
and courage of Isaiah stand out clearly before us.
He boldly announces as actual fact and present reality
what for the rest of his people lies in an unknown
future .
"
Isaiah dared to say in substance : "This day is this (prophecy)
2
.
fulfilled in your ears."
There have been a nvimber of conjectures as
to whom the prophet referred as the "marriageable young
THE SUPPOSED woman" who should become the ‘mother
IMMAITDEL AND of this Immanuel, and also whom he
MOTHER referred to as the Immanuel. "Some
scholars think it is Ahaz * son, and others ^ an unknown
3 «
son of the prophet." In such a case, it is supposed- that
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.
wife of the king, would become the mother of Immanuel;'
The rendering of the text declares that it might refer
1 .
to”any marriageable young womanjl as the one who should
give birth to Immanuel; Be that as it may, the striking
thin^ remains: that Isaiah believed, and dared to say,
that the prophecy was about to be fulfilled, then and
there in Judah. Thus” the image of the ideal ruler first
dawned on Isaiah *s mind in the dark days when he saw the
ruin of the country accelerated by the weakness and
2 .
unbelief of the reigning king.” For while our first pro-
DAWN 0P”IDEAL KING" phecy spoke of an ideal age, the
IN ISAIAH* S CONCEPT ruler is God; in this second step,
God gives a representative of Himself on the earth to
bring about the needed transformation.'
The prophecy of Isaiah did not make Ahaz change
his plans. Judah became a vassal state of Assyria
,
and
3. THE WONDERFUL Tiglathpileser III, king of Assyria,
COUNSELLOR marched into Palestine and put down
the revolt of the northern kings. Isaiah then changed
his international policy in regard to Assyria: for he
had said that there should be no alliance with foreign
nations. But whereas his prophetic teachings had warned
Judah from making an alliance with Assyria, as well as
with other nations, now that the alliance had been made,
he counselled submission to Assyria, and prophesied
1 •Addfs
,
b!Ke o', p. 1V3 . 2. Skinne'r t
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against alliance with Egypt and other states against
Assyria. Isaiah had seen the weakness of Ahaz, and this
caused the Messianic concept to develop in an even
greater v/ay. The inability of Ahaz, in his political and
religious activities, suggested to Isaiah what an ideal
counsellor and king would be; for persons and events often
suggest their opposites. It did so in relation to the
frophet^s estimate of Ahaz; for out of this grew a noble
prediction and prophecy concerning the Messiah, as Isaiah
conceived of Him. We recall, likev/ise, that at this time
Isaiah withdrew from his public career as Prophet-States-
man and devoted himself to his own private meditation
and to his own disciples. He saw, as he meditated and
taught, that "The day of the old Davidic monarchy had
been a stormy and troubled one. It*s sun had risen in
blood, it*s hope had been clouded and tossed about by the
tempest. The Assyrian invasion had come upon it. But now
at evening there would be peace... The prophet felt no
gloom. There was to be a new day; a day of cloudless blue,
peace, and joy, and with the perfect bliss of heaven..'.'
Therefore the King( Messiah) would be no warlike monarch,
like those who had oppressed them, but one filled with the
spirit of Jehovah: great in strength, greater in wisdom,
and greatest of all in his thoughtful care and love for
his people - a counsellor more wonderful than Solomon,
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The quality of the divine life is dominant in
the person of the ideal king here portrayed. He causes the
HIS DIVINE light to shine in the midst of the
CHARACTER overhanging darkness that seeks to
possess the land. He gives joy and casts aside oppression.
"He is described as peaceful and paternal; he will rule
in justice and righteousness; the poor and needy will be
objects of his special care; and in all his actions he
will be guided by a right attitude toward Yahweh and con-
2
.
tinued reliance upon Him." Into the midst of the darkness
of invasion the great light breaks forth upon the land,
3.
•
and joy and victory are brought in with great prosperity.
4.
These qualities are clearly expressed by the prophet;
"The people that walked in darkness have seen a
great light; they that dwelt in the land of the shadow
of death, upon them hath the light shined. Thou hast
multiplied the nation, thou hast increased their joy;
they joy before thee according to the joy in harvest,
as men rejoice when they divide the spoil. For the
yoke of his burden, and the staff of his shoulder,
the rod of his oppressor thou hast broken as in the
day of Midian, For all the armour of the armed man in
tumult, and the garments rolled in blood, shall even
be for b’urning, for fuel of fire. For unto us a child
is born, unto us a son is given; and the government
shall be upon his shoulder; and his name shall be
called Wonderful Counsellor^ or
,
a wonder of a counsellor).
Mighty God ( or, Hero-God ) , everlasting Father(or, Father
of eternity). Prince of Peace, Of the increase of his
government and of peace there shall be no end, upon the
throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to establish it,
and to uphold it with judgment and with righteousness
from henceforth even forever. The zeal of the Lord of
hosts will perform this,"
1. ”G6rdbh7’"PT7 1W-1T2T
3. Skinner, I, p, Ivii,
TrTTiselen,' 'PHCiT; p," 207.'
4. Isaiah 9;2-7."
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It is especially significant to read that last sentence
carefully: "The zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform
this," It is not by human agency that all these things
can be performed; it is by the spirit of God,'
The throne of Judah was soon blessed when
Hezekiah, the sin of Ahaz, came to the throne. It was in
4. THE MESSIAH OP THE the early part of his reign that
KINGDOM OP PEACE the thoughts of Isaiah tended to
move in the direction of the concept of a kingdom of
peace, Hezekiah had been religious and obedient to the
better ways of righteous government, and up to this time
had been subservient to the Assyrian king. Because of
this policy Judah was not molested. Would that "in quiet-
ness and rest" the country of Judah might continue to
find strength! But Isaiah had known the temper of the
Jev/ish kings and people for many years, and he knew that
it could not last unless the Messianic era of peace
appeared. Nevertheless that era was coming, and the concept
of Isaiah was growing to include a more profound under-
standing of that kingdom. His concept concerning the
r
Messiah and the Messianic Era now grew to immense pro-
portions.
Isaiah now believed that the ideal ruler was
a "Prince of Peace who sought first the good of his subjects,
and imbuing them with his spirit moved them also to live
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in peace with one another#” Moreover this ideal king is
blessed with an abundant measure of virtues. He is
THE MESSIAH* S intellectual, practical, and
VIRTUES AHD SPIRIT religious* for ’’the spirit of the
2 .
Lord shall rest upon him.” In his intellectual capaci^ry
3.
he has”the spirit of wisdom and understanding” to discern
rightly for his people; and he will use his knowledge
discreetly for the right nurposes, and in the right way^
4.
He is therefore able to secure justice among his citizens.
As a king of practical virtues he has "the spirit of
5.
counsel and might”, or he has the ability to execute the
most practical resolutions at the right time. Moreover
in the religious sphere of his activity, although this
religious element is the basis of all his activities, 'he
6 .’
has” the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord’.’
Accordingly this nev/ ruler i!>osesses "insight into the
Character of Yahweh, which is a ‘ reverential attitude that
V,
will result in loving obedience.” The noble character of
this fiuler, in v/hom righteousness predominates, will have
it*s power and sway over "the golden age in which nature
itself is transformed, and the beasts of the forest are
seen quietly pasturing together, their ancient enmities
gone, and the spirit of the little child controlling
8
.
them.” Here man is considered as a part of a restored
9 :
paradise where he and all of nature are redeemed. But the
1. cordon, PT, "p." 111. 2"." Tsalali 11:"2
.
3. Isaiah 11:2. 4. Barton, RI, p. 109.
5. Isaiah 11:2. 6. Isaiah 11:2.
7. Elselen, PBOT, p. 207i 8. Gordon, PI, p. 112.
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creation is redeemed because of the presence of the
knowledge of the Lord which the Messiah uses for the
good of all the earth.
The new kingdom is represented as a peaceable
kingdom which grows out of the stock of Jesse, the father
THB CONCEPT SHOWN of David, because the kingdom bears
AS A PROPHECY the character of it»s Ruler. This is
1
.
the prophecy in the words of Isaiah:
"And there shall come forth a shoot out of the
stock of Jesse, and a Branch out of his roots shall
bear fruit: And the spirit of the Lord shall rest
upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the
spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge
and of the fear of the Lord; And his delight shall be
in the fear of the Lord: and he shall not judge after
the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the hear-
ing of his ears: But with righteousness shall he
judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek
of the earth: and he shall smite the earth with the
rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips
shall he slay the wicked. And righteousness shall be
the girdle of 'his loins, and faithfulness the girdle
of his reigns. And the wolf shall dwell with the
lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid;
and the calf and the young lion and the fatling to-
gether; and a little child shall lead them. And the
cow and the bear shall feed; their young ones shall
lie down together: and the lion shall eat straw like
the ox. And the suckling child shall play on the hole
of the asp, and the weaned child shall put his hand
on the basilisk* s den. They shall not hurt nor destroy
in all my holy mountain: for the earth shall be full
of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the
sea."
In this kingdom, therefore, the wicked shall not abide;
2 .
for "with the breath of his mouth shall he slay the wicked^
Then shall there be peace and harmony. It is not necessarily
the wicked people who shall be destroyed, but wickedness
itself. Only those persons who will not depart from their
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folly shall he destroyed with it.’ Here the Messiah appears,
and he is filled with the spirit of the Lord; because of
this divine endovraient he is able to judge rightly with
the use of his owa. faculties; this judgment gives social
equity and justice so that the poor are no longer dovvn-
trodden; v^ickedness is destroyed because of his good
rule: for he rules with righteousness and faithfulness;
this, consequently, causes harmony and peacefulness in
all of nature as 'well as in man’s relation with his fellow-
menj for that which causes discord, antagonism, selfishness,
and evil of every sort, shall be destroyed by the presence
of the Messiah. Therefore ’’They shall not hurt nor destroy
in all my holy mountain: for the earth shall be full of
!•
the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea.”
The comparison of the prophecies in Isaiah, as
we have them in chapters t±ne and eleven, shows that
THE ADVANCED CON- Isaiah^s Messianic concept in chap-
CEPT IN CHAPTER XI ter eleven is a development of the
concept as it appears in chapter nine. In chapter nine,
where it is stated that the earth* s destiny is changed by
the birth of a child, just as it is in chapter seven,
the child is to have a four-fold name; and his govern-
ment, upon David *s throne, is to increase and it*s peace
shall be endless; it is to be established with judgment
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In chapter eleven, however, this fommer view of his
Messianic concept is implied, ind something more is said,
not only about the person of the Messiah, but also
concerning his reign, together with it^s effect on the
v/hole creation.' In this chapter the Messiah is recognized
as a Branch of the house of David, and not simply as one
who sits upon the throne of David, as the former chapter
relates; the spirit of Jehovah is the source of his wisdom,
counsel, and strength of character: concerning this there
is no mention in chapter nine, except as it may be inferred
from the last sentence of verse seven: ’’The zeal of the
Lord of hosts shall perform this.” Furthermore chapter
eleven gives a description of the manner in which the
Messiah shall judge: by the use of his own faculties; his
righteousness and faithfulness, also, bring about equity,
godliness, integrity, and peace; the former chapter only
says that a peaceful and righteous kingdom will be est-
ablished. A further advancement, or development, is to be
observed in the striking picture of peaceableness and
harmony of all nature as Isaiah sees it in the future.'
This not only shows that a kingdom of peace is to exist,
but it describes what this kingdom of peace means. The
reason for this transformation, moreover, is not simply
because of the"zeal" of the Lord of hosts; it is to take
place because: "the earth shall be full of the knov/ledge
1 •
of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea.” There can be
no doubt but that the concept in chapter eleven excels..
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The status of world politics soon became very
complicated and tended to divide the people of ^dah#
5 .THE MESSIAH AS A number of plots were made to combine
A PROTECTOR with Egypt and the Palestinian states
against Assyria; all of these Isaiah opposed. But in
spite of Isaiah’s opposition the plans of Hezekiah and
his allies continued to develop. Sennacherib, king of
Assyria, learned of the agitation in the west, and after
he had put down all opposition in the east, he invaded
the land of Palestine. Much of the land was brought into
1 .
subjection to him again, as we have already mentioned,
and he had even attempted to take Jerusalem, Hezekiah
and his people had trembled because of Sennacherib: but
Isaiah with his faith in Jehovah had strengthened the
king and people with his words, Isaiah also had made a
prophetic utterance concerning the king of Assyria, and
he had declared that Sennacherib would not be able to
enter Jerusalem or come near the city to take it: for
the Lord would deliver Jerusalem out of the Assyrian’s
hand. The prophecy was fulfilled, and Isaiah had won a
great victory for Jehovah over the hearts and lives of the
king and people of Jerusalem, But this victory, likewise,
had it’s effect on Isaiah and Isaiah’s concept concern-
ing the Messiah who should usher in the "Kingdom of the
Holy One in which the King and his princes should rule
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'in righteousness, and the people would dwell in peace
1 .
and abiding security," We can recognize in this prophecy
that Isaiah includes the princes and aristocracy who
should be restored as at the first after the judgment
2 .
had left a remnant of that upper class j a remnant that
3.
had been reformed and purged, "In this prophecy the
emphasis is upon the ideal Commonwealth which will then
be ushered in. Then there will be a just government,
oublic opinion will be cleansed, and there will be a true
4.
aristocracy of character," The Messiah revealed in this
prophecy is a protector from the wind and storm, and one
who brings relief and refreshment to his people. Every
person in his dominion will become the superlative of
the kind otf man he has wished to be: the stammerer will
be able to speak plainly, the vile person will be recog-
nized as vile, and the churl will be found out and
recognized
,
not for his bountiful giiiing, but because
he is a miser. Then shall the true worth of a man be
seen, and the liberal shall continue by liberal things
5.
which he deviseth; for:
"Behold, a king shall reign in righteousness, and
his princes shall rule in judgment. And a man shall be
as ah hiding place from the wind, and a covert from
the fc(biiQ«st; as rivers of water ip(4 dry place, as the
shadow of a grefet rock in a weary land. And the eyes
of them that see shall not be dim, and the ears of
them that hear shall hearken. The heart also of the
rash shall understand knov;ledge, and the tongue of
the stammerer shall be ready to speak plainly. The
vile person shall be no more called liberal, nor the
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churl said to be bountiful. For the vile person will
speak villany, and his heart will work iniquity, to
practise profaneness, and to utter error against the
Lord, to make empty the soul of the hungry, and to
cause the drink of the thirsty to fail. The instruments
also of the churl are evil; he deviseth wicked devices
to destroy the meek with lying words, even when the
needy speaketh right. But the liberal deviseth liberal
things; and in liberal things shall he continue."
This prophecy plainly depicts the fact that Judah has once
more gained her independence. It is evident that there
exists in Judah at this time a government of the aristoc-
racy: this is likewise revealed in Isaiah's prophecy.
Therefore the prophet is limited by his environment and
his own political status. But in this aristocratic king-
dom of the future "the king and princes rule by the
grace of God. The best and wisest govern in the highest
interests of the people, and thd'- fundamental principle
is righteousness. He aims to foster moral and spiritual
growth, teaching people to esteem things at their true
value, to live in the spirit of honor, loyalty, and brother-
hood with one another. Thus, in a land that is fruitful,
men and women are to work together in harmfl»ny, winning the
1 .
purest welfare in the welfare of all." Protected by their
King, understanding one another in all transactions,
and recognizing the evil and the good without any camou-
flage, the people are to prosper in the land and live.'
We have thus traced the development of Isaiah's
Messianic concept from his first prophecy concerning it
to the last of the prophecies we have at our command.
1. Gordon, I^I, pp. ll5-liV
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As a young idealist, when Assyria under Tiglathpileser III
was being formed into the first world empire, Isaiah
prophesied that there would come a time when Jerusalem
SUMI/IARY would become the world *s religious
capital, at which time war should be made to cease.
His concept gained a new element in the period of the
Syro-Sphraimitish war when Ahaz became a traitor to his
nation, to give it over into the hands of Assyria. Then
Isaiah declared to Ahaz that Immanuel would be born
in due season and rule over the remnant of the people
of Israel and Judah. Immanuel would carry out the
purposes of God for His people: for he would be a true
king as contrasted with Ahaz. The inability of Ahaz, and
the rise of the power of Assyria, further suggested to
Isaiah another development in his concept, namely, that
of an ideal Counsellor, and Prince of Peace, \7ho would
reign aecording to the zeal of God. After a few more
years had passed, Hezekiah, the son of Ahaz, became king,
and the obedient nation of Judah began to thrive in it*s
obedience to Assyria. It was at this juncture that Isaiah
prophesied concernlhg the Messiah and the Kingdom of Peace.
This concept continued to develop in such a way that Isaiah
began to prophecy that there would come a time when all
nature would be transformed. Then in the latter years of
his life,when Judah had again become independent, Isaiah*
s
Messianic concept recognized the Messiah as a Protector:
He, with an aristocracy of character, ruled an ideal Commonwealth
;
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SECTION POUR: THE OMNIPOTENCE OP YAHIVEH.
It was the concept of the omnipotence of Yahweh
that gave a motivating force to the other concepts which
A CONCEPT OP PUI©- Isaiah cherished and developed. In
AMENTAL WORTH it there were prevalent the fund-
amental elements on which Isaiah *J concept of faith grew;
this was also tnue of the other concepts of Isaiah. It
was his idea of God which lay at the heart of his message
and beliefs, and a conception that directed all his life
and thought.
Isaiah interpreted God as the holy and perfect
One who transcended all creation: there was nothing in
ORIGIN OP THIS the heaven above, nor in the earth
CONCEPT POR ISAIAH beneath, which could equal Yahweh
in power and majesty. This concept was awakened in
Isaiah at the time of his call when he "saw the Lord high
1
.
and lifted up", and heard the noble refrain: "Holy, holy,
holy, is the Lord of hosts; the whole earth is full of
2
.
his glory" There was God at the very heart and center of
the universe when all the earth was in confusion and
disorder. There dwelt the Eternal King in all His holiness
in an ideal world: calm and serene in the very midst of
all those things about which the earthly inhabitants were
troubled and distressed. Isaiah was definitely convinced
that in God was the hope of the future of the world, for
it was God "iiYhose spiritual povrer immeasurably surpassed
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all human power.
To Isaiah G-od was m'ajestic
,
holy, and therefore
omnipotent. In this majestic conception of God, he viewed
ISAIAH* S VIEV7 OP GOD God in the light of practical mono-
AKD OP GOD*S PURPOSE theism as a God of Holiness Who,
in His omnipotent power, could intervene in the affairs
of the world, and order the events of history: to use
1 .
Assyria as His "rod”, and to rule above that power and
2
.
the power of Egypt; for, in the case of Assyria, after
she should have served Yahweh*s purpose, her power tiiould
3.
be destroyed. Isaiah also emphasized the spiritual nature
of God in contrast to the nature of man; for the spiritual
power of God immeasurably surpassed 4ihy hiunan power, he
says: "Now the Egyptians are men and not God; and their
horses flesh and not spirit. And when the Lord shall
stretch forth his hand, both he that helpeth shall stumble,
and he that is holpen shall fall, and they all shall fail
4.
together." It was Isaiah»s contention that because God
was holy, Israel, His people, should be made b:oly. To bring
this transformation about, the people of Israel were to
be disciplined by means of the impending judgment and
5.
‘
destruction which God had purposed at the hands of Assyria.
Assyria and Egypt were to be the positive and negative
forces respectively in purging and cleansing all Israeli"
After this purpose had been fulfilled, the Holy seed of
1 ," Isaiah 10:5.
3. Isaiah 10:15-19.
5. Isaiah 10:5,6,
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Israel would remain; and the instrumental nations v/ould
2 .
he punished,
Isaiah conceived of God as One 'Nho exercised
His almighty power in controlling every event that took
3.
ASSYRIA AS AN IN- place on the earth# Accordingly, God
^TRUlvIENT OP GOD here made use of Ass 3rria to judge
Israel and Judah,' Although Assyria was not aware of the
purpose she was fulfilling for God, nevertheless she was
4.
an instrument, a ’’rod", in the hands of the Lord, In this
use of Assyria, "Yahweh is thought to care no more for
Ass 3rria than a father does for a switch with which he
5,
whips his boy; his love is centered in the boyy just as
Yahv;eh»s love is centered in His own people in Judah.'
Besides this God has just as much power over Assyria as
a father has over the stick; this is the idea set forth
in Isaiah’s concept concerning God’s power; for"against
6
.
this spiritual power no nation can stand.” Then, after
Assyria shall have fulfilled God’s purpose, God would
7.
reckon with the Assyrian power i for" Jehovah may use the
scourge as an instrument in the v/orking out of His plans,
but when the instrument overreaches itself, and sets out
v/ith destruction in it’s heart to bring all nations under
it’s sway. He will tear it asunder and cast it aside in
8 .
dishonor," God, therefore, is the King and Sovereign of
9.
the world, and as such He uses nations to perform His Will,
10 .'
Thus even Assyria could not be her own master: God ruled,
T7"TsaTa'h"^T?: STTssTalT IDTIF. ’
3, Cadman,PI, p, 48, 4, Mitchell, EOT, p, 142; Isa, 10:5,
5. Barton, RI, p. 102, 6. Addis, EREJ, p. 150.
7, Buttenweiser, PI, p. 285, 8. Gordon, FI, p, 106,
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In prophetic utterance Isaiah declared that
Assyria, a heathen nation, would serve the purpose of
G0D*S JUDGMENT God to cause the Jev/s to turn to
ON ASSYRIA- Him. Assyria, unwittingly, would





”Eo Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, the staff in
whose hand is mine indignation. I will send him against
a profane nation, and against the people of rny wrath
will I give him a charge, to take the spoil, and to
take the prey, and to tread them down like the mire of
the streets. Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth
his heart think so; but it is in his heart to destroy
and to cut off nations not a few. . .^/herefore it shall
come to pass, that when the Lord shall have performed
his whole work upon mount Zion and on Jerusalem, I
will punish the fruit of the stout heart of ‘the king
of Assyria, and the glory of his high looks.,,And the
light of Israel shall be for a fire, and his Holy One
for a flame: and it shall burn and devour his thorns
and his briers in one day; And shall consume the glory
of his forest, and of his fruitful field, both soul
and body: and they shall be as when a standard-bearer
fainteth. And the remnant of the trees of his forest
shall be few, that a child may write them.”
Here we have a record of how a boastful nation performs
the divine purpose without knowing it was the purpose of
God, but because of it*s "boast of heraldry and pomp of
2
.
power, the path of (it»s) glory leads but to the grave.”
Only a fragment was to be left of this great world power.
There is also another prophecy in which Isaiah
speaks of the purpose of God. In this prophecy” the purpose
3.
GOD’S PURPOSE is purposed upon the whole earth,”
This purpose, claims the prophet, cannot be disannuled;
17 Tg
-grgir iU: ’ •b'-Y,r2, ‘ ay, ' ” '^Tregy
.
3. Isaiah 14:26.
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for it is ptirposed by the Lord of hosts:
**The Lord of hosts hath sworn, saying. Surely as
I have thought, so shall it come to pass: and as I
have purposed, so shall it stand: That I will break
the Assyrian in my land, and upon my mountains tread
him under foot: then shall his yoke depart from off
them, and his burden shall depart from off their
shoulder* This is the purpose that is purposed upon
the whole earth: and this is the hand that is stretched
out upon all nations,For the Lord of hosts hath pur-
posed, and who shall disannul it? and his hand is
stretched out, and who shall turn it back?"
It was, therefore, a profound thought and concept of
Isaiah that God was able to carry out His purposes on
all nations, and that there was none that could stay
the hand of God*
Moreover this omnipotent power of God was used
against Assyria and other foreign nations, but Isaiah
GOD’S PURPOSE FOR ZION believed that God used this same
omnipotent power in behalf of the Judeans, ^iThen the
Assyrians advanced they were permitted to come so far,
but they could not enter Jerusalem, the sacred city. In
a jiuniber of prophetic utterances Isaiah puts Assyria under
the rebuke of God, He says: "The nations shall rush like
2 ,
the rushing of many waters, but God shall rebuke them;"
3,
he rebukes both Egypt and Assyria, and defends Zion:
"The Egyptians are men and not God; , , .Yifhen the Lord
shall stretch out his hand,,,, they shall all fail,,;
(and) ".lien the lion growleth, , ,over hie prey, if a
multitude of shepherds be called forth against him, he
will not be afraid.,, so shall the Lord of hosts come
dov/n to fight upon mount Zion, and upon the hill thereof"
It is God’s piarpose to save Zion from all it’s foes,'
1. Ts'aiaTr"4’:’^T-idY, !— TsaialT
3, Isaiah 31: 3a,c,4b,c,e^
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SECTION FIVE; THE IWIOLABILITY OP JERUSALEM.
Isaiah’s concept concerning the inviolability
of Jerusalem had it’s origin in the belief that Zion, or
INTRODUCTORY Jerusalem, was the seat of JehoiEah’s
sovereignity and the center of the future ki^Jgdom of God."
But Isaiah had not believed this doctrine during the
earliest years of his prophecy. There was a time when
he declared that Jerusalem would be destroyed, and the
1 .
people would be taken captive;
"Therefore my people are gone into captivity, for
the lack of knowledge; and their honourable men are
famished, and their multitude are parched with thirst.
Therefore hell hath enlarged herself, and opened her
mouth without measiire; and their glory, and their
multitude, and their pomp, and he that rejoiceth among
them, descend into it.. .Then shall the lambs feed as
in their pasture, and the waste places of the fat ones
shall vmnderers eat."
At the time of his call, also, Isaiah is told by the Lord
that he is to give a message of judgment and desolation;
"Then said I, Lord, how long? And he answered.
Until cities be waste without inhabitant, and houses
without man, and the land become utterly waste. And
the Lord have removed men far av/ay, and the forsaken
places be many in the midst of the land."
These passages which come out of the early years of his
ministry, or relate to those formative years of prophecy,
show that at that period of Isaiah’s ministry the concept
of the inviolability of Jerusalem had not yet dawned
upon him; at leas^these passages do not admit of it.' It
remained for the events of later years to develop the
1 . isaian t);ib,i4,j.v isaian
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There are, however, in the first four chapters
of the hook of Isaiah, three passages which suggest the
EARLY PASSAGES IN belief that Isaiah’s thoughts were
ISAIAH: SUGGESTIVE early directed toward the ideals
which in later years were incorporated inTithe doctrine
of the inviolability of Jerusalem. In two of these pass-
ages, however, a note of judgment and super-imposed
prerequisites are stipulated; for Jerusalem must first be
1 .
purged and cleansed*
"And I will turn my hand upon thee, and thoroughly
purge away hliy dross, and will take away all thy tin:
and I will restore thy judges as at the first, and thy
counsellors as at the beginning: afterward thou shalt
be called. The city of righteousness, the faithful
city.”




"iThen the Lord shall have washed av/ay the filth of
the daughters of Zion, and shall have purged the blood
of Jerusalem from the midst thereof by the spirit of
judgment and the spirit of burning, . .there shall be a
tabernacle for a shadow in the daytime from the heat,
and for a refuge, and for a covert from storm and from
rain,”
In the third passage, Isaiah, the young Idealist, picttires
Jerusalem as the religious capital of a warless world.
This picture represents Jerusalem as the one city that
3.
shall continue to exist for the good of all the earth:
”And it shall come to pass in the latter days,
that the mountain of the Lord’s house shall be estab-
lished in the top of the mountains, and shall be
exalted above the hills; and all nations shall flow
unto it. And many peoples shall go and say. Come ye.
2, Isaiah 4:4,6.1, Isaiah l:2fe-<^6
3, Isaiah 2:2-4.
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and let us go up to the house of the Lord, to the
house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of
his ways, and we will walk in his paths: for out of
Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the Lord
from Jerusalem, And he shall judge between the nations,
and shall arbitrate for many people: and. they shall
beat their swords into plowshares, and their speaps
into pruninghooks : nation shall not lift up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.”
Even though this passage does not directly say that God
would protect the city of Jerusalem to save it, yet the
thought portrayed concerning the important role that the
city is to play in the world of events definitely ppints
in the direction of the doctrine of inviolability. Here,
then, we can discern the fliat emergence of the concept.
Nevertheless the doctrine did not take a recog-
nizable form until the time of Ahaz; but even i^t this
THE EMERGENCE time we find only allusions to it, or
OP THE CONCEPT rather references to the idea that
God dwelt in Jerusalem, in the temple: an idea from which
emerged the concept of the inviolability of Jerusalem,
Isaiah had experienced thid Presence in the Tem|)le; the
potency of this experience had impressed upon Isaiah the
sublime idea that God was in the midst of the holy city.
The da7/s of warfare and ttireatened disaster, therefore,
were influential factors in developing this idea into the
concept that God would protect Jerusalel^.Thus in the time
of Ahaz, when Assyria began to rule over Judah, Isaiah
said that the "people had refused the waters of Shiloah
1 .
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the people had forsaken God who dwelt in Jerusalem, and
had put their trust in Assyria. Likewise when he saw that
Ahaz, the king, had rejected his counsel to confide in God,
and had sought the help of Assyria at the cost of Judah,
Isaiah said of himself and his disciples;”! will wait for
1 .
the Lord ...which dwelleth in mount Zion.”
Prom this time on, the concept becomes more
highly developed; and presents are to be brought to the
ZION: THE CITY Jehovah who dv/elleth in Jerusalem;
OF JEHOVAH for the Lord shall establish Zion,
and the people shall dwell there; even the poor of the people
shall trust in it, Tlie presents are to be brought from the
2
.
scattered peoples and from Egypt;
”In that time shall a present be broii.ght unto the
Lord of hosts of a people tall and smooth.
,
and from
a people terrible from their beginning onward; a nation
that meteth out and treadeth down, whose land the
rivers divide, to the place of the name of the Lord of
hosts, the mount Zion,"
3.
Because He desires to be present in Zion;
"Therefore thus saith the Lord God, Behold I lay
in Zion for a foundation stone, a tried stone, a precious
corner stone, of sure foundation,”
Then, after God shall have established Zion, "the people
4.
shall dwell in Zion at Jerusalem.” But more especially
"shall the poor of the people”find their trust there, for;
"the Lord hath founded Ziom, and in her shall the afflicted
5.
of his people take refuge;"!? The poor of his people shall
6 .
trust in it") Zion was, therefore, the city of God,
1, Isaiah y;i'/a,l{:5b.




6, Isaiah 14; 32, (King James, Ver.)
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' I'^^hen Zion shall have been purged of her sin,
she shall become the city of righteousness: the city of
THE REASON ZION God# But God, ViHao is a devouring fire,
IS PROTECTED shall go through the midst of the
city and purge it# The sinner shall fear, and he shall
1 #
not be able to dwell v/ith the devouring fire# There is
no indication in Isaiah that the religion of Yahweh and
it»s external expression,v/hich the Temple gives, are
separable# The Temple must exist as an external dwelling
place for Yahv/eh. This external and visible presence of
the femple, in Isaiah »s thought, is necessayy for the
faith of t^e people# Therefore Jerusalem could not be
destroyed; it V7culd, rather, be purged# All falsehood
v/ould be swept from Zion, but faith and truth would
survive: for the Lord should be exalted in Zion, the city
of solemnities. The taberriacle would not be taken down:
2 #
God, '^o is in it’s midst, would protect its:
"The Lord is exalted; for he dwelleth on high: he
Math filled Zion with judgment and righteousness#.#
Look upon Zion, the city of our solemnities: thine eyes
shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle
that shall not be removed; not ofie of the stakes there-
of shall ever be removed, neither shall any of the
cords thereof be broken# But there the Lord will be
with us in majesty, a place of broad rivers and streams;
wherein shall go no galley with oars, neither shall
gallant ship pass thereby# For the Lord is our Judge,
the Lord is our lawgiver, the Lord is our king; he
will save us#"
Isaiah believed that if Jerusalem were destroyed that God’s
3 #
purpose would also be destroyed. Se said in effect : "There
1. 'IsaTalT’JSTlT: 2#' TsaiaH
3# Leslie, "Prophets ." (Class notes.)
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are in Jerusalem values that are absolutely under God
and therefore they can not be destroyed by any human
!•
force. The state was to exist to perpetuate these values.”
Therefore God would protect Jerusalem because it was the
embodiment of the eternal ideals.
It was during the crisis of 701 B.C. that this
concept of the inviolability of Jerusalem was developad
THE CONCEPT IN IT^S in it*s highest form. This was the
HIGHEST DEVEB3DPNENT time of the invasion of Sennacherib
and the siege of Jerusalem. Sennacherib invaded Judah, but
he was not able to take Jerusalem. Nevertheless, in the
crucial events of that period of invasion and siege,
it took a strong faith to combat the problems that arose.
In this ardent struggle, Isaiah became greatly convinced
that Jerusalem was inviolable, and he dared to stake his
prophecy and faith upon God^s power and willingness to
save the city. Therefore when he heard that Sennacherib
had threatened Hezekiah and Jeru.salem, Isaiah spoke to
2
.
the messengers of the king of Judah and said:
’’Thus shall ye say to your master. Thus saith the
Lord, Be not afraid of the words that thou hast heard,
wherewith the servants of the king of Assyria have
blasphemed me. Behold, I will put a spirit in him,
and he shall hear a rumour, and shall return to his
own land; and I will caUbse him to fall by the sword
in his own land.”
Again, when Sennacherib sent a letter to Hezekiah and
demanded that Hezekiah should immediately surrender
1. Leslie", ""Prophets . " ( diass notes )
,
2. 2 Kings 19: 6-7.
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himself and Jerusalem, Isaiah sent a message to Hezekiah:
"This is the word that the Lord hath spoken con-
cerning him; the virgin daughter of Zion hath despised
thee, and laughed thee to scorn; the daughter of
Jerusalem hath shaken her head at thee,"
Therefore Jerusalem was not to yield to Sennacherib; God
v/as it’s defender, Sennacherib could only come within a
2 .
certain distance of Jerusalem; there he would be stopped:
"This very day shall he halt at Wob: he shaketh
his hand at the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill
of Jerusalem,"
But in Isaiah’s thought God not only keeps av/ay disaster;
3.
He also defends, delivei’s, and preserves Jerusalem:
"As birds flying, so will thw Lord of hosts protect
Jerusalem; he will protect and deliver it, he will
pass over and preserve it,"
The highest development which this concept acquired in the
lifetime of Isaiah is seen in the word that Isaiah sent
to the king Hezekiah when Sennacherib v/as attempting to
capture Jerusalem, At this instance Isaiah emphatically
said that Jerusalem was the inviolable city and couM not
4.
be taken:
"Therefore thus saith the feord concerning the king
of Assyria, He shall not come unto this city, nor
shoot an arrov/ there, neither shall he come before it
jfwith shield, nor cast a mount against it. By the way
that he came, by the same shall he return, and he
shall not come unto this city, saith the lord. For I
will defend this city, to save it, for mine own sake,
and, for mgc servant l!)avid *3 sake ,'^
When Isaiah uttered these words, he announced in not un-
certain termis the inviolability of Jeimsalem; and when the
deliverance took place as he said it would, it was verified.
2T 'S’Tfngs *I(T:’32T
4, 2 Kings 19:32-34.
Isaiah 37: 32-35,
1, 2 Kings iV:"!!!."
3, Isaiah 31:5.
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It is difficult to state the exact thought of
Isaiah on this doctrine. Some have iliterpreted it to mean
SUMMARY that Isaiah thought Jerusalem v/ould
be kept from harm no matter how it*s inhabitahts lived.
This, however, is the unfortunate way in which the Jews
of later years excused their folly by appealing th Isaiah *3
doctrine of the infallible Jerusalem. It was a perverse
application of a doctrine which had at the center of it»3
conception the ideal of the truth of God.' In the passages
of scripture quoted, above, it should naturally follow
that Isaiah did not claim that Jerusalem would be saved
I
even when it had become utterly evil; he claimed that a
reformation had to take place, and that it would take
place because God, as a consuming fire, was in the midst
of Jerusalem. Prom this belief, the doctrine took it*s
form; it should not be considered apart from the Ideals
which surrounded it*s origin.' Isaiah believed that a
reformation would take plane in which a remnant, cleansed
and purged, would make Jerusalem inviolable because of
the very character of it»s citizens as well as the
presence of Yahweh. \^/hen therefore the testing time came
and Jerusalem was saved before it was cleansed, it does
not follow that because Jerusalem was saved that there
were no sinners in it. This great deliverance had come,
but it had come to prepare the people for God*s purpose
'io oJ rfXi'.oil'Ti.tb' n-i
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CHAPTER V: SUMMARY OP THE THESIS; THE INFLUENCE
OP THE ASSYRIAN AND EGYPTIAN FORCES OF THE
EIGHTH CENTURY B.C. ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS OF ISAIAH.
We have endeavored to show in this thesis how
the Assyrian and Egyptian forces of the eighth century
B.C. were factors in the development of the religious
concepts of Isaiah: in particular his five main concepts,
namely: The Remnant, Faith and Loyalty, The Messiah, The
Omnipotence of Yahweh, and The Inviolability of Jerusalem.
In many respects Assyria was the aggressive or positive
factor, while Egypt was more of a negative factor in this
developmental process. These were the years in which the
nation of Assyria had formed the first world empire in
history. Because of the rise of this new power, Egypt
whose glory lay in the past did all she could to cause
the other states to revolt against Assyria to weaken
her power. In the meantime Judah became a"buffer state”
for both Egypt and Assyria. It was Judah then that
received the jolts and jars which should had been given
to Egypt and Assyria respectively. Moreover the period
was one of political and international crises of immense
importance. It^s events affected both the political and
the religious status of Israel and Judah for years to come.
But the impact of all these events and forces were
especially felt and centered in Jerusalem, the capital city*
-the central shrine of Judah.
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In Jerusalem at this time there lived a man of
great prophetic insight and ingenuity. His name was Isaiah,
the son of Amoz. Isaiah was "both a prophet and statesman
who v/as well aware of the international affairs as well
as in tune with God. therefore it can readily be supposed
that his religious concepts would be affected by the
political events in the international affairs. But thise
not only affected his rellglTorus concepts; they helped to
develop them.
The archaeological data of this period largely
confirm the Biblical records. The Records of Egypt, in
the Plankhl Stela, show that Egypt was weak and inefficient
due to the large number of small dynasts who, as separate
individuals, ruled over a city or small section of the
land. The annals of Tiglathpileser, the Inscriptions of
Sargon, and the inscriptions of Sennacherib, describe
a number of incidents which are likev/lse recorded in the
book of Kings. These independent records and Inscriptions,
therefore, are a source of verification of the book of
Kings and shed much light upon the events of this agei the
age in which Isaiah lived and prophesied. These ins crlptions
also supplement the Biblical data in many instances.
In the age of Isaiah Judah had become a battle-
field for two great nations of antiquity: Assyria and
Egypt. Li!^e an iron under the hammer and on the anvil.
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Judah lay betv/een these two forces. Assyria burned with
thw youthful fires of enterprize and conquest; v/hile
Egypt continued to exist on the reputation of it»s past
glories; It maintained some of it*s control over Palestine
only because of it»s past glory. Shortly after 945 B.C.
Egypt had asserted her former rights over Palestine when
SheshonKI made Solomon his vassal. In the description of
Piankhi*s campaigns in Egypt, however, we are brought
face to face with the internal decadence of Egypt at the
close of the eighth century B.C. iiihis helps more clearly
to recognize that Isaiah was right about his view con-
cerning Egypt in the practical aspect as well as in his
religious ideals. The people of Judah feared Pharaoh, but
Isaiah prophesied against him. ^iVhen Shqbaka became the
Pharaoh of Egypt near the close of the eighth century
B.C., Hoshea, the king of the Northern Kingdom of Israel,
bribed him' to procure his assistance against the Assyrian
monarch. The Assyrian, therefore, came down upon Hoshea
and imprisoned him; the Egyptian had only proved to be
a bruising reed. Egypfefs glory lay in the past, but that
past giory was a snare to the Palestinian states.’
Isaiah saw four kings come in to power during
the Assyrian suzerainty over Judah. These kings were ;
Tiglathplleser III, Shalmaneser V, Sargon II, and Sennach-
erib. Tiglathplleser had founded the first world empire.
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and he had made two campaigns into Palestine: the one
in 738 B.C,, and the second in 734 B.C. at the time
that Ahaz called him to fight against the Syro-Ephraimitisli
coalition* Judah was then brought under the domination
of Ass 3rria against the will of Isaiah* In 725 B.C*,
Shalmaneser V, the next Assyrian king, came into the
land of Palestine because the states had failed to pay
tribute to Assyria. He overran the entire country, except
^udah, and made terms of peace* Shen he laid siege to
Samaria where Hoshea had fled for refuge. Before the city
surrendered, Shalmaneser died and Sargon II seized the
throne of Ass^ia. He struck the fatal blow against
Samaria which fell in 722 B.C*, and this brought the
Horthern Kingdom to an end* Again in 711 B.C. the states
of Palestine revolted. This time Hezekiah, king of Judah,
was implicated in the insurrection, Sargon himself was
ready for this move. He struck before the enemy had time
to combine forces. He invaded the land of Palestine and
captured Ashdod, and Judah subjected herself to Sargon.
A few years later he died, and Sennacherib, his son, was
made king over Assyria* ihls was the signal for a revolt
in Palestine, For three years after his ascension to the
throne in 705 B.C. Sennacherib did not move against the
revolting states* But in 701 B.C. the Assyrian army
swept westward and subdued all the land as it marched along*
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Sennacherib also took a number of cities from Judah#
Just before he reached Jerusalem, Sennacherib heard that
the Egyptian army was approaching. Without waiting for
further developments he went to meet the Egyptians. He
won a decisive battle over Taharkah and the Egyptian army
which Shabaka, the Pharaoh of Egypt^had sent out to help
the inhabitants of Palestine. Afterwards Sennacherib turned
his attention tov/ard Jerusalem. From Lachish he appeared
before Jerusalem with a great force. Hezekiah, in frenxy,
sent tribute and a present to the Assyrian, but Sennach-
erib was not satisfied. He declared that he would not be
satisfied with less than the surrender and sacking of
Jerusalem# In the meantime Isaiah came upon the scene and
strengthened Hezekiah, Isaiah said that Jerusalem would
be delivered out of the hand of the Assyrian. The predict-
ion was not long in fulfillment. That night Sennacherib
was defeated. There was a great deliverance, and Jerusalem
was saved. For more than a hundred years after this
Jerusalem continued to enjoy it’s independence. This
prepared the Jews to live in unity, so that even the exile
could not destroy the national bond that was binding
them together#
In the preceding'^ discussion we find the histor-
ical data concerning the events which made Assyria and
Egypts factors in the development of the religious con-
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each of these five concepts above mentioned, and point
out the v/ay in which Egypt and Assyria were Factors
which influenced their development.
The first is the Concept of the Remnant.’ In
the first part of his ministry, Isaiah believed that
Israel as a nation would be the remnant of the people
of the whole earth. $his remnant was to be the means of
perpetuating the teaching of the knowledge of the
Lord. Then came a crucial moment in the nation's history
when Ahaz, the king of Judah, betrayed his nation into the
hands of the king of Assyria. Prom that time on, Isaiah
gave his teachings and entrusted them to his group of
disciples who then embodied his concept of the remnant.
It remanied for later years to permit the comcept of the
remnant to develop into it's most ethical and glorious
manifestation: a spiritual community and kingdom crowned
by the glory and beauty of God.
Faith and loyalty is the name we give to the
second of the great religious concepts of Isaiah. The
development of this concept is seen in three memorable
passages of scripture: Isaiah 7:9; 28:16; and 30:15.
From his vision in the Temple to the victory over Assyria,
the faith of Isaiah never lost it's force and vitality.
Isaiah heard of the plan of Ahaz to give tribute to
Assyria and procure the services of Tiglathpileser against
A.L " .1
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the two northern kingdoms which threatened to dethrone
Ahaz« Therefore the prophet went forth to meet the king
of Judah, and to tell him the word of the Lord* He told
Ahaz to put his trust in Jehovah: for there need be no
fear. But, he said,'^If ye will not believe, surely ye
1 .
shall not be established*" Ahaz would not obey the summons,
and the kingdom of Judah became a tributary state to
Assyria* On the other hand, Isaiah sealed up hid doctrines
and teachings among his disciples. He did not appear
again in political circles until during the reign of
Hezekiah* Then when Merodach-baladan came to Hezekiah tn
get the Judean monarch to enter into an alliance against
Assyria, Isaiah came to Hezekiah with his word of denun-
ciation. He also told the Judean king that God alone was
reliable: that he was to be careful about any alliance
with foreign nations* He was to believe in God; and "he
2 ,
that believeth shall not make haste*" Some years passed
between this incident and the more crucial period when
Isaiah gave his finest statement concerning his faith.
The king and people had forsaken JehovaBi, and were put-
ting theiH? trust in Egypt* ¥his occurred in it*s most
radical form just before the invasion of Sennacherib, At
that time Judah placed her confidence in Egypt, and
formed an alliance with Egypt and the Palestinian states
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ing in Egypt. He said moreover unto them, ’’Thus said the
Lord God, the Holy One of Israel; In returning and rest
shall ye be saved; in quietness and confidence shall be
1 .
your strength: and ye would not," It was the faith of
Isaiah in the Holy One of Israel that kept him steady
in the midst of all these difficult and trying situations.'
But he v/ahted all of Israel to experience this same
confidence and strength. This the king and people did not
experience until after they saw that this faith had
enabled Isaiah to stand fast steady and loyal to God
even when all the state opposed him. Then through his
steadfastness and the fulfillment of his prophecy con-
cerning Sennacherib, the king and people believed. They
saw in Isaiah the emBodiment of his concept of faith: "In
returning and rest shall ye be saved; in quietness and
1
.
confidence shall be your strength."
Isaiah » 3 Messianic concept shows a steady
development, although there are those who believe that
in it»s third stage of development it is seen in lt»s
greatest perfection* namely, in the prophecy concerning
the Messiah and his Kingdom of Peace. We begin in our
development of this concept with the young idealist. As
a young idealist, when Assyria under Tiglathpileser III
was being formed into the first world empire, Isaiah
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would be the world *s religious capital, at which time the
world would become a warless world. This concept gained
a new element at the time of the Syro-Ephraimitish war
when Ahaz, king of Judah, betrayed his nation into the
hands of Assyria. Isaiah then prophesied to Ahaz that in
due season 1' Immanuel would be born to rule over the
remnant of the peofile of Israel and Judah. ' ' Immanuel,
unlike Ahaz, would carry out and perform the purposes of
God for His people; for he would be a true kimg as
contrasted v/ith Ahaz, The inability of Ahaz, and the rise
of the power of Assyria, suggested another means of
the way in which Isaiah’s concept developed. In the midst
of confusion and the Inability of Ahaz, Isaiah’s concept
developed to include the idea of an ideal Counsellor and
Prince of Peace \'^/ho would reign by means of the zeal of
Jehovah. After a few more years had passed Hezeklah, the
son of Ahaz, became king, and the obedient nation of
Judah began to thrive in spite of the domination of
Assyria, It was at this interval that Isaiah gave his
prophecy concerning the Messiah and the Kingdom of Peace.
This concept had therefore developed to include the belief
in the transformation of all nature. Then in the later
period of his life, when Judah had again become indepen-
dent, Isaiah’s Messianic prophecy and concept recognized
the Messiah as protector who, with an aristocracy of
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The concept of the Omnipotence of Yahweh gave
a motivating force to all of Isaiah’s work. He believed
that in God was the hope of the future of the world, for
it was God i;’’/hose Spiritual power immeasurably surpassed
any human power. To Isaiah, God was Majestic, Holy, and
therefore Omnipotent .Because God v/as Omnipotent, He
could and did intervene in the affairs of the v/orld to
order the events of history. He used Assyria as His ’’rod"
to chastize His own people. Assyria and Egypt existed to
purge and cleanse Israel and Judah. After God’s purpose
had been fulfilled, the instrumental nations would be
punished and come to knov/ the Lord as the Ruler ofl all
the earth. Even the mighty Ass^Jrria could not become her
own master; God ruled. God would carry out His purposes
on all nations, and none should stay His hand. But in
all His dealings, God was most especially interested in
the welfare of Jerusalem and in the perpetuation of
Zion.
The concept of the Inviolability of Jerusalem,
moreover, was conceived in the midst of the destruction
which Assyria and Egypt planned for Jerusalem. It is
difficult to state the exact thought of Isaiah on this
doctrine. Some have interpreted it to mean that Isaiah
thought Jerusalem would be kept from harm in spite of the
way in which it’s inhabitants lived. This, however, is
•'I 3’rf^±.-al 'to' i-T.xt '•J o.'rio'v 0
'"^1 i»:ov,' 1:0 -'£11 lo oqcri .boli ftl .:^aL^
,'>«« w-'f/ti "jJ.iJ'£j''XL''f;£iOiTt3[(i.t: ‘i:;‘'T,'oq X wr, ii ooorii. boO ^uiv/
i^’f?
sfl-vi X;o"' ,:X^?t':.El o'- .'f .-^/oq riAm.r.i
•V' ,.ia-^;^orii:nr.O I'O-O
O'^ l-r-to- 0£i;} lo orf) riX X'.:;- C>q.o
f'O’i” ai as sl'jnxaeA ,&©«£/ ^.o a.-tzun-: j>fi*J -xob^c
Oo be.rai:>t3 X-^i's i3i'i':ee^. ,©.[.looct
''.30^‘''ovi 2’boO ,f{sbJ/T. bfis f«s^i:at osa-^elo Ihic ^'j'lf/-;
©i'i LIx/o^/ afioit sa Ixict’iforaxjxt ar.i ©'• .' '' XX'i ',x/t 6r.:^
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the unfortunate way in which the Jews of later centuries
excused their folly; for they appealed to this doctrine
of Isaiah, It v/as a perverse application of a concept
which had at the center of it's inception the ideal of
the truth of God, Isaiah had said that if they wished
to he kept safely they had to return unto God, Isaiah did
not claim that Jerusalem would he saved even though it
were evil; he said that a reformation had to take place,
and that it would tfeke place because God, as a consuming
fire, was in the midst of Jerusalem, This must he considered
in it's exposition and explanation, Isaiah believed that
a reformation would take place, in which a remnant,
cleansed and purified, would make Jerusalem inviolable
because of the very character of it's inhabitants, as
well as the presence of Yahweh in the city, liYhen Jerusalem
was saved at the time of Sennacherib's invasion, even
before it had been cleansed, this does not mean that
there were no sinners in the city. This great deliverance
had come; but it had come to prepare the people for God's
ptirpose. The sifting process would take place in God's
own time.
Thus we see that Assyria and Egypt wers mighty
facti)rs in the development of the religious concepts of
Isaiah: for the events in the world .crises,which they set
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